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Only the computer illiterate
will be intimidated by electronic filing, say experienced EDGAR filers. Their
recommendations on how
to join the EDGAR revolution are presented here.
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PERCEPTIONSOF
EARNINGS QUALITY:
WHATMANAGERS
NEEDTOKNOW
BY FRANCES L. AYRES,
CPA
By engaging in earnings
management, managers
may think they are providing users with an improved
picture of a company's earnings. But accounting policies and procedures that
give users and the market
negative impressions about
the quality of a firm's earnings can be costly if they
lead the market to devalue a
firm's future income stream.
Managers should consider
the trade -offs between improved earnings and negative impressions.
Certificate ofMerit, 1992-93.
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EARNINGSETHICALLY
ACCEPTABLE?

41
ANEW LOOK AT
MARKETVALUE
ACCOUNTING

BY KENNETH
ROSENZWEIG, CMA,
AND MARILYN FISCHER
How do accountants feel
about managing earnings?
According to this survey, accountants generally rated
managerial actions that manipulated earnings by

BY PAUL MUNTER,
TOMMY MOORES, AND
THOMAS A. RATCLIFFE
The FASB issued Statement
of Financial Accounting
Standards 115, "Accounting
for Certain Investments in
Debt and Equity Securities,"
to clarify the recognition
and measurement of investments in debt securities.
Here's an overview of the re-

changing accounting m eth-

ods as ethically less acceptable than actions that
achieved the same effects
by changing operating decisions. Accountants with
greater years of professional
experience and those who
occupied higher positions
generally were more tolerant of earnings manipulations than their less senior
colleagues.
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36
ASSETIMPAIRMENT
BY ALFRED M. KING,
CMA
Management accountants
should take a close look at
the Financial Accounting
Standards Board's new exposure draft, "Accounting
for the Impairment of Long Lived Assets." Many observers believe it is one more
nail in the coffin of the historical cost model.
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ACASE FOR FAIR
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FORDEBTSECURITIES
BY BRUCE M. WAMPLER,
CPA, AND THOMAS J.
PHILLIPS, JR., CPA
Which method depicts a
company's current economic condition more accurately— historical cost accounting or fair value accounting?
The authors tell why they
advocate the latter.
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STOCKOPTIONS:
ACCOUNTING,
VALUATION, AND
MANAGEMENTISSUES
BY MURRAY S. AKRE
, SH,
CPA, AND JANET
FUERSICH
The FASB has received
hundreds of letters opposing its proposal requiring a
compensation expense for
all stock options and stock based programs. If your employees receive stock -based
awards in exchange for service, now is the time to learn
what the new rules will
mean to your company and
to get involved in the current debate.

54
TEAM BUILDING IN AN
ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENT
BY STACY AYOTTE, CMA
Successful team building
can make a management accountant's job less stressful
and more productive. The
key, says this department
manager, is to begin team
building with a foundation
Of trust.

BY RALPH E. DRTINA
Outsourcing gives companies the freedom to focus
their energies on those key
activities critical to maintaining their competitive
edge. Sun Microsystems,
Gallo Winery, Apple, and
Honda are a few of the companies that have realized
the benefits of outsourcing.
Presented here is a methodology for making this strategic decision.
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PERSPECTIVES
DERWATWES
Last December, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) voted to consider requiring banks and
other companies to disclose more information about the
risks of their activities in derivative financial instruments. While there is not a universally accepted definition, derivatives can be described as financial instruments whose cash flows depend upon (are derived from)
the value of some other asset, reference rate, or index.
An interest rate swap is perhaps the most common example and is used frequently by both commercial companies and financial institutions to manage their interest
rate risk. The FASB ultimately will address the accounting for derivatives in its financial instruments project, but its most immediate
focus is on enhanced disclosures.
Press reports indicate that the volume of derivatives activity has skyrocketed in the last several years and that, although many of these derivatives are
appropriately being accounted for as off - balance sheet items, disclosure of
the potential risks and rewards may need improvement.
Of importance to IMA members, it seems that the use of derivatives is increasingly being relied upon by smaller banks and commercial companies to
manage risk— interest rates, foreign currency, and commodity prices. However, considerable concern is being expressed about how much is yet to be
learned about managing this admittedly complex area of activity. The issues
span a spectrum — external reporting and disclosure, internal management,
internal controls, credit evaluations, valuations, and legal.
From my perspective, one reason for much needed focus on management
of derivatives is a report published in July 1993 by the Group of Thirty, titled
"Derivatives: Practices and Principles." In this limited space, it would be impossible to summarize this thoughtful study, which was undertaken by this
very prestigious group headed by Paul Volcker, former chairman of the Federal Reserve. After reviewing the report, I came away with a better understanding of the increasingly important role that derivatives play in the financial markets and that derivatives by their nature may not introduce risks of
a fundamentally different kind or of a greater scale than those already present
in the financial markets. But they can now come in different packages, thus
raising the issues I have mentioned. A very important feature of the report
is a set of sound risk management practices for dealers and companies involved with risk management activities.
Although worldwide derivatives activity now is measured in terms of trillions of dollars, this complex area i5 still viewed as one where much is yet
to be learned. In my study of this subject, I found IMA's Statement on Management Accounting 4M, "Understanding Financial Instruments," to be an
excellent introductory reference.
For those of you who already are involved with derivatives, and for those
of you who expect to become involved or are interested in getting up to speed
on this leading -edge issue, I recommend IMA Statement 4M for your reading. You also may want to review IMA Statement 4Q, "Use and Control of Financial Instruments by Multinational Companies." On page 64 of this issue
there is further discussion of derivatives and how to acquire the publications
mentioned above.
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

ACCOUNTING& Using questionable
data and misleading statistics, some of
which are nearly 150 years old, Professor Boer suggests that current efforts
by practitioners to improve their company's cost management system may
just be a "fad." Closer examination of
Boer's article and current practice reveals a completely different story.
Myth I: Labor cost used to be high.

ROBERT F. RANDAII, EDITOR

ATAXING STORY
ary F1eischman's article, "Sales
& Use Taxation: An Overlooked
Cost of Business ?" (December
1993), struck a responsive chord. Prior to my retirement, much of my time
in the corporate tax field was devoted
to this. Since retirement, I have been
associated with a consulting firm specializing in the field.
The article concentrated on exposure where goods were shipped to
Texas customers from points in Ohio,
tax not being billed. Under certain circumstances (relations with the customer are friendly, the customer is
still in business, etc.) the seller can bill
and collect the tax, usually years after
the audit assessment has been imposed.
I have experienced another scenario that results in greater liability. Assume the vendors are located outside
Ohio, ship taxable material to the manufacturer's Ohio plant, and do not bill
tax. Also assume the vendors for various reasons do not choose to register
with Ohio, relying on the "Nexus" argument. It is incumbent on the purchaser to ensure that internal controls
are such that the tax will be accrued
and paid to the state to preclude interest and penalties being assessed on
audit.
Manuel Hendler
Verona, N.J.

MORE ONMYTHS
As a practitioner of management accounting for over 20 years, I take exception to many of the statements
and statistics in the article by Professor Germain Boer published in the
January 1994 issue of MANAGEMENT

Professor Boer states that his graph of
Labor as a Percentage of Sales (Figure
1) reveals the "most startling fact" that
labor was only 23% of sales in 1849. His
contention here is that labor costs
were never significant. On the basis of
this data Boer further contends that
"Labor as a percentage of sales has not
made a sudden drop because of modern manufacturing; rather, it has declined steadily from 23% in 1849 to
about 10% in 1987."
I wasn't around in 1849, but III bet
that 23% of sales may have been far
greater than the total profit percentage
for most manufacturers of that era. The
only thing that would startle anyone
about this "fact" would be if anyone
could find documented quotations
from successful entrepreneurs of the
1840s who thought labor cost (at a level of 23% of sales) was insignificant.
Further, Boer's observation that the
graph shows no "sudden drop" in labor
does not hold up very well if the statistics are viewed over a more relevant
time period. Looking at the data from
about 1960 through 1987, labor costs
have decreased by over 30% during this
time period. If they continue at this
rate, it would appear that labor cost as
a percentage of sales could be less than
5% by the year 2000.
Boer goes on to state that the Department of Commerce data includes
"all labor costs below the first -level supervisor, and therefore includes a
number of indirect labor costs." In other words, according to Boer, "direct labor cost is even lower than the percentages reported." This would seem to
indicate that the drop in labor could be
even sharper due to the large number
of support personnel and technicians
that have been added to the factory
floor to support highly automated production during the last decade.
In spite of Boer's contention to the
contrary, direct labor costs that were
once a significant portion of cost have
declined sharply and are no longer a
sound basis for evaluating cost and
productivity for most of the manufacturing industry. As a result of these
facts, practitioners are responding to
the needs of the manufacturing indus-

try for relevant management information by implementing activity -based
costing and activity -based management systems.

Myth 2.• True and accurate costs result from better calculations. Boer

states, "Another idea frequently heard
at conferences and reported in management accounting literature is that
true and accurate costs are attainable
if we just do enough complex calculations," and goes on to argue that "true
and accurate cost" does not exist.
As the former director of Cost Management Research at the Consortium
for Advanced Manufacbn ing- International, I have attended over 100 conferences and seminars in the last six
years. I have never heard anyone suggest that a "true and accurate cost"
could be developed via complex calculations or by any other method. In fact,
the most commonly heard reference
along these lines is a quotation from
Robert S. Kaplan, of Harvard University, who said, "It seems that accountants would prefer to be precisely
wrong than vaguely right."
Boer's suggestion that ABC /ABM
requires a "lot of complex calculations"
is patently wrong. The calculations required for these advanced techniques
are quite a bit simpler than the three
and four variance method[s] of analyzing overhead which most universities
still teach. Perhaps more importantly,
the calculations and the information
are far more understandable to operations management. What activity based costing and activity -based management do require is a thorough
understanding of an organization's
business processes, activities, and outputs.
Successful practitioners implementing ABC and ABM systems are
working closely with operating managers to understand the significant activities and processes within their organizations and to provide relevant cost
and output measures for these operations. Boer seems to endorse the need
for this same type of understanding in
his closing paragraph when he suggests, "Accountants should do what
their operations colleagues are doing:
Go back to the basics and understand
your operation."
Myth 3. Product cost determines
product price. While I generally agree

with Boer, product cost does not determine product price, cost plays a very
important part in a number of strategic
management decisions. In his example
of the price of corn and the price of
feeder steers, Boer concludes that the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1994
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graph proves that there is no relationship between the cost of corn and
price of feeder steers.
Having been raised on a small farm
in East Texas, I think this example is
particularly humorous. As the cost of
corn escalates, many ranchers and cattlemen are unable or unwilling to continue to feed their cattle and make the
strategic decision to sell — driving the
price of cattle down. When corn cost
is lower, these same ranchers make
the strategic decision to continue to
feed the cattle (let them grow), which
often results in higher prices (because
fewer cattle go to market). I believe
this demonstrates a very direct relationship between the cost of corn and
the price of cattle and is clearly indicative of the strategic decisions which
cattlemen make based on cost. I'd hate
to be in the cattle business with someone who didn't understand this.
Myth 4: Modern manufacturing has
made conventional costing obsolete.

B6er cites criticisms of cost accounting from the 1920s through the 1960s
and concludes that "Modern manufacturing has not made conventional costing obsolete; it has always been that
way."
Again Professor Boer seems to
miss the point. The issue is not "did
modern manufacturing make conventional costing obsolete ?" but, rather,
"how can we improve our costing systems to provide better management
information and decision making ?"
Sadly, unlike the authors he quotes,
Boer offers no ideas for improving
management accounting, just a condemnation of existing practice. Fortunately, other academics have taken a
more proactive role in understanding
the issues which confront industry
and have helped to develop improved
approaches. In fact, many forward thinking academics are taking these
new approaches and ideas to their
classroom and abandoning much of
the obsolete material still published in
textbooks.
Myth 5: Overhead has increased dramatically in recent years. Using De-

partment of Commerce statistics,
Boer states, "There has been no explosion in overhead costs in recent years.
What we see today is a culmination of
an upward trend that has been taking
place for a long time."
By selectively choosing data back
to 1947, Boer is able to compute a
trend line which in no way reflects
what has happened in the last 10 to 15
years. Had Boer selected a more relevant time period, say from 1980 for10

ward, the trend line would go off the
chart by 1990! Not being an expert in
the use of statistics, I discussed Boer's
charts with a number of forward- thinking academics.
Practitioners are well aware of the
explosion that has occurred in overhead costs. More important, they are
developing systems to help management evaluate the effectiveness of
these investments and their impact on
product cost and profitability.
Mike Roberts
President, RPMAssociates

OFFBASE?
In an otherwise useful presentation of
the problems confronting present -day
defense contractors, Alfred M. King's
"Risky Business: Defense Contractors
After the Cold War" (October 1993) appears to be somewhat off base in describing the impact of [Cost Accounting Standards] CAS.
Whereas Mr. King implies that CAS
require that overhead costs be accumulated in one or a few pools, CAS merely
permit the use of a relatively small
number of pools. Contractors and their
trade associations, not the CASB or its
staff, were the chief advocates of this
permissiveness and were extremely
vigorous in their objections to provisions that would have required greater
homogeneity in the overhead pools.
Permissiveness, in other words, was
built into the standards to minimize
compliance costs, even though large
pools are less homogeneous and fit the
causality criterion less well.
Contractors are likely to use much
smaller pools in the database for control and decision purposes; these same
pools can be used for contract costing
if they are based on sound cost accounting principles, consistent with
CAS. The main problem confronting
contractors is that changing a cost accounting system to reflect activitybased costing or increase the number
of pools is likely to be time - consuming
and onerous. The CASB recognizes
this and has initiated a project to see

Become a

CMA
(800) 87 -GLEIM

what might be done to alleviate the
burdens associated with organization
changes and changes in cost accounting practices.
On another point, I agree with Mr.
King's suggestion that true capacity
costs should not be spread over today's
low production levels. CAS isn't the villain here, though. Average full cost
was built into the present regulations
long before CAS, and contractors generally have been happy with that Management is free, however, to base its
commercial decisions on its estimates
of the effects of these decisions on
costs and profits, even though incremental costs may not equal the full
costs implicit in CAS. CAS merely insist that management not shift costs inappropriately from commercial to defense business for contract costing
purposes.
Gordon Shillinglaw
Former member, CASB

RIGHT AND WRONG
It is fascinating to read about efforts to
teach ethics. Your article "Review: Can
Ethics be Taught ?" by Harry Poynter
and Cynthia Thomas was interesting
but totally missed the point. I recently
had to take a required course, Legal
and Ethical Issues. It was so apparent
that ethics cannot be taught.
The ethical discussions are always
centered on evaluating different circumstances (a.k.a. Situational Ethics).
Right and wrong are only taught within
a relationship to the circumstances and
can vary from student to student. That
is wrong! Right and wrong cannot be
measured on a sliding scale like a volume control. During my many confrontations in class discussions, the general rebuttal was "...well that's your
opinion, not mine." I did not determine
what is right or wrong; it has already
been determined for me.
If we are allowed to "lie" under certain circumstances, how can we expect
to define ethical behavior if a "lie" can
be right or wrong? How can we teach
what we cannot define? To me, it is so
basic that I can only laugh at academia's futile efforts.
Joseph Tomanelli
Mahwah, N.J.
Address all letters to 7&e Editor, MAN AGEMENTACCOUNTING®, 10Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645-1760.
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PL A N'

For Windows"' and Macintosh"

Now... multi-user software designed for
enterprise -wide budgets and forecasts.
66FYPlan slashed the time it takes us to do
a rolIup from 3 days to 3 hours."
Now you can manage the process of
bottoms -up budgeting and tops -down
analysis across the enterprise.
Beyond any spreadsheet.
Budgets ... forecasts and reforecasts ...
corporate -wide rollups... "what -if" scenarios
... financial reports —with FYPlan you can
deliver them all with accuracy and speed you
can never get with any spreadsheet!
Support for distributed
computing and clientiserver
technology.
FYPlan's advanced
...............:..............
architecture lets you
bring managers at
all levels into
the planning
hierarchical e
MI
_
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YES!Pleaserush myFREE FYPIan
demo disk!

Streamline rollups.
FYPIan automates distribution and consolidation of data to and from your end - users.
Complex rollups that once took days or weeks
of painstaking calculations and adjustments, of
endless checking and rechecking, can now be
done in hours with utmost accuracy and detail.
Drill down to details.
With FYPIan you always know what's behind
your numbers. "Double- click" on any line item
in you P &L and immediately see the supporting
worksheets.
Advanced analysis—
automatic financial statements.
FYPlan puts unprecedented powers of tops down analysis at your fingertips —even delivers
a full P &L, cash flow and balance sheet automatically. All without the hours spent programming
macros, rekeying data and rechecking numbers.

-----

-----------------------

r
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arrangement that best suits your organization.
Data can be exchanged with your existing databases and general ledger. You have complete

control over who has access to what data. The
result: a solid, bottoms -up plan that everyone
trusts and everyone buys into.

I want to see for myself what software designed
for budgeting and forecasting can do!

1
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I

Platform:

Windows

Macintosh

Both

Na me :

1 Title:
I
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Company:

I

Telephone: (
)
1 Mail coupon to: Pillar corporation,
Dept. MAL950 Tower lane,Suite 400,Faster City,CA 99404.
L
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Pillar Corporation
950 Tower Lane, Suite 400
FosterCity, CA 94404
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FVN.. is a trademark of 6WvCtapr
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I
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WASHINGTONREPORT
STEPHENBARLAS, EDITOR

SCHUETZE UNLOADS
ON PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS
alter Schuette, chief accountant at the SEC, went into the
lion's den and cracked his
whip. At a January 11, 1994, AICPA
conference, Schuetze ripped into accountants for becoming mouthpieces
for their corporate clients. His concern
with the profession's lack of independence extends back to a speech in August 1992 to the American Accounting
Association in which he raised the issue of auditor independence in connection with what he called "incredible"
accounting proposals. His remarks
concerned off-the -wall statements in a
registrant's filings that were clearly
wrong but nonetheless supported by
the auditor. "There have been too
many times where accounting arguments made by registrants lack any
reasonable foundation and, without being able to cite any authoritative support for the registrant's position, the
auditor has acquiesced," Schuetze
said. He added that he had hoped that

W

Walter Schuetze

these kinds of outlandish proposals
would have decreased after his August
1992 speech. "My hopes have not been
fulfilled, however," he told the AICPA
conference. He then gave four examples. He said these cases involved not
just an engagement partner but received the backing of the national office of the auditing firm in each case.

LEVITT TO
ESTABLISH
ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON FINANCIAL
REPORTING
SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Jr., will
establish an advisory council to make
recommendations on reforms in financial reporting. This is apparently a
"hush -hush" development that Levitt
has talked about to only a few people,
and privately. John Heine, an SEC
spokesman, says he has not heard anything about the advisory committee,
nor was he able to find anything out after talking with people on Levitt's staff.
Levitt apparently wants to jump on recommendations that will be made by
the American Institute of CPAs' Special Committee on Financial Reporting. Headed by Arthur Andersen Partner Edmund Jenkins, the Special
Committee unveiled some of its preliminary thinking last September. [See
"A Crisis of Confidence in Financial Reporting," February 1994 issue.] Jenkins said then that users of financial reports want better "disaggregated" or
"segment" information based on the
way management manages its business and on a geographic basis, better
information on the "sustainable earnings" capacity of a company, and some
other modifications. Anything the Jenkins Committee recommends would
have to be endorsed by either the Financial Accounting Standards Board
or the SEC —and maybe both. That is

where Levitt's committee would come
in. With ostensibly wider membership
than the Jenkins Committee, it would
pass judgment on the Jenkins recommendations. One business lobbyist
says "this will be at the top of Levitt's
agenda."

BUSINESS GROUPS
SUPPORT NEW
LIABILITY
LEGISLATION
Nine business groups have agreed on
12 principles for any legislation that
will address securities litigation reform. The nine include the National Association of Manufacturers, Electronic
Industries Association, Association of
Publicly Traded Companies, and the
AICPA. The fact that the AICPA has
signed on is an acknowledgement that
the Tauzin (Rep. Billy Tauzin, D.-La.)
bill, which would do away with joint
and several liability in some instances,
and which the AICPA had helped
write, is dead in the water. The nine
business groups included their 12 proposals in a letter to Sens. Chris Dodd
(D.- Conn.) and Pete Domenici (R.N.M.). Dodd is chairman of the Senate
securities subcommittee. A Dodd staffer says the senator plans to introduce
a bill early this year. The proposals
from the business groups affect corporate accountants as well as auditors.
For example, one proposal establishes
a "safe harbor for forward- looking
statements" contained in financial reports. Another proposal states that
joint and several liability would continue to apply to defendants found to have
engaged in knowing fraud. Others
would pay a penalty proportionate to
the harm caused by their unintentional
conduct. In his remarks at the AICPA's
SEC conference on January 12, 1994,
SEC Commissioner Richard Roberts
said that those pushing litigation reform legislation "are still pushing a
large rock uphill." He complained that
the bill that had been introduced —he
did not name the Tauzin bill— "makes
no distinction between meritable litigation and meritless litigation." He added
that a narrower proposal would have a
better chance of success and "would be
more warmly received by the Commission."
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 14 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D. C.
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MID-WINTER SALE. SAVE $50.
7'H E OFFICIAL MILITARY ISSUE
GENUINE LEATHER A -2 FLYINGJACKE7'

ACT NOWT
A pi e c e o f Am e r i ca n Hi s t o r y i s ON SALEI
From World War II to Desert Storm, the A -2 Leather Flying
Jacket is one of the most famous pieces of battle gear in history.
During World War 11, the brave pilots of the U.S. Army Air Corps
relied on the A -2 for protection and comfort. The A -2, updated
to current military spec's, was worn by our U.S. Air Force pilots
in the Gulf War, too. Lightweight and comfortable yet "tough
as nails" the A-2 identifies its wearer as one of an elite,
brave breed of fighting men. And now, for a limited
time, you can acquire the A -2 for only $199' tha t's
$50 off regular price.
Ge n u i n e M i l it a r y I s s u e
N ot a C o mm e r c ia l - R e pr od uct io n.
Cooper Sportswear was an original supplier of the
A -2's worn by America's World War H flying helves.
When the Air Force recently
recommissioned the A -2
after 45 years of retirement,
A2
it awarded the first open -bid
contract to none other
than Cooper Sportswear.
Now, you can own the very
same jacket issued to U.S. Air i m
Force pilots. Not a repr oduct
and rrot a look -alike copy — this is the genuine artic(e!
Available eulusimly from Wilk4w & Ward.
Pr oudl y Mad e in the U . S. A.
'rhe Cooper A -2 is made in the U.S.A, using materials and
production methods specified by the U.S. Air Force. Premium
goatskin ensures ruggedness and great looks.
M A D E IN
Knitted cuffs and waistband and a spun
cotton-blend lining ensure draft-free comfort.
Details include regulation snap-down collar,
shoulder epaulets, and roomy snap-close packets.
l+� l� � t tt t t� t �
You'll also receive a certificate of authenticity
stating that yours is a U.S. Air Force A -2. BattleU.
S.
A.
proven and built for long life, the Cooper A -2 actually gets better k)oking with age.
Save $50 Off Re gu la r P r i ce .
Pay abl e in C o nv e ni e nt M ont bl y I ns tal lm e nt s .
The�Cooper�A�-2�Leather�Flying�Jacket�—�normally�$249�—
can be yours for just $199,' payable in five convenient monthly
installments of $41.70 charged to your credit card. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. if you are not completely delighted with
your jacket, simply return it in original condition within 30 days
for exchange or refund. Take advantage of this remarkable
mid- winter sale. Order today. Available in sizes 34-52 regular
and long. Call about larger sizes (to 60) available for $50 more.
(For best fit, order one size larger than your normal jacket size.)

A� lt
- Only
� �199
A c c e p t no s u b s t i t u t e s
T hi s is t he a c t ua l C oo p e r A - 2 j a c k e t s u pp l i e d
t o t he u ni t e d S t a t e s A i r F o r c e .
Have�questions�about�sizing?�Call�us�—�well�fit�you�over�the�phone.
Quantities are limited, so call now!
Phone orders normally shipped next business day.

'Plus $9.50 shippirg1hand1itgt.
0 Im M al

— � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � — � —

`� ;,�� ;,,
� � /b� � /

Willabee & Ward
47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06857

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Name

CALL TOLL -FREE: 1 -800- 331 -1858 EXT. 636 -577
Please send me

Cooper A -2 Genuine Leather Flying
� �Regular

� � Long

Charge each of 5 installments of $41.70" to my credit card.
� �MasterCard � �VISA � �Discover � �Am.�Ex.
Credit Card *

Address
City/Statca lp

Jacket(s).
Size (Even sizes 34 -52):

_
IPLEASE PRINT CLEARLY]

Exp. Date

Signature

(All orders subject to acceptaxa.l

� �I�prefer�not�to�use�a�credit�card�and�will�pay�by�check.�Enclosed�IN
my check for $199 plus $9.50 shipping/handling, a totalof $208.50.'
- Applicahle mies tax, if any, will be bt kd with shipment.
H i ghe r s hi ppi n0 andi i ngo m s i de U . S.
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GING
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CAREER
'I WASN'T PROMOTED BECAUSE PM T00
COST CONSCIOUS.'

ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
I'llbet this is the first time you've heard this, Mr. Half. After years ofdedicated service
toa division ofa large company, I was passed over for promotion because `I was too
cost conscious." When 1 challenged my boss, he acknowledged that 1 had kept a tight
rein on expenses and that the division over which 1 have financial control had never
lost money. But then he told me my "obsession" with cutting costs had kept that same
division from moving ahead to a more profitable position. 1 haven't quit, although 1
would like to. In these days ofdownsizing and paring ofbudgets, it seems ludicrous
for me to have suffered as a result of paying attention to those very crucial things.
Any suggestions on what 1 should do?
o, it's not the first
time I've heard of
such a situation.
Nor, I suspect, will it
be th e l as t. Wh at
you've found yourself stymied by is
the perception on the part of your employer of what qualities are necessary
for effective leadership in higher positions.
No one can fault you for training a
sharp eye on costs and devoting considerable time and energy to keeping
them under control. At the same time,
the position for which you were passed
over might not only require prudent
managerial skills, but it conceivably
demands vision, risk taking, and commitment to empowering employees to
take risks. It's entirely possible that
your focus upon costs has branded you
as someone with a negative attitude
where growth is concerned. Let me
ask you a few questions.
• How willing have you been to loosen up in selected situations in order
to allow an employee with an idea
to forge ahead, even though a modicum of risk might be involved?
• Has every employee who's come to
you with an idea that might cost
money been automatically denied
the opportunity to put that idea into
motion?
• Have you concentrated so totally on
the philosophy of "small losses,
small gains" that you've lacked vision where the future of your division is concerned? Companies don't
grow unless people of vision are
14

willing to take prudent risks to
achieve that growth.
■ Is it your overall business philosophy that the purpose of a company
is to not lose money, rather than to
make money? Please don't misunderstand. I certainly am not advocating tossing cost containment out
the window and going on a spending spree without reasonable restraints. Obviously, a company that
loses money is unlikely to stay in
business very long.
But a company prospers and grows
only if its men and women have a visionary outlook and are willing to absorb a reasonable amount of risk in order to fulfill that vision. Every effective
business leader —every leader in every
walk of life, for that matter — combines
a willingness to take prudent risk while

nip
"Gosh, Glassmen ... it's only the annual
budget meeting."

simultaneously assuring that money
spent to pursue the risk is wisely spent.
Everyone is not cut out to be a leader. Companies need two types of people: those who expand the company's
horizons and those who make sure the
expansion is accomplished within reasonable financial parameters.
You have, it seems to me, two choices. The first is to accept the reality that
you are not the sort of individual who
is likely to ascend to higher management positions in which a more expansive, risk- taking personality is needed.
If this is the case, I suggest you seek
acknowledgment and tangible reward
for your good work in ways other than
a promotion. If I'm right in assuming
that your company appreciates the
good work you've done, it might be
willing to compensate you in other
ways.
Your second option is to take a hard,
analytical look at your management
and business styles. Have you been too
wrapped up in cost cutting to the exclusion of sitting back on occasion and
viewing the future as offering potentially greater profits? Changing one's basic personality and style is never easy.
In many cases it's impossible. Even
when it appears to have worked, it often is forced and artificial, which creates an uncomfortable situation for the
individual attempting such change.
Each of us is different in our approach to business, as well as to life itself. In every CPA firm there are those
who take the greatest pleasure from
the technical aspects of their chosen
profession. At the same time, there are
those whose personalities propel them
into positions of client contact. Generally, those in the latter group are more
likely to achieve partnership status.
Keep your eagle eye on costs. Every
company needs that. But be realistic
when evaluating this situation you've
just gone through. In the long run, the
wisdom of your superiors might prove
to be accurate. If it is, not only will the
company benefit by choosing someone
else for the job you coveted, but you
might find yourself more fulfilled in
recognizing who you are, what talents
you best bring to the company, and
find enhanced success in the future. ■
Mr. Half is founder ofRobert Half International, Inc., a financial and data processing recruitingfirm with 150 Robert
Half and Aceountemps offices on three
continents. His latest book is Finding,
Hiring and Keeping the Best Employees (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).
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ALlivnYmBASED

Join us for the first conference and workshop to
explore the link between activity-based costing
and the goals of Total Quality Management

A
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THE CRITICAL LINK: DAY ONE. The conference features a blend of expert speakers from industry
and academia. You'll hear presentations by:
• John Miller, of Miller • Newlin Consulting, presents a big picture view of THE CRITICAL LINK.

Sponsored by:

ABC Technologies
5075 S.W. Griffith Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005
503/6264895
503/626-4003(fax)

• Dr. Peter B.B. Turney, author ofCommon Cents —bestselling book on ABC, illustrates
storyboarding techniques that link ABC to TQM.
• Dr. Bala Balachandran, of Kellogg Graduate School of Management, talks about ABC and the
three C's: Cost of Quality, Cost of Customer Satisfaction, and Cost Management.
• Ray Truskey, of J.l. Case, presents a field report on the ABC/TQM implementation at J.I. Case.
• Andy Schmidt, of Cost Technology, discusses key ISO 9000/ABC issues.
• Panel discussion . You'll go away with action items on what you can do NOW to use the power
of ABC in your quality initiative.

The conference fee is $300.
THE CRITICAL LINK: DAY TWO. An optional computer -based workshop, taught by Bill Hester of
Hester & Associates, prepares you to demonstrate how ABC can be linked to your TQM program.
The workshop fee is $695.

THE CRITICAL LINK
rime, Quality, and now Activity -Based Cost
April 25 and 26, 1994 • SWISSOTEL CHICAGO • Chicago, Illinois
Circle No. 1 1

FINANCIAL MANAGER
T.CARTER HAGAMAN,EDITOR

HELP FOR SMALL
BUSINESS
BORROWERS
espite an increase in
economic activity
throughout the
country, the typical
small business borrower is still having
trouble getting the
credit needed from banks. There are
several reasons.
In recent years, many banks were
burned badly by poor lending decisions. They've been licking their
wounds and rebuilding their capital.
Second, bank regulators clamped
down with a heavy hand, requiring ever increasing documentation and running up the cost of making and servicing loans. Third, banks have enjoyed
the benefit of a favorable yield spread
investing in U.S. government securities. Combined with vastly lower capital requirements for these investments, there is strong inducement to
invest funds in this way instead of making loans.
While government officials have
made noises about easing the documentation burden, in practice they
have done very little. The proposed
community development banks are not
a practical alternative for the majority
of small business borrowers. Now
banks are showing increasing interest
in business lending, but they still have
the burden of higher costs.
Fortunately, the Business Credit Information Package (BCIP) can give
small business borrowers a reason to
be optimistic. The BCIP is a 19 -page
workbook to be used by borrowers and
their accountants to apply for bank
credit. It was developed jointly by
The Robert Moms Associates (RMA)
and the American Institute of CPAs
( AICPA). Released in November 1993,
50,000 copies were distributed by yearend.
"For bankers, the package provides
most, if not all, financial information
needed for meaningful analysis; for
16

business owners, it satisfies a banker's
information need without having to incur significant costs; and for CPAs it
specifies a simple, prescribed format
and requires fewer footnotes," said
RMA President Joseph W. May.
One of its avowed purposes is to
educate business owners about the
kind of information that banks legitimately need. Would -be borrowers
need to understand that bankers have
the right to ask for lots of information.
They're deciding whether to lend other people's money, and they have to believe they can get it back.
Bankers are different from equityoriented investors, who are willing to
take greater risks but want a piece of
the company in return. Bankers are also right to be suspicious of financial
documents prepared only by the company's own employees. Involvement of
an independent, professional outsider
(the accountant) makes cheating
much harder to do. Either it's necessary to fool the accountant or there has
to be collusion. Bankers have learned
the hard way to be cautious. After all,
the temptation to falsify documents only arises when the company has problems and needs money. And it's not
enough to believe people because they
appear honest. Every successful con
artist looks that way.
Today most borrowers are unlikely
to get by with company - prepared financials alone. So the proper cost comparison is between BCIP and a full audit.
On this basis, the BCIP package
should be substantially less costly,
comparable to the present cost of an
accountant's review. In fact, the AICPA
has a goal of requiring standard accountants' reviews to follow the BCIP
format. BCIP can cut costs for the accountant by improving the client's own
preparation. In turn, the BCIP rules
force the accountant to document his
review and generate greater consistency in preparation of footnotes.
In addition to financial statements
for the last two years and a format for
making projections, the BCIP has a
questionnaire that requests the following information: the names of the ac-

countant, attorney, and insurance
agent; a description of the business;
significant changes for the past three
years and any expected in the coming
year, data on principal customers and
suppliers; information on taxes, litigation, and insurance coverages; information on owners, transactions involving insiders, and ownership succession; environmental compliance; and
accounting policies and procedures.
Although some of these requests
may be new to borrowers, it's easier to
provide the information through the
BCIP than through extended ongoing
discussions with the banker, which often serve to raise tempers and frustrate
the approval process. When data are
presented in the BCIP format, the
banker can more readily make comparisons with similar businesses to assist
in credit evaluation.
A good banking relationship is
based on mutual understanding and
profitability for both banker and borrower. While bankers may be able to
earn a higher return on capital with
other investments, an analysis of the
bank's total relationship with a business can make small business loans attractive as well. The analysis includes
taking into consideration balances and
other deposits, fees from handling
transactions and all of the related business from owners, affiliated businesses, and the like. In addition, it requires
screening out bad credits because
there is no rate of interest high enough
to make a bad loan acceptable.
A good working relationship between banker and borrower can benefit both parties. Bankers' counsel can
help businesses to anticipate problems
and operate in such a way as to improve both their credit standing and
their profitability.
The BCIP package is too new to
gauge its acceptance throughout the
banking industry, but early indications
are promising. Potential borrowers can
request copies from their bankers or
directly from RMA at (215) 851 -0585.
The package includes a sample request letter by which a banker agrees
to accept data in BCIP format. If a bank
has not yet made that determination,
the borrower takes some risk in using
the format. In any event, it's a good way
to tell the company story. And the
same package can be used for more
than one bank.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is an independent
investment analyst. He teaches at Kean
CollegeofNew Jersey and can be reached
at (201) 762-6378.
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Own aLeather -Bound Masterpiece for $4.95
MpIZAI —the Price of a Paperback!

Each book

bound ingenuine

leather with accents
gf22ktgold.

THE 100 GREATEST
BOOKS EVER WRITTEN

Books Ever Written.

Classics by Bronte. Dickens.
Dostoevsky. Shakespeare. Twain.
The world will never forget the
greatest authors of all time, represented in this collection by their
greatest works.
Real Value!
The books in this collection are a
genuine value. Easton Press editions are bound in real leather with
22kt gold on the spine. Superior
craftsmanship and materials go into

each volume. These
are heirloom
books made to
last for generations. Yet their
cost is most reasonable. You will not find
these editions for sale in any bookstore. They are made available
directly to you, letting us keep the
price low and the quality high!
At just $4.95 you have
nothing to loser
To take us up on this outstanding
risk -free opportunity, call us toll free at the number shown, or mail
the application.

DIM MBI

- - -- Reservation Application --- - - - - -The Easton Press
47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk. Cr 06857
Yes... send my leather -bound edition of Moby Dick at
just $4.95... and reserve my subscription to the 100
Greatest Books Ever Written,If I like this book, send
me further editions at the rate of one per month at $38'
each — a guaranteed price for the next two full years!
I understand you will send me a list of titles and 1
can tell you which, if any, i do not want. I may return
any book within 30 days for a re fund, and e ither
party may cancel this agreement at any time.
Here's how I want to pay for my $4.95 Moby Dinh
and future volumes (unless I tell you to cancel):
vISA
Mastercard
Discover
Am. Ex.
Expiration Date
Credit Card No.
I prefer to pay by check ($4.95 enclosed).
payable to the Easton Press.

Name

CALL TOLL -FREE:
1 -800- 367 -4534,Ext. 1 -5438

city
State

s
P

Zip

Signature

Al orderssubject to ameptana.
P
a xi
wppl b g%g
Any
P l c pbpe a l e sft s
wintan
hc
patent. 1 -5438
s

The finest Moby Dick you can find
is the Easton Press leather -bound
edition. Now, own this luxurious
book (a wonderful value at its regular price of $38) for the price of a
paperback — only $4.95 — with no
further obligation.
We are confident that you will be
so delighted when you see our edition that you will want to acquire
more Easton Press leather -bound
books in the heralded 100 Greatest

NEWS
KATHYWILLIAMS,EDITOR

WHICHSMALL
BUSINESSIS
THEBEST?
ast year the Vermont
Teddy Bear Company
was named the best
small business in America.
Who will take home the
award this year? Dun &
Bradstreet Information Services, North America and
the National Federation of
Independent Business Education Foundation are taking nominations now.
Winning companies
must demonstrate growth in
their business through
sales, plant expansions,
product extensions, or job
creation; innovation in how
they run their business; and
active community participation, using small business
creativity and knowledge to
solve community problems.
The grand prize winner will
receive $25,000, and the
three additional winners
will receive $5,000 each.
To qualify, a company
must be a for -profit business
with fewer than 250 employees and in business at least
three years under the same
management. Deadline for
all nominations is April 30,

1994. To obtain nomination
forms and further information, call 1- 800 - 6886342,
priority code 109.

ANANIA
REAPPOINTED
TOFASB
oseph V. Anania has
been reappointed to a
five -year term as a
member of the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
Prior to joining the FASB in
1991 he was a partner in the
Pittsburgh office of Price
Waterhouse where he had
more than 30 years of experience in auditing and business advisory services. He
specialized in large multinational companies during his
last 12 years at the firm.

MEMBER
TERMINATION
n December 3,1993,
the Ethics Committee terminated the
membership of the following individual for an ethics
violation, as provided in the
IMA Bylaws: Charles F.
Winkler, member #831516.

0

AUTHOR ALERT
Authors interested in submitting manuscripts to MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING should ensure that technical terms used in
their manuscripts are used in a manner consistent with the official definitions promulgated by the Institute of Management
Accountants in SMA 2A, "Management Accounting Glossary."
Copies of the Glossary are $10 and may be ordered from IMA's
Special Order Department by calling 1- 800 - 638 -4427, #4.
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WORLDMARKETSAT
YOURFINGERTIPS
orldscope /Diselosure Partners, a
joint venture of
Disclosure, Inc., a key provider of public company information, and Wright Investors' Service, an
international investment
manager, has released a database of emerging market
financial information and
news.
Worldscope's Emerging
Markets database provides
fundamental financial data
and news headlines for
more than 1,100 companies
in 21 countries and 24 industries. Primary countries covered include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia,
Greece, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines, Portugal, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan,
Thailand, Turkey, and Venezuela.
Data items report general corporate information; detailed financial information
such as summary of sales,
net income, earnings per
share, and income statements; explanatory footnotes; and country and industry averages. The
information is available in
media from online services
to CD -ROM, magnetic tape,
diskette, cartridge, and fax.
Some of the major vendors
are Barra, Bridge, Disclosure, Dow Jones, FactSet,
FAME, MAID, Mead, One
Source, Quantec, and Randall- Helms.
For more information
about the database, call
Worldscope at 1- 800 -8460365 (in New York City, 212581- 1414).

HIRING IS UPSALARIESARtFLAT
iring of professionals
in accounting, bank ing, finance, and data
processing increased sub stantially last year, especial ly in the fourth quarter, but

salaries have remained stagnant throughout the country. The leading industries
in job creation have been
temporary employment —both clerical and
professional —health care,
telecommunications, and
discount merchandising,
but the new jobs are not paying highly. The big trend is
professionals using temporary employment as a stepping stone toward better
permanent positions. These
are just a few of the statistics
released in the 1994 Salary
Survey by Romac & Associates.
On a national level, chief
financial officers earned a
high of $112,400 and a low
of $70,600. Controllers
earned a high of $71,400 and
a low of $53,300. Other corporate accountants ranged
from cost accounting manager, $52,600 and $42,700;
general accounting manager, $50,900 and $41,100; and
internal auditor, $56,500
and $46,200.
Romac also provides salary data by region. The
Southwest outperformed
everyone else in 1993, but
all regions experienced
great fluctuations throughout various metropolitan
areas.
To get a copy of the report, call a regional Romac
office near you.

SAYINGSTHROUGH
STANDARDIZATION
n the health care area,
companies could save
about $42 billion over
the next six years through
national implementation of
standardized electronic data
interchange (EDO, the
Workgroup on Electronic
Data Interchange stated in
its 1993 report. Savings
would come from reducing
administrative costs associated with claims processing
transactions, coordination
of benefits, referral authorization, materials management, prescription ordering, and appointment
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THE MOST POWERFUL COMPACT RADIO IN THE WORLD!

GRUNDIG YB -500
FM /AM Shortwave Receiver
Listen! Here is the BIG BREAKTHROUGH
in powerful performance and design. Not in
stores... Now available to you in the U.S.A.
from Willabee & Ward. No other compact
radio packs all these powerful features.
A POWERFUL RECEPTION. The Grundig
YB -500does it all: pulls in AM, FM, FM
stereo, every SHORTWAVE band, even
aviation, military and ship -to -shore. All with
lock -on digital precision.
A POWERFUL SOUND. Exclusive Audio
Power Boost — found on no other world
band radio — gives the YB -500 big, rich,
room - filling legendary Grundig sound.
Powerful F eatures .
Power scan! The YB -500 has continuous
power scan on shortwave — stops at every
signal and lets you listen. When you hear a
broadcast you want, you tell the radio
to stop. Only Grundig has this feature.
Power timing features! The YB -500 can
send you to sleep on FM, wake you with
weather on AM, then switch you to BBC
shortwave. Even shuts itself off. Elsewhere,
you'd pay $500 for these features.
P owerful Memory.
The BBC and all major world broadcasters
are pre -set for instant retrieval. You can add

First and ONLY world band with
award - winning vertical design. Measures
approximately 7Ya "x 4' /"x 1 % ", with built -in
stand and retractable ferrite antenna.
r---

--

-

-

--

R E S E R V AT I O N AP K " T I O N

01999 mol
-- - - - - --

40 more stations on any band and display
Willabee & Ward
i
call letters for reference. No other radio
47 Richards Avenue - Norwalk, CT 06857
,
at this price offers such powerful memory. t
Also has instant keypad access to all
1
b
1
frequencies. Illuminated, adjustable LED
display for bedside use. Advanced RDS FM
Call Toll -F ree: 1 -500- 3 67 -4534
station information display. It will be years
Extension 697 -174
,
1
before other makers catch up with the
Please send me
Grundig YB -500
YB -500. But it is available today from
Digital All -Band Shortwave Receiver(s). For
Willabee & Ward.
each receiver, charge eight installments of
I
$38.56* to my credit card:
P owerful Value
VISA MasterCard Discover Am. Ex.
The Grundig YB -500 is only $299 (plus
I
,
$9.50 shipping and handling), payable in
Credit Card No.
Exp. Date
eight monthly credit card installments of
Name
;
$38.56. Includes 4 AA batteries, deluxe
Please Pnnl Clearly,
travel pouch, stereo headphones, owner's
Address
manual, and Grundig's shortwave listening
guide. INTRODUCTORY OFFER: ORDER i City
NOW AND GET A FREE DUAL- VOLTAGE ,
1
INTERNATIONAL ADAPTER!
State/Zip
I
,
Grundig 1 -year warranty on parts
and labor. 30 -day money back guarantee.
Signature
1
(Orders subNct to mcraptance.)
Grundig is to radios what BMW and
1 prefer not to pay by credit card and will pay 1
Mercedes are to cars. European look! Euroby check. Enclosed is my check for $299 plus
pean sound! European quality! Order now!
$9.50 shipping/handling, a total of $308.50*
Phone orde rs norma lly shippe d
for each receiver.
next bosinem da y.
Call To ll -F r ee: 1- 8 0 0 - 3 6 7 - 4 5 3 4
Extension 697 -174

'Any applicable sates tax will be billed with shipment.
, Higher shippinglhandhng outside U.S.
L - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -

,
- - - -

J

scheduling.
WEDI recommends use
of an International Standardization Organization
Open Systems Interconnection (ISO OSI) to promote
open access and create an
"any -to -any" connectivity.
The group sponsored three
EDI demonstration projects
to show how such a system
could work, and in 1994 it
will pursue six projects addressing the use ofASC X12
standards.
For a copy of the entire
report, contact Barbara
Souder at the Travelers Insurance Company (203 -2776080) or Jim Christie at Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Assn.
(312 - 440 - 6315).

THINKSMALL
f you want to change
jobs, think small. Ninety- three percent of managers at large companies

believe small and medium sized companies will offer
the best career opportunities during the next five
years. Years of downsizing
and economic instability
have caused managers of
large companies to believe
this—and the fact that the
other companies seem to be
thriving just reinforces their
beliefs.
Office Team, a national
staffing service, discovered
these statistics in a recent
survey. For more information, call Steve Pehanich at
(415) 854 -9700.

EXECUTIVESARE
SATISFIEDWITH
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
ontrary to much of the
recent publicity concerning the payoff
from information technology, a survey by Nolan, Nor-

Choose the line ofcredit
that saves your
most important asset.
Now Security Pacific Executive/Professional Services offers
you the most convenient way ever to get cash.
Designed just for the Institute of Management Accountants,this exclusive line of credit offers you a wide array of
impressive benefits:
- Convenience. Apply by mail.
- Guaranteed satisfaction. If you're not completely happy
with your credit line, just return the funds within 30 days.
- Collateral -free. Getup to $35,000 with just your
signature.
- Simplicity. Just write one of the free checks we'll
provide, or call our office.
- Excellent interest rate. Only 640 over the pri me rate.
To apply, simply call us toll -free at (800) 274 -6711. But
don't delay. After all, there's no time like the present. And no
better present than extra time.

SECURITY PACIFIC
EXECUTIV&PROFESSIONALSERVICES

Q

MW

14707 East 2nd Avenue - Suite 100 - Aurora, CO 80011
R 1 SECURITY PACIFIC FINANCIAL SERVICES

M

A DIVISION OF BANK OF AMERICA FSB
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ton & Co. found 65% of the
chief executive officers,
chief financial officers, and
chief operating officers interviewed said they receive
most or all of the benefits
they expect from technology, with productivity increases and lowered costs
topping that list. In addition,
one -third of the executives
noted they would need to increase technology spending
to maintain their companies' competitive edge.
In other findings: 74%
said reengineering of their
companies is necessary, but
only 7% say they see a need
to outsource computer support; 22% said successful information technology investments should lower
corporate costs, 16% looked
for increased market share,
and 12% expected IT to improve their companies' prof
iability.

THEGOVERNMENT
ANDYOURBUSINESS
ore than 50 pages
of new government
legislation, regulations, or interpretation hit
employers every day. To
help companies learn about
some of the new laws that affect them and to help them
comply with the regulations, Your Staff, an employee leasing group, has published a pamphlet titled
"There Is a Simpler Way to
Comply with Government
Regulations Today!" To get
a copy, call 1- 800 -HIREOUT.

MEDIUM COMPANIES
WOULDBENEFIT
FROMCLINTONPLAN
lthough many companies believe their
health care costs
would escalate under the
Clinton Health Care Reform
Proposal, slightly more than
half of U.S. medium -sized
companies would have lower health care costs under
the plan, an analysis by

Hay /Huggins, the benefits
consulting arm of the Hay
Group, found.
The plan caps the liability
for organizations with fewer
than 5,000 employees at
7.9% of payroll. At present,
the average health care cost
for Hay medium -sized companies is 8.9 %. For most
wholesale /retail companies
and health care organizations, however, the costs
would increase. Financials,
industrials, and service organizations would see a decreased cost as they are
above it now.
For more information
about the survey, contact
Doran Twer at (215) 8752337.

CREDITGRANTORS
REPORT GAINS
usiness credit grantors say they now see
signs of an economic
recovery. In the fourth quarter of 1993 they noticed a
substantial decrease in
bankruptcies, and they are
predicting fewer problems
with bankruptcies in the future. Other signs of a general strengthening of the
economy: fewer difficulties
with falling sales, fewer
problems with interest
rates, and fewer managers
reporting concurs in general. In fact, 47% of the respondents to the survey taken by
the National Association of
Credit Management predicted a good outlook for
the first quarter of 1994,
while 45% said fair, 5% said
poor, and 3% said excellent.
"In this era of uncertainty, companies are conducting intensive credit searches on new customers before
extending credit and are severely limiting credit with
shaky companies in an effort to curtail the risk of future bankruptcies," said
NACM President Paul Mignini. It's the only way to go
at present.
For further information
on the survey, contact Paul
Mignini at (410) 740 -5560. ■
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Do they
know
aboutyour
product 0

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
readers will
budget
more than
$10.5 billion
next year for
product lines
advertised in
this magazine.

Get recognized!
Advertise
(201)573 -6275
Jim Hart
Peter McGrath

Doyouhavewhatittakes
toimplementActivityBasedCosting?
W Do you understand your business?
Sapling'sapproachtoActivityBasedCostingbuildsonthestrength
ofyourbusinessknowledge.

� �Do�you�have�a�practical�method�to�implement�Activity�Based�Costing?
Sapling'sprocessmodellingtechniquehasbeenappliedsuccessfullyinbuilding
ActivityBasedCostingsystemsinmanufacturingandserviceindustriesforseveralyears.

� �Do�you�have�the�skills�for�implementation?
Sapling'sworkshopsinActivityBasedCostingareconductedbyexperienced
practitionerswhohavealreadysuccessfullytrainedhundredsofprofessionals.

� �Do�you�know�what�software�you�need?
Sapling'ssoftwaretool,NetProphet,,,hasalargeexistinguserbase
satisfyingtheir ActivityBasedCostingneeds.

Our Clients Include:
Arthur Andersen, AT &T, BHP, Dupont, Interstate Foods, Kennametal, McNeil,
Parke - Davis, Peterborough Civic Hospital, Phillip Morris

Wehave!
The Institute of Management Accountants, Focused Management Information Inc., & Sapling Corporation present

Implementing Activity Based Costing
"The Model Approach"
•�A�Two�-Day�Practical�Software�Based�Training�Workshop
•�A�Hands�-On�Training�format�/Concepts�and�Software
•Participants�Build�an�Activity�Based�Costing�System�in�the�Workshop
•�Structure�Approach�to�Impl
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TAXES

SECTION 197:
INTANGIBLE
TO ASSESS

ANTHONYP. CURATOLA,EDITOR
BYISRAELBLUMENFRUCHT
ne of the most significant provisions
included under the
Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993
(RRA '93) was the
addition of a new
Section 197, which relates to intangible assets (referred to as "Section 197
Intangibles ") acquired and held in
connection with the conduct of a trade
or business or an activity engaged in
or for the production of income. The
new rules contained in Section 197 differ so dramatically from the prior rules
that all tax strategies relating to such
intangibles not only must be redirected and restructured but must also, in
most cases, be reversed from previously accepted doctrines.
The list of items included in Section
197 is long and extensive, and the relevant rules extremely complicated.
Thus, the following discussion will
emphasize some of the most significant provisions relating to Section 197
Intangibles.
Section 197 Intangibles include,
among others, the following items:
1. Goodwill and going - concern value;
2. Covenants-not-to-compete;
3. Customer and subscription lists;
4. Government licenses and permits;
5. Franchises, trademarks, and trade names;
6. Patents and copyrights acquired;
7. Information base such as business
books and records.
An asset that is deemed to be a Section 197 Intangible may be amortized
over a 15 -year period, using the
straight line method, beginning with
the month the asset is acquired. Ostensibly, the biggest winner in this
22

new section, from the taxpayer's perspective, is the inclusion of goodwill
and going - concern value as a Section
197 Intangible. Under prior law, any
amount allocated to goodwill and going concern -value was required to be
capitalized and could not be amortized, thereby providing no current tax
advantage. Thus, under prior law, taxpayers had a strong incentive to minimize the allocation of a portion of the
purchase price of a business to goodwill.
However, the news contained in
Section 197 is not all favorable to the
taxpayer. Section 197 now requires
that covenants - not- to-compete must also be amortized over a 15 -year period.
As a result, Congress projects Section
197 will have a net "revenue raising"
effect even though goodwill which was
previously required to be capitalized
may now be amortized!
The new rule concerning cove nants- not -to- compete is dramatic. Under prior law, taxpayers attempted to
allocate a significant portion of the
purchase price of a trade or business
to the covenant-not-to-compete as opposed to goodwill. The covenant -notto- compete was amortized over the life
of the covenant, which generally
ranged from three to five years. Under
current law, however, taxpayers have
lost this safe haven and will now be required to amortize this cost over a 15year period, thereby increasing the
amortization period generally fivefold.
To avoid circumventions of this 15year amortization period, Section 197
includes a very harsh provision with
respect to claiming and deducting the
worthlessness of such an asset. Section 197 specifically provides that even
if a Section 197 is deemed to be worthless, it cannot be written off prior to
the 15-year period unless all other Section 197 assets acquired in the same
transaction also are deemed to be
worthless.
For example, if a customer list containing 2,000 names is acquired, the
cost of the list must be amortized over
a 15 -year period even if one name from
the entire fist remains useful. Similarly, if goodwill is acquired with other intangible assets, such as a government
license and business information base,
it cannot be written off prior to 15
years unless the goodwill and the business information base is deemed to be
worthless.
Furthermore, the rules relating to
covenants- not -to- compete are more
stringent than for other Section 197 Intangibles. Covenants - not - to-compete

may not be treated as worthless until
there has been a disposition of the entire interest in the trade or business
acquired. Worthlessness of all other
Section 197 intangible assets is not
sufficient to permit an immediate deduction of the remaining unamortized
cost as is true for other intangible assets. Thus, under current law, taxpayers may deem it to be more advantageous to allocate a greater portion of
the purchase price to goodwill instead
of the covenant-not-to-compete. This is
a 180 degree turn from prior tax strategy!
The Section 197 story is just beginning to be written as taxpayers and the
IRS adopt new positions. For example,
as noted, the costs incurred to create
or acquire trademarks and trade names must now be amortized over a
15 -year period. But if a taxpayer is required to pay for a trademark or trade name based on productivity or use and
payments are made annually as part of
a fixed formula, then the payments are
currently deductible. This rule obviously creates a planning opportunity
with respect to trademarks or trade names which previously was not considered seriously.
Similarly, an agreement for a former owner and seller of a business to
provide services is not deemed to be a
covenant-not-to-compete as long as the
payments are not excessive. Clearly,
taxpayers and the IRS may have significantly different opinions and views as
to what is excessive. Moreover, taxpayers and the IRS may now renew
their discussions with respect to what
amount is goodwill and what is covenants-not-to-compete, with each side
taking the exact opposite position of
that adopted under prior law.
Indeed, taxpayers must be very
careful with Section 197 Intangibles.
The new rules are effective as of August 11, 1993, but can be applied to acquisitions after July 25, 1991, if the taxpayer so elects. While one may argue
the merits of the new Section 197 as to
whether it is good or bad for the taxpayer, one thing is certain —the new
Section 197 has placed a new burden
on taxpayers and their tax advisors
with the net effect being "intangible"
to assess.
■
Israel Blumenrucht is associate professor of accounting at Queens College.
Anthony P. Curatola, Ph.D., is the
Joseph F. Ford Professor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can be
reached at (215) 895 -1453.
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In the worldofClient /server financial
systems, the 21st Century dawns at
8:30 a.m. in the following locations.
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EDGAR UPDATE:

NO MORE FEAR
OF FILING
BYSUSAN JAYSON
n 1984, the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) introduced a massive computerized
system to streamline the process
of filing, reviewing, and disseminating
corporate information to the public.
Ten years later, the system called EDGAR, short for Electronic Data Gathering Analysis and Retrieval, is poised to
offer a wealth of financial and corporate data to every investor with a personal computer.

CORPORATE AMERICA ONLINE
he SEC is expected to meet its
goal of having all 14,000 publicly
traded companies filing disclosure documents electronically by 1996.
Currently there are 3,500 companies in
the system. Congress ordered this
"significant test group" to file successfully for six months before the next
groups are phased in, in batches of
1,500 to 2,250 issuers each quarter until the process is completed in 1996.
Approximately 95% of these companies file directly over phone lines using
modems. Other filers submit documents on magnetic tape or floppy disk.
The EDGAR system includes six

T

'L4

Ten-year-old
EDGAR is
becoming more user
friendly and less
temperamental.
Stratus and three Sun computers, over
a million lines of customized software
and a minimum of 100 dedicated communication lines for filers, and a local
and wide area network that connects
SEC staff and public reference rooms
in two regional offices (New York and
Chicago). The software provides a platform for sophisticated extraction and
analysis and searching techniques.
SEC examiners can use the network to
screen and review filings.
"The major design and development stages are over," said David Copenhafer, SEC director of Planning,
Administration, and Security. "We are
now adding refinements and making
sure the system has the necessary capacity." That means the communications equipment and computers located at SEC headquarters must be able
to handle the expected volumes of

stock prospectuses, quarterly and annual reports, tender offers, and other
voluminous documents filed by all publicly held companies.
Eventually EDGAR will interface
with the self - regulatory organizations
and state filing authorities. This will ensure that these organizations can take
full advantage of EDGAR's capabilities
as they continue to exercise their oversight roles while looking for ways to
control their paper flow and maintain
orderly securities markets in the years
to come.
Who can access EDGAR data? `The
ability to tap into the wealth of corporate data is still the most immature part
of the system," said Mr. Copenhafer.
Real -time access is available only
through SEC public reference rooms.
At this time, four companies subscribe
to real -time feed, but none is involved
in retail sales of EDGAR data through
on -line services.
Recently a grant from The National
Science Foundation to Internet, Multicasting Services, and New York University brought EDGAR closer to former SEC Chairman John Shad's goal
of enabling investors to do sophisticated investment planning. Now individuals are able to access EDGAR via
Internet.
At the time EDGAR was born, Mr.
Shad elaborated on the ultimate advantages of the system for the financial executive and the individual investor.
"EDGAR will make it possible to analyze data in minutes that would otherwise take months. For example, an investor at home or in his office will be
able to display all of the listed stocks
that closed yesterday at less than six
times earnings, four times cash flow
and 75% of their book value per share,
that afford dividend yields over 6% and
have debt /equity ratios of less than
25 %. It will also be possible to refine
such lists according to industry size
and other criteria and display the latest
annual and quarterly reports and other
documents of companies that appear to
be the most undervalued."
While this scenario is not in EDGAR's immediate future, a new filing
requirement will enable the SEC and
the public to do data searches within
the next few months. Beginning this
spring, registrants will be required to
include financial data schedules with
their filings. The data in these schedules will be tagged or coded appropriately to enable data search capability.'Me schedules are not deemed to
be part of the formal filing, but they repeat financial information in the filing,"
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTI1NG /MARCH 1994

e asked some of the earliest
EDGAR filers to rate the system 10 years after implementation. According to the filers we interviewed, EDGAR is getting better with
age, and most describe the system as
user friendly.
"Although I would not characterize
EDGAR as user friendly, the introduction of EDGARIink software is an enormous improvement," said Marty Wagner, associate general counsel and
assistant secretary, Xerox Corporation. Duane Henry, senior counsel, Pacific Telesis, says, "EDGARlink actually walks you through the filing
process. Approximately 90% of possible errors are caught before the document is transmitted. Unfortunately, a
common mistake made by filers is to
omit the filing fee —you can't check
through EDGARlink to see if the filing
fee was paid."
What can make EDGAR temperamental— especially to first -time filers—is converting from WordPerfect
5.1 and WordPerfect for Windows files
to the required ASCII format. Filers also have had difficulties converting other word processing files to ASCII format. Michael Kobus, GMAC senior
analyst, agrees. "Tbe conversion process is time- consuming. Ideally someone should invent a way to make that
conversion easier."
MANAGEMENTACCOU"NG /MARCH 1994
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IMPROVED WITH AGE

that means data conversion from word
processing or, if the document was
never on word processing, it must be
OCR scanned or rekeyed. I believe,
however, these problems will dissipate
in the future when more of a company's
documents are EDGARized. We are
seeing a big transition period at this
time."
Mr. Kobus agrees. "At GMAC, we
have solved the problem of having to
have documents typeset everytime we
go through the approval process by
getting people used to the more difficult to read, monospaced EDGAR for-

The process for preparing a filing includes all the steps necessary for a paper filing plus an additional step to convert the typeset document to the
format required for an electronic filing.
Previously, said Jamie Johnson, Edgar
marketing manager at financial printer
R.R. Donnelley, "if a company's filings
contained 1,000 pages of exhibits, it
was not a big deal if there was a typographical error to correct —you just
had to go to a copier machine and
make the required number of copies.
Under the EDGAR system many exhibits have to be EDGARized. Usually,

r

said Mauri Osheroff, SEC associate director, Corporation Finance. This
means that companies can't be sued
for any errors or typographical mistakes made in the schedules.
For example, sitting at the computer, an investor or SEC staff person will
be able to call up the filings of companies in a specific revenue range and do
comparative analyses. 'Ibis capability
will become even more valuable as
more companies file and more tagged
information is available," she said.
The SEC staff already has realized
many advantages with the EDGAR system. For example, when a filing comes
in, reviewers sitting at work stations in
the division of Corporation Finance
can call up filings almost immediately.
The work stations give the SEC staff
access not only to the filings themselves but to office automation tools including spreadsheets and word processing. In addition, they can access
external databases such as Dow Jones
News /Retrieval Service, Nexis, and
Lexis to obtain additional information
about a company under review.

Set yourself apart as a competent professional. Earn the
CFP designation. CPAs with three years of financial
planning - related experience can now sit for the CFP
examination. Credit for previous course work also
available. Call 1- 800 -647 -0526 for information on
CFP certification requirements.

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards
a n
"The marks CFP tv, CFP'ID, and Certified Financial Plaraverl' are owned
by the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc."
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mat. That way we can make the corrections at the terminal and save money
on alteration and printing costs."
Another concern of filers was the
SEC signature requirements. Initially
filers had to use a distinct personal
identification number (PIN). But the
PIN didn't serve a useful purpose, and
most filers were opposed to PINS because of administrative burdens, security problems, and potential technical
problems with the transmission. The
rules now call for typed signatures
from all parties involved in the filing
and for the filer to retain manually
signed copies of the document.

FEAR OF FILING
oes real -time filing mean a faster review of filings? Not yet as
both filers and the SEC experience an understandable learning
curve. Consequently, the time required to review registration filings
has not yet been accelerated, but the
process has not slowed down either,
Ms. Osheroff said.
Companies can benefit from the
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ability to bring securities to market
sooner and avoid filing delays due to
weather. If Washington, D.C., shuts
down, EDGAR will be ready to accept
filings. As Michael Kobus notes, "It is
reassuring to know within minutes of
Ming that it has been accepted. Companies may realize a reduction in overnight mailing costs."
Consumers of securities information— individual investors and members of the securities industry —will
have access to securities information
faster and less expensively than currently. Ms. Osheroff observes that
smaller companies may become better
known and more widely followed once
analysts can access data more easily.
What have been the concerns of filers? According to Mr. Henry, it was apprehension that the SEC might adopt
overly complex formatting rules, but
so far that has not occurred. `"Ihe only
issue I disagree with the SEC on," said
Mr. Henry, "is its objective to have as
much documentation filed electronically as possible. During the pilot program we were permitted to file exhibits
in paper form if it would be impractical
to do so electronically —for example, a
huge material contract that was not on
disk. Today if our company negotiates
an agreement we either have to retype
it in -house and EDGARize it or try to
get the disk from an outside source."
Other concerns have been addressed by the SEC, and all filers agree
it is doing an excellent job. Here's what
James P. O'Neil, vice president of finance at Bowne & Co., Inc., and the
first registrant to sign up as a pilot
EDGAR filer, recommends to ease
your transition to electronic filing:'
1. Obtain the EDGARIink software,
which is available for MS-DOS IBM compatible PCs only, and a copy of
the EDGAR Filer Manual from Disclosure Inc., the official and sole
supplier. (Disclosure, Inc. can be
contacted by calling (800) 6388241.).
2. Call CompuServe and ask to sign up
for a new EDGAR account. Although you may have an existing
CompuServe account, only an EDGAR- specific account can access
the EDGAR bulletin board. You will
receive, via mail, CompuServe's
EDGAR - specific communications
software, a temporary user identification number and an interim password that you will use to sign on.
3. Register with the SEC: Obtain a
copy of the SEC's Form ID by which
you can register as an EDGAR filer,

Ming agent, or training agent. You
can find the Form ID in the EDGAR
Filer Manual, or you can get copies
from such interested third parties
as financial printers, law firms, or
accounting firms.
Fill out the Form ID, inserting
your CompuServe user ID number—if you've received it —in the
appropriate section, and mail the
form to the SEC at the address on
the form. (If you haven't received
your ID number, you can provide
the SEC with the number at a later
time. While having the number isn't
mandatory, the SEC strongly encourages it.) A set of access
codes —a public Central Index Key,
or CIK, number and three confidential passwords —will then be mailed
to you.
4. Install EDGARlink software in a modem-equipped personal computer
with 512k RAM. Next, you install
the CompuServe Information Manager (CIM) software and make the
electronic contacts to initialize the
programs. You then make test filings to confirm that you've established all links, your passwords and
the CIK number are valid, and you
understand the filing process.
Other filers suggest attending a
training session and staying alert to developments and issuance of regulations. Establishing an internal task
force to assess your company's internal capability and determine timetables is also key to success. "Calendar ize the procedures for getting the
document ready. This is easy to do
with 10K and 10Q filings. Registrations
are more difficult to calendarize because you don't know when such a filing will occur," said Mr. Wagner.
Earlier filers we interviewed
praised the SEC's responsiveness to
their concerns. According to Ms. Osheroff, the SEC is monitoring the recommendations and concerns of EDGAR
filers and holds regular conferences to
discuss the needs of registrants. The
next EDGAR filer conference will be
held April 18-19, 1994. On April 19 two
seminars will feature the future of EDGAR and issues related to disseminations of filings. For more information,
contact David Copenhafer at (202) 9428805.
In sum, the advice is: Sign up for
EDGAR as early as possible. Help is
available to ease your fear of filing. ■
games P. O'Neil, "At Long Last Meet Edgar!"Financial Fxecutine, January/February 1993.
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WHATMANAGERS
NEEDTOKNOW
Making the bottom line look better may have a negative result.
BYFRANCESL.AYRES,CPA
Certificate of Merit, 1992 -93

wo firms, Topnotch and Lowdown, have developed
new products through internal research. They both
experience significant increases in earnings from
sales of the products, which are expected to continue
indefinitely into the future. The products are assumed to be
manufacturable and salable using each company's existing
capacity, and the products are of equal value for Topnotch
and Lowdown. Will the earnings increases be perceived as
equally valuable for the two companies?
The answer is probably not if Lowdown's earnings are perceived to be of lower quality because of certain patterns and
behaviors that are thought to reduce the quality of earnings
and hence the value of the signal associated with a change
in earnings.
A firm that wants to provide a strong signal about future
earnings performance should avoid giving the negative impression that earnings are low in quality. The capital market's perception of the quality of earnings may be as important as the underlying earnings number.
The term "earnings quality" has been defined in various
ways. One view of earnings quality relates to the overall permanence of earnings. That is, high - quality earnings reflect
earnings that can be sustained for a long period. Another
view relates earnings and stock market performance. Under
this view the stronger the relation between earnings and
market returns the higher the earnings quality.

the late 1960s and early 1970s. One of the best known advocates of the earnings quality approach to financial analysis,
Thornton L. O'Glove, publishedQuality of Earnings,an investor advisory report. O'Glove's approach involves detailed
analysis of the components of earnings in order to assess the
degree of permanence in reported earnings.'
PERCEPTIONS OF EARNINGS QUALITY
eing aware of a number of factors related to perceived
earnings quality can be important to a manager faced
with choices that affect the bottom line. These factors
may affect investors' and creditors' perception of the quality
of earnings. Managers need to consider the trade -off between improvement in reported earnings and a possible negative perception of earnings quality if the improvement in
earnings is perceived to result in lower -quality earnings.
To illustrate this point, consider evidence provided by
Beaver and Dukes that price /earnings (P /E) ratios differ
systematically among firms as a function of the method of
depreciation used. Firms using straight -line depreciation,
which tends to result in higher earnings, will have lower P/E

THE EARNINGS QUALITYCONCEPT
lie concept of earnings quality is not new. It evolved
From the fundamental analysis notion of searching for
undervalued and overvalued securities, which developed in the 1930s. An under- or overvalued security was one
priced at less or more than its "true" or intrinsic value. This
true value could be ascertained by carefully analyzing a company's financial statements for information that would suggest a company should be trading for more or less than the
present market value. Implicit in this concept is the idea that
the market is not efficient and that a firm's stock price moves
only gradually toward its true value.
The concept of earnings quality became better known in
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Frances Ayres points out the importance of maintaining good
earnings quality.
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ratios than firms using accelerated depreciation methods,
other factors being equal.'
In our example at the beginning, the two firms, Topnotch
and Lowdown, are the same except that Topnotch uses accelerated depreciation and has a P/E multiple of 15, while
Lowdown uses straight -line depreciation and has a P/E multiple of 10. If Lowdown's use of straight -line depreciation is
viewed as a signal to the market that the company is seeking
to report higher earnings by slow asset writeoffs, its earnings
will be perceived to be of lower quality than Topnotch's earnings. The market then may discount the future value of Lowdown's innovation. This perception can affect market participants' valuation of earnings increases even if the increase
in earnings has no impact on reported depreciation. Essentially, Lowdown's use of straight -line depreciation can be
viewed as a signal that the company can't afford to take the
faster writeoffs associated with accelerated depreciation. In
contrast, Topnotch, by using accelerated depreciation, signals its strong financial position.
Note that the P/E ratio example discussed above appears
contrary to the popular wisdom that low P/E stocks are good
buys while high P/E stocks may be overvalued. That is, the
empirical results of Beaver and Dukes indicate that the market "sees through" the accounting method choice and capitalizes earnings at a rate unaffected by the method of
accounting.
This reaction may be appropriate so long as earnings innovations result in proportionate increases in depreciation.
However, if, as in the above example, the innovation results
in increased earnings but no change in fixed charges, then
capitalization of the earnings stream based on the pre-innovation P/E ratio would result in Topnotch's innovation being
overvalued relative to Lowdown's. Lowdown's use of
straight -line depreciation suggests to the market that Lowdown's earnings are lower quality because straight-line depreciation increases earnings relative to accelerated. As a result, the value of even permanent earnings increases not
requiring additional depreciation charges may be reduced.
The firm may convey the impression that earnings are lower
quality than they really are by using accounting methods that
tend to increase earnings.
FACTORSRELATEDTOPERCEIVEDEARNINGS QUALITY
everal factors can influence investors' perceptions of
earnings quality. Managers should be aware of these
factors and of the trade -offs in making accounting policy
choices and in managing accruals.
One such factor is impression management, which suggests that perceptions can be as real as facts. Impression
management refers to the conscious management of the image conveyed to others as a result of an individual's or organization's behavior. The area of impression management has
been studied extensively by researchers in management. An
excellent review of concepts and research in this area is provided in Giacalone and Rosenfeld 3 The literature in the area
of impression management suggests that the way a person
is perceived can be as important to that person's success as
his or her underlying qualifications. Similarly, perceived
earnings quality may be as important as actual earnings quality in determining a firm's future market performance.
Two firms with the same basic financial situation can be
perceived as being of different quality. This perception may
be a self - fulfilling prophecy, but its potential costs can be
avoided easily if managers and accountants consider carefully the implications of making choices that may solve short28

run profitability problems but lead to longer -run difficulties.
They must avoid choices that lead users of financial statements to conclude that one firm's earnings are of lower quality than other firms' earnings.
Income smoothing, a second factor (see Figure 1), refers
to an attempt to report a steady stream of earnings and /or
growth in earnings. Various reasons have been suggested
as to why managers might attempt to smooth earnings. They
may believe that:
• Smooth earnings are more highly valued,
• Smooth earnings minimize the risk of possible debt and
dividend covenant violations, and
• Income smoothing can maximize management bonuses.
Earnings management refers to an intentional structuring
of reporting or production /investment decisions around the
bottom line impact. It encompasses income smoothing behavior but also includes any attempt to alter reported income
that would not occur unless management were concerned
with the financial reporting implications.
Schipper defines earnings management as "... purposeful
intervention in the external reporting process with the intent
of obtaining some private gain" [p. 921.4
For example, if management chooses not to undertake an
advertising campaign because it thinks the campaign will not
be cost effective given the revenue projections, this decision
would not be considered earnings management but sound
decision making. In contrast, if a company has sufficient
funds to undertake an advertising campaign and believes it
is cost effective but decides not to conduct the campaign because of the "hit" to earnings, the decision is an example of
earnings management.
In general, earnings that are smoothed or otherwise managed are thought to be less informative to investors, creditors, and other users and thus are lower quality. Although
some forms of earnings management may not be visible to
the reader of the financial statement (as in the advertising
example), other forms are more visible. Certain factors have
come to be associated with firms that appear to be trying to
report earnings more favorable than the underlying cash
flows would suggest. These factors are discussed next and
are summarized in Table 1.

A good idea or bad
management stratE
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FACTORS INEARNINGS MANAGEMENT
cereal management. Accrual management refers to

changing estimates such as useful lives, collectability
of receivables, and other year -end accruals to try to
alter reported earnings in the direction of a desired target.
While accrual management often is difficult to observe directly, analysis of patterns in accruals may reveal that the
cash flow changes are moving in a different direction from
accruals. Investors do not necessarily view increasing sales
by a more generous collection period as good news. In so
doing, a company may create the impression that it is in
some degree of financial distress because financially distressed companies commonly act this way.
Adoption of mandatory accounting policies. A second form
of earnings management involves the timing of adoption of
mandatory accounting policies. Since its formation in 1973
the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has issued 117 accounting standards —an average of more than six
new standards per year. Typically, the FASB standards are
enacted with a two- to three -year transition period prior to
mandatory adoption but with early adoption encouraged.
While not all firms are affected by each standard issued,
the relative frequency of new standards combined with long
adoption windows provides an opportunity for managers to
select an adoption year most favorable to the firm's financial
picture. For example, in previously published research the
author examined characteristics of firms adopting Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards 52 (SFAS 52), "Accounting for Foreign Currency Translation."' Adoption of SFAS 52
gave the early- adopting firms (in 1981) the opportunity to increase earnings an average of $38 per share or about 11%
of pre -change earnings.
In comparison to firms that adopted the standard later,
the early - adopting firms were smaller, closer to debt and dividend constraints, and less profitable than later- adopting
firms. Not including the increase in earnings provided by
early adoption, the early- adopting firms had an average decrease in earnings of 10%, while firms deferring adoption for
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one or two years (until 1982 or 1983) had earnings increases
of 11%. Early adoption of accounting standards that increase
income may convey an impression that a company needs to
find income from wherever possible. Early adoption can lower investors' perceptions of earnings quality.
Voluntary accounting changes. Another method of managing earnings is to switch from one generally accepted accounting method to another. While a firm cannot make the
same type of accounting method changes too frequently, it
is possible to make several different types of accounting
changes either together or individually over several periods.
Furthermore, some types of accounting changes do not preclude a later change. For example, firms often expand or reduce the use of one inventory method. The use of voluntary
accounting changes to manage earnings results in a signal
similar to that associated with early adoption of mandatory
standards —the company is viewed as managing earnings.
WHYNOTSMOOTH?
t first glance, the favorable bottom -line earnings effect
may appear to be a good reason to smooth or manage
earnings. If judicious use of year -end accruals can
even -out temporary fluctuations, then why not do it? The answer is that by acting to smooth earnings the manager may
create a new problem — investors' impressions that earnings
have been manipulated can lower their perception of the
quality of earnings, leading to lower market values and potential future problems in capital markets.
In contrast, what happens if a firm seeks to use accounting
methods that in the view of managers, most closely reflect
underlying cash flows? If investors perceive that managers
are seeking to report earnings fairly, then underlying values
of the firm should reflect this perception. Temporary fluctuations in earnings will be viewed by the market as temporary,
and new products and innovations will be valued at a level
reflecting the underlying cash flows related to the innovation. This effect may be enhanced if the company conscientiously follows a pattern of full disclosure regarding good
news and bad news. A company with a known pattern of reliable disclosure about bad news items is likely to be more
credible when a good -news event occurs.
In summary, impressions do matter, and the conscientious financial manager and management accountant will
take heed of some pitfalls, pointed out here, to avoid in financial reporting. A decision that provides a boost to short run earnings can have some very real long -term costs. ■
Frances L. Ayres, CPA, is an associate professor in the College
of Business Administration ofthe University of Oklahoma. She

received her Ph.D. at the University of Iowa. She is a member
of the Oklahoma City Chapter, through which this article was
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Is Managing Earnings
Ethically Acceptable.?
Survey shows age and seniority affect attitudes on earnings
management.
BYKENNETH ROSENZWEIG,
CMA, AND MARILYN FISCHER
s managing earnings through accounting methods ethically acceptable? That's the question we
recently asked a sample group of
management accountants. The response to the survey was enlightening.
Our survey was designed as a follow-up and extension of the research
done by Bruns and Merchant and published in M A N A G E M E N T ACCOUNTINGOin August 1990.' They found that
managers disagreed considerably on
whether earnings management is ethically acceptable. They also found that
in general the respondents thought

manipulating earnings via operating
decisions was more ethically acceptable than manipulation by accounting
methods. Bruns and Merchant were
disturbed by these findings. They were
concerned that these practices could
be misleading to users of the information and, over time, reduce the credibility of accounting numbers and
thereby damage the reputation of the
accounting profession.
Bruns and Merchant surveyed managers, but accountants as well can influence the level of reported earnings
either directly by means of their impact on the choice of accounting methods or indirectly by monitoring the actions of managers who influence

reported earnings. To learn more
about accountants' attitudes toward
earnings management, we surveyed
265 members of a regional organization of accountants (approximately 38%
of the total membership). Our questionnaire was adapted from the one
used by Bruns and Merchant and included 13 descriptions of managerial
actions. The accountants were asked
to rate these actions on a 5 -point scale
from "ethical" to "totally unethical."
(See "Earnings Management Questions," p. 34.)
For the purpose of this study, we define earnings management in terms of
the actions of a manager that are intended to increase (decrease) current

The University of Dayton prepares students to appreciate the moral and ethical dimensions of various disciplines. Here, faculty members
Kenneth Rosenzweig and Marilyn Fischer bring the Rev. James L. Heft, S.M., provost, up to date on ethical issues addressed in the classroom.
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reported earnings of the unit for which
the manager is responsible without
generating a corresponding increase
(decrease) in the long -term economic
profitability of the unit. Our definition
is consistent with the way Bruns and
Merchant used the term, although
there is no standard, widely accepted
definition of earnings management.
The 13 questions on the survey can
be grouped by categories (called "factors") of earnings management actions. Two of these factors involve accounting manipulation, and two
involve operating decisions designed
to influence reported earnings. The accounting factors include actions that
influence earnings by changing accounting methods. Examples include
recording an expense in the wrong
year or changing an inventory valuation in order to influence earnings. Examples of operating decision manipulations are deferring necessary
expenditures to a subsequent year or
offering unusually attractive terms to
customers at year -end to draw next
year's sales into the current year.

that were included in that factor. The
table shows that the accounting practitioners participating in the survey rated accounting manipulation much less
acceptable ethically than operating decision manipulation. This finding parallels the attitude Bruns and Merchant
found among managers. In our survey
the accountants gave accounting manipulation an average rating between a
moderate and a serious ethical infraction. They saw manipulation of inventory valuations as being just as questionable ethically as other forms of
accounting manipulation.
Generally, the practitioners had few
ethical qualms about operating decision manipulation. For these factors,
the practitioners' scores indicated an
average rating between (fully) ethical
and questionable. The practitioners,
however, generally felt that operating
decisions that influenced expenses
were somewhat more suspect than

those that influenced revenues.
We also looked at whether there
was a correlation between the accountants' answers and their experience
and level of responsibility. Table 2 suggests that accountants with more
years of accounting experience are
more tolerant of operating decision
manipulation that affected reported
expenses than are their less experienced colleagues. Consistent with this
finding, Table 3 shows that accountants with higher levels of organizational responsibility rate operating decision manipulations of both types as
more ethical than do accountants with
less responsibility.
ETHICALLY TROUBLING
RESULTS
ike Bruns and Merchant, we are
disturbed by these findings.
That accountants are more sen-

ACCOUNTANTS' ATTITUDES:
SURVEY RESULTS
able 1 lists the mean score for
the 13 questions, grouped by
factors. To calculate factor
scores, we averaged accountants' ethical ratings for the managers' actions
32
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ings management may be more likely
to be promoted.
This finding suggests that it is crucial for accountants with a high level of
responsibility in an organization to set
a clear example concerning earnings
management and truthful reporting.
Newly hired accountants look to their
more senior colleagues for guidance
concerning ethical behavior. If senior level accountants engage in considerable earnings management, those at
lower levels on the promotion ladder
will learn quickly that the route to success in the organization is not facilitated by truthful reporting.
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THE PROFESSION'S RESPONSE
ur survey points out the need
for individual accountants to
become more sensitive to the
ethical dimensions of earnings management. For example, accountants
may feel pressured by their organization to engage in earnings management in order to make quarterly reports look more favorable. Also,
accountants may be concerned that
their own performance evaluations will
be based more on how favorable their
prepared statements appear than on
accuracy. Individual accountants need
a clear understanding of the distorting
effects of earnings management and
the judgment and courage to resist
these pressures.
Because decisions by operating
managers can distort reported earnings significantly, management accountants need to assume responsibility regarding operating decision
manipulation of earnings. Management accountants are held responsible
by their organizations for the integrity
of the financial reporting process. Distorted earnings as a result of operating
decision manipulation reflect negatively on the performance of management
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accountants. Thus, management accountants have a stake in the organization's implementing procedures to deter earnings management by means of
operating decisions. As management
accounting traditionally has been seen
as a staff function, accountants may
think it is not appropriate for them to
"meddle" in the decisions of operating
managers. But to the extent that the
decisions of operating managers affect
their ability to carry out their responsibilities with integrity, management
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sitive to accounting manipulation than
operating manipulation is understandable in light of their training and experience. Several of the situations in the
survey dealing with accounting manipulation not only involved ethically
questionable practices, but they also
involved violations of accepted accounting practice. For example, in survey question Number 4, the deferral of
the recording of supplies received to a
future accounting period is clearly a violation of generally accepted accounting principles. Analogous professional
standards do not exist for the situations described in the operating manipulation questions.
The fact that the profession does
not have explicit standards against operating manipulation does not mean
that operating manipulation is any
more ethical than accounting manipulation. Accountants' basic ethical concern here should be whether such
practices involve distortions that mislead users of financial statements.
Both accounting and operating manipulations can lead stakeholders to
make inaccurate assessments of a
company's economic health.
Given the kinds of decisions stakeholders make in light of reported earnings, both accounting and operating
manipulations can be damaging to
their interests. Stakeholders rely on financial statements, assuming that current reported earnings indicate longterm profitability. When earnings are
managed so that financial statements
do not reflect the economic health of
the company accurately, stakeholders
may make decisions they otherwise
would not have made. Because of its
distorting effects, earnings management is contrary to the "Standards of
Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants," which states, "Management accountants have a responsibility
... to disclose fully all relevant information that could reasonably be expected
to influence an intended user's understanding of the reports, comments and
recommendations presented."2
Our findings that accountants with
more experience and higher positions
in the organization are more tolerant of
earnings management also is distressing. It could be that persistent pressure
for short-term earnings growth tends
to diminish accountants' ethical values, particularly with regard to manipulation of earnings. Perhaps accountants' ethical sensitivity weakens
as they move up in a company, or, in
some cases, accountants who already
have loose standards regarding earn-
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EARNINGSMANAGEMENTQUESTIONS
For each question, mark in pencil the letter on the General Purpose Data Sheet that best reflects your assessment of the ethical nature
of the action as supervisor of the General Manager (GM) of the division. A = Ethical; B = Questionable; C = Moderate; D = Serious;
E = Totally Unethical.
1. The division's headquarters building was scheduled to be
painted in 1992. But since profit performance was way ahead
of budget in 1991, the GM decided to have the work done in
1991. Amount: $150,000.
This information applies to the following two questions. The
GM ordered division employees to defer all discretionary expenditures (e.g., postpone employee travel, advertising, hiring, maintenance) into the next accounting period so the division could make its budgeted profit targets. Expected amount
of deferrals: $150,000.
2. The expenditures were postponed from February and March
until April in order to make the first- quarter target.
3. The expenditures were postponed from November and December until January in order to make the annual target.
4. On December 15, a clerk ordered $3,000 of office supplies,
and the supplies were delivered on December 29. This order was a mistake because the GM had ordered that no
discretionary expenses be incurred for the remainder of the
fiscal year, and the supplies were not urgently needed. The
company's accounting policy manual states that office supplies are to be recorded as an expense when delivered.
The GM learned what had happened and, to correct the
mistake, asked the accounting department not to record the
invoice until February.
This information applies to the following three questions.
In September, the GM realized the division would need
strong performance in the fourth quarter to reach its budget
targets.
5. The GM decided to implement a sales program offering liberal
payment terms to pull some sales that normally would occur
next year into the current year; customers accepting delivery
in the fourth quarter would not have to pay the invoice for 120
days.

8. The GM ordered the division controller to prepay some expenses (e.g., hotel rooms, exhibit expense) for a major trade
show to be held in March 1992 and to book them as 1991
expenses. Amount: $60,000.
9. The GM ordered the division controller to write down the inventory due to obsolescence (i.e., reduce its asset value and
record a corresponding loss in the income statement). By taking a pessimistic view of future market prospects, the controller was able to identify $700,000 worth of finished goods that
conservative accounting would say should be written off even
though the GM was fairly confident the inventory would still
be sold at a later date at close to full price.
This information applies to the following two questions. The
next year, the division sold 70% of the written -off inventory,
and a customer had indicated some interest in buying the rest
of that inventory the following year. The GM ordered the division controller to write the inventory back up to full cost. This
would involve a $210,000 increase in the inventory asset value (which had been previously written down due to obsolescence) and a corresponding increase in net income. The GM's
motivation for recapturing the profit was:
10. To be able to continue working on some important product
development projects that might have been delayed due to
budget constraints.
11 To make budgeted profit targets.
This information applies to the following two questions. In
November 1991, the division was straining to meet budget.
The GM called the consulting firm that was doing some work
for the division and asked that the firm not send an invoice
until next year. The firm agreed. Estimated work done but not
invoiced:

6. The GM ordered manufacturing to work overtime in December
so that everything possible could be shipped by the end of
the year.

12. $30,000

7. The GM sold some excess assets and realized a profit of

13. $500,000

accountants should be involved.
A number of things can be done to
help accountants and managers become more aware of the ethically damaging effects of earnings management,
For example, organizations could institute ethics awareness seminars and
workshops. Ethical analyses of specific
earnings management situations could
be included as case studies in professional publications.
Also, a number of specific measures
could be adopted to deter earnings
management. Company recruitment
policies could be revised to attract employees who already have ethical sensitivity to issues such as earnings management. Ethical codes that include
explicit policies on both accounting
34

$40,000. This information applies to the following two questions. At the beginning of December 1991, the GM realized
the division would exceed its budgeted profit targets for the
year

and operating manipulation could be
adopted. Managem ent accountants
and their organizations could adopt
spec ific m onitoring procedures regarding operating manipulation.
Because of its potential to distort reported earnings and mislead users of
financial information, earnings management is a significant ethical concern. Individual practitioners, their organizations,
and
professional
associations should take steps to identify and deter this practice.
■

Kenneth Rosenzweig, CMA, CPA, CIA,
is associate professor of accounting, and
Marilyn Fischer is assistant professor of
philosophy at the University of Dayton.
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Is current value accounting sneaking in the back door?
udden writedowns of corporate
assets, often referred to as a
"Big Bath," have been prevalent
for a number of years. Surprisingly the stock market often responds
favorably to such "restructuring."
In fact, companies willing to admit
to previous mistakes usually are rewarded with an increase in the price of
their stock. While not based on a scientific sample or statistical techniques,
it almost seems that the larger the
writedown the more beneficial it is to
the investor.
How can investors gain by having
their company take a loss? Isn't the
writedown an admission of serious
mistakes and poor judgment by management? If recording such losses is so
good, why doesn't every company do
it —and the more often the better?
First, let's look at the basic accounting and see why the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has decided to write —or rewrite —rules
concerning when companies can and
cannot record an impairment of assets
(write down their value) . Responding
to criticism that either there were no
rules or that existing guidelines were
neither clear nor followed closely, the
FASB issued an exposure draft on November 29,1993, titled, "Accounting
for the Impairment of Long -lived Assets."
AONE-WAYSTREET
ASB's exposure draft may appear
to be of interest only to a few
firms, perhaps those most heavily
invested in mature property, plant, and
equipment (PP &E). In practice, however, every management accountant
must become familiar with its requirements. Many observers believe FASB,
while explicitly rejecting "current value" accounting, in this exposure draft
is moving closer to a change from today's basic historical cost -based accounting model.
The basic concept of recoverability
is put forward in the exposure draft.
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Under the conservatism principle
adopted by accountants, FASB states
that if the future cash flows to be derived from an asset or asset group are
less than the current carrying amount
of the asset (s) on the balance sheet,
then investors and creditors will be
misled unless the carrying amount is
reduced to the recoverable amount.
This is similar, but not identical, to the
lower-of-cost-or-market approach for
inventories. The exposure draft, dealing with PP &E, looks explicitly at results or outcomes. Specifically, what
cash flows will the assets generate in
the future?
Lower-of-cost-or-market with respect to inventories, looks instead at
what the specific items could be acquired for today. The assumption, of
course correct, is that items in inventory have a relatively fast expected
turnover. Thus, if today's selling prices
are below the cost paid previously —which implies that a loss
be realized when the inventory is
sold —then a good test is to look at today's cost. Because nobody buys inventory at today's price&to sell it at a
loss, there has to be a reasonable relationship between today's cost and today's selling price. Making companies
record an inventory loss if current cost
is below what they paid does in essence look to recoverability. But it
does not get involved in specific questions of how long and how much additional cost will be incurred.
Thus, while the concept of recoverability has been present all along in
inventory accounting, cash recoverability is now applied to PP &E as
well. If future cash flows are less than
historical cost, then the cash flows
will control the balance sheet presentation.
A potentially embarrassing question is: "If the amount of future cash
flows related to an asset is the controlling factor in determining the amount
at which those assets are written down,
why is it a one -way street ?" The exposure draft explicitly says that writedowns are required but writeups are
prohibited.
will

BY ALFRED M. KING, CMA

EXPOSUREDRAFT REQUIREMENTS
ASB's exposure draft can be summarized as follows:
■ If events or circumstances indicate
that the carrying amount of an asset
that an entity expects to hold and
use may not be recoverable, the entity shall estimate the future cash
flows expected to result from use of
the asset and its eventual disposition. If the sum of the expected future net cash flows (undiscounted
and without interest charges) is less
than the carrying amount of the asset, the entity shall recognize an impairment loss.
■ An impairment loss shall be measured as the amount by which the
carrying amount of the asset exceeds the fair value [emphasis added) of the asset.
The exposure draft then states that
"fair value" should be measured in
terms of market value, if an "active
market" exists for similar assets. In the
absence of market prices, the entity is
to estimate fair value in terms of the
present value of the future cash flows.
The discount rate at which the cash
flows are to be discounted is simply defused as one that is "commensurate
with the risk involved."
In summary, there is a two-step effort required. Step one determines if
there is an impairment, and step two is
to determine the fair value. What is interesting —and it represents a compromise among the Board members —is
that fair value is not used to determine
if an impairment exists. Fair value, as
FASB uses the term, is always going to
be less than the sum of future cash
flows that are not discounted. Thus, it
is perfectly possible for the fair value
to be below the carrying amount, but
an impairment cannot be recognized.
For example, consider an asset that
has a carrying amount of $7,000. Management's best estimate is that the asset will generate a net cash flow of
$1,000 a year for the next 10 years.
The undiscounted sum obviously is
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$10,000, which is greater than its carrying value. Thus, according to FASB's
definition, no impairment can be recognized. Please note that this is not an
optional decision.
The present value (at 10%) of a
$1,000 stream of cash for 10 years is
$6,145. This latter is the "fair value" if
the cash flows are discounted at an appropriate 10% rate. Put another way, at
10% there is an impairment, but the
Board won't let you recognize it. If, instead, 6% is chosen as the discount
rate, the fair value would be $7,360, an
amount above the carrying value.
You can see that choices of both a
discount rate as well as the estimate of

future cash flows (the amount each
year and number of years into the future) affect both the amount of fair value and whether there is or is not an impairment to be recognized. In this
example, if the $1,000 per year cash
flows were estimated to continue for
only six years, an impairment would
have to be recognized. At 10% the fair
value would be $4,355; at 6% it would
be $4,917.
IMPACT FORCONTROLLERS
n the exposure draft, FASB states
explicitly that it is not necessary to
evaluate all assets every year,

If companies must disclose when the value of inventory has declined, shouldn't investors
and creditors be advised when inventory values increase?
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much less every quarter. Instead, the
Board provides some examples of the
types of events or changes in circumstances that might indicate to a preparer (and to independent auditors) that
the impairment analysis should be undertaken. As shown in the exposure
draft they are:
• A significant decrease in the market
value of an asset. For example, new
technology impacts old assets
adversely.
• A significant change in the extent or
manner in which an asset is used.
For example, the asset is maintained only as a standby.
• A significant adverse change in
legal factors or in the business climate that affects the value of an asset. For example, a major environmental remediation is required
suddenly.
• An accumulation of costs significantly in excess of the amount originally expected to acquire or construct an asset (for example, a cost
overrun).
• A projection or forecast that demonstrates continuing losses associated
with an asset (assumes asset (s) will
be retained despite losses).
These are quite reasonable tests
and should not cause too much controversy. While there will be some gray
areas that may cause reasonable people to disagree in a worst case scenario, future cash flow will have to be evaluated or projected. That will simply
mean performing step one of the twostep test called for by the Board.
The question will be raised— particularly if an impairment loss must be
recognized —as to whether the calculations should be done only by staff
within the company or whether outside professional assistance is necessary. (Here I must admit a potential for
conflict of interest because professional valuation consultants, like myself,
develop this type of information all the
time.) Objectively speaking, if the
amount of any impairment loss is relatively small or immaterial, say 5% of net
income or less, then people within a
company undoubtedly can do the analysis and live with the results.
If a firm is facing a significant write down—a big bath—it would be prudent in this age of litigation to obtain
the opinion of a neutral third party. In
this case, the company will be able to
respond to shareholder and analyst
questions by disclosing in the footnotes that an independent appraiser

developed the fair values.
What may be overlooked is that the
exposure draft explicitly says, "if an active market exists" it should be the preferred basis of measurement. Determining whether an active market
exists and the values within that market represents the very essence of
the appraisal profession.
Perhaps even more important,
when an active market does not exist and the fair value is determined
by discounting to the present an estimate of future cash flows, the potential range of values can be substantial. The exposure draft points
out that determining the relevant
cash flows and the appropriate discount rate is critical. If a significant
hit to earnings is going to be reported, many financial officers are going
to want someone to assume the professional risks involved. This person should not be the independent
auditor.
Obviously the impairment answer
affects the financial statements, upon
which independent auditors have to
opine. It affects the overall fairness of
the financial position and the results of
operations (each will be affected by
any impairment writedown). Thus, it
appears to present a conflict if the auditors developed the amount of the impairment loss for the client and then issued an opinion as to the fairness of
an amount that they themselves had
determined.
CONTROVERSIALISSUES
f economic impairment,as defined
in the exposure draft, were to be
used, then statement preparers
would have to recognize a loss whenever the carrying amount of an asset
exceeded its fair value. If economic impairment were used instead of the test
dealing with undiscounted cash flows,
the outcome, in effect, would be the virtual adoption of current value accounting.
While the Board explicitly rejected
this alternative on a cost/benefit basis,
it may be at the expense of a possible
logical inconsistency. As pointed out
above, the fair value can be below the
carrying amount, but no loss would be
recognized as the exposure draft presently is written.
Some people would prefer to limit
impairment writedowns only when it
can be demonstrated that there isa permanent loss. Instead, the Board opted
for a criterion of probability, in accordance with Statement of Financial Ac38

counting Standards 5, which is really
why the Board adopted the two-step
approach. It is unrealistic to demand
certainty in evaluating the future.
Thus, if there were a requirement that
there be no chance of recovering
the carrying value, no writedowns

Is the exposure
draft one more
nail in the coin
ofthe historical
cost model?
might ever be recorded. The exposure
draft, as written, at least partly gets
around the question of certainty vs.
probability.
Another controversy centered
around whether fair value should be
used as the basis for a new cost when
there has been no transaction.This
really gets to the heart of the exposure
draft. If you are unwilling to recognize
a change in the underlying economics
until cash changes hand — through
sale or disposal of the assets —it really
means you are willing to have the balance sheet depart from being representationally faithful. If we know —but
ignore —that the economic value has
been diminished significantly, of what
value are financial statements? While
these reports may never be perfect, every improvement should be welcomed.
Another issue is the use of the discounted value of expected cash }lows as
a measure of fair value. "To someone
in the appraisal business this is a non issue. If the Board specifies that impaired assets, as defined, should be
written down to fair value, it need not
spell out in the final statement, just
how preparers should determine fair
value.
There are only three known approaches to determining values for any
asset or asset category: the cost, the
comparable market, and the income
approach. Actually the exposure draft
does nothing more than call for the income approach if there is no readily ascertainable market for the assets in
question. Whether the Board spells
this out or not is irrelevant. There are
only a limited number of approaches to

determining fair value.
Grouping of assets isanother nonissue. If losses are going to be sustained
in the future, there has to be some way
of evaluating those losses. By saying
that preparers should determine impairments for assets "grouped at the
lowest level for which there are
identifiable cash flows," they are doing no more than requiring the type
of decision any prudent business
person would make. The value of a
single machine tool on a standalone
basis may be no more than scrap
value. But when grouped with other
items in a production line, the whole
often can be sold at a higher amount
as part of a "going concern." Such
"value in use" usually is higher and
is the most relevant information for
readers of financial statements, as
long as the asset(s) will not be sold.
Restoration of previous impairment writedowns may be the most
controversial aspect of the entire exposure draft. By prohibiting any future
writeup the Board believed it was
maintaining the integrity of the present
historical cost model, which clearly
prevents writeups in the absence of a
transaction. It does this at the expense
of symmetry—of requiring a writedown but precluding companies showing any future recovery. If the Board
were to have allowed writeups, we
would be very close to current value accounting. That means all the issues
and emotion that go with what would
be a radical restructuring of accounting. Precluding future writeups was
theoretically unsound but practical.
THE NEXT ACT:WRITEUPS3
he stock market may be perverse
in rewarding a company for writing off part of its asset base. Losses usually are considered undesirable.
But an asset impairment writedown
does not entail a reduction in cash and,
in effect, places future reported income
on a basis closer to anticipated cash
flows. By bidding up a stock's price after an impairment announcement, investors probably are applauding management's willingness to face
economic reality and improve operating results in the future. Yes, it is an
admission of past mistakes, but, hey,
nobody bats 1000.
The Board is to be commended for
addressing the problem of asset impairment and developing a broad accounting standard. Too often critics accuse the Board of being too
prescriptive and "issuing a cookbook."
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Now FASB simply has provided broad
guidance, but it is a sure bet that some
management accountants and their auditors are going to be screaming, "You
did not tell us exactly how to do it, and
now we have to use judgment. What if
somebody else in a similar circumstance reports it differently ?"
Financial managers cannot have it
both ways. If detailed prescriptions are
anathema, we will all just have to live
with some uncertainties and inconsistencies.
At the beginning of the article I
asked if the market rewards companies who take an impairment loss, why
won't more firms be tempted to do it,
to take a loss now in anticipation of
higher profits in the future? If the public looks through today's impairment
loss but rewards tomorrow's higher reported income, isn't there a temptation?
Yes, but that is why the Board, in
the exposure draft, is so explicit that
unless the sum of undiscounted future
cash flows is less than today's carrying
value, one cannot report any impairment loss irrespective of the real fair
value of the asset.
Finally, is this one more nail in the
coffin of the historical cost model and
another step on the road to current value accounting? I believe it is. The
Board has gone to great pains in the
"Basis for Conclusions" part to assert
that writing an asset down to "fair value" is no more than a determination of
a new "cost basis."
If you are going to write down an asset, the only logical level at which to report it is the fair value —what someone
would pay for it or the company could
acquire it for (today's cost). The Board
came up with right answer. In promulgating a statement on impairment, the
Board has provided critics of the historical cost model with more ammunition. By explicitly preventing, in the exposure draft, future writeups of
previously written down assets, it has
closed temporarily that barn door before the horse escapes.
Users of financial statements, however, will now be entitled to ask, "If
future cash flows are so important
when they are less than carrying value, why shouldn't they be disclosed
and used by shareholders and creditors when values (future cash flows)
have increased ?" It really is going to
be hard to sustain an asymmetric approach to financial reporting. If assets
can go down in value, so also can
they go up.
Aren't financial statement users enMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/MARCH 1994

titled to the full story? This does not
mean necessarily recognizing any
such gains in current income or on the
face of the balance sheet. It does mean
at a minimum, however, disclosing increases in asset values that may affect
future cash flows. It will be interesting
to see the next act in this continuing
drama.
■
Alfred M. King, CMA, is senior vice

president of Valuation Research Corp.,
Princeton, N.J. He is a member of
IMA's Management Accounting

Practices Committee.
Author's Note: The Financial Accounting Standards Board in its Exposure
Draft, "Accountingfor the Impairment
ofLong-LivedAssets,"cal1s fbr com men is
by March 15, 1994, with a public hearing scheduled May 16-17 Readers are
encouraged to write the Board with their
opinions.
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BY PAUL MUNTER, TOMMY
MOORES, AND THOMAS A
RATCLIFFE
or years the primary concern
of many people in the investment community was that numerous entities were accounting for their long -term investments in
debt securities at amortized cost.
Thus, even when significant unrealized losses existed on portfolios, the information was not reported because

the companies continued to use amortized cost whether or not the securities
would be held to maturity.
In May 1993, with the passage of
Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards 115, "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity
Securities," some of those fears may
have been alleviated. SFAS 115 supersedes SFAS 12, "Accounting for Certain Marketable Securities," and
makes two fundamental changes in
current financial reporting practices.
First, unlike SFAS 12, which applied
just to investments in marketable equity securities, SFAS 115 applies to both
marketable equity and marketable
debt securities. Second, rather than
adopting a lower-of- cost-or- market approach as is used in SFAS 12, the Financial Accounting Standards Board
now requires a market value measureMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1994

SFAS 115 covers marketable debt
and equity securities in the current
value realm.

ment approach to be used in reporting
certain marketable securities on the
balance sheet. These changes will require many entities to alter their accounting for investments significantly.
For investments in equity securi ties, the provisions of SFAS 115 apply
to those securities that have a readily
determinable market value and for
which the equity method (or consolidation) is not applied in accounting for
the individual security. Further, virtually all investments in debt securities
are addressed.'
SFAS 115 establishes three categories to be used in accounting for investments in marketable securities: trading securities, held - to-maturity
securities, and available-for -sale securities. Trading securities are defined as
"securities that are bought and held
principally for the purpose of selling
them in the near term." Investments in
debt securities are to be classified as
held - to-maturity only when the entity
has a positive intent and ability to hold
the securities to maturity. This classification is so important because the
debt securities included in this category are carried at amortized cost rather
than market value. Available- for -sale
securities are defined merely as those
investments not classified either as
trading securities or as held- to-maturity securities.

ACCOUNTING AND
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
FOR TRADING SECURITIES
ebt or equity marketable securities that are classified as trading securities are included in
the balance sheet at market value
(rather than the lower-of- cost-or -market approach used in SFAS 12). Furthermore, the changes in the market
value—referred to as holding gains
and losses in SFAS 115—are included
in income from continuing operations
for the trading securities.
In addition to the unrecognized
holding gains and losses, other income
components associated with the trading securities would be recognized.
They include:
■ Dividends and interest received
while holding the securities and
■ Realized gains and losses upon selling the securities.
The accounting for these activities
is not altered by SFAS 115. Thus, like
SFAS 12, SFAS 115 addresses the financial reporting practices for the portfolio of trading securities and leaves
unchanged the accounting for individual securities. The applicability of
SFAS 115 to the trading securities portfolio is illustrated in Table 1.
41

Assume that ABC Company initially adopts SFAS 115 at January 1, 19x1, and it develops the following information for that date and subsequent
financial reporting dates (assume further, for illustrative purposes, that it issues financial statements only on an annual basis).
All securities held are classified by ABC as trading securities. At January 1, 19x1, there is a net unrealized holding gain on the securities that was not
recorded under SFAS 12. Thus, at the transition date, the unrealized holding gain will be recognized as a cumulative -effect item in current-period
income. Subsequently, the adjustments will be recognized in continuing operations as follows:

Carrvina Value

$

1 /1 /xi
Net unrealized holding gain on trading securities
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principle

Market Value
$

25,000
15,000
30,000
70,000

$

Stock of X Company
Stock of Y Company
Bond of Z Company
Aggregate amount

$

1/1/x1
Security

27,000
14.500
31,500
73,000

$ 3,000
$ 3,000'

`This amount would be reported in the income statement net of tax.

If a balance sheet were prepared at that point, the trading securities would be portrayed as follows:
Current Assets:
Trading securities, carrying value
Add: net unrealized holding gain
Trading securities at market value

$ 70.000
3,000
$ 73,000

During 19x1, ABC Company received dividends and interest from its investments in these securities as follows: dividends
from X Company, $2,000; interest from Z Company, $2,500. These amounts would be included in income as follows:
Cash
$ 4,500
Dividends revenue
$ 2,000
Interest revenue
2,500
During 190, ABC Company sold its investments in these securities for the following amounts: X stock, $26,000;
Y stock, $14,200; Z bonds, $30,700. These transactions would be reported as realized gains and losses as follows:
26,000
$

$

Cash
Trading security-X stock
Realized gain on sale
Cash
Realized loss on sale
Trading security -Y Stock
Cash
Trading security -Z bond
Realized gain on sale

25,000
1,000

14,200
800
15,000
30.700
30,000
700

At December 31, 19x1, ABC had the following investments classified as trading securities:
Market Value

45,000
75,000
80,000
$200,000

41,000
72,000
82,000
$195,000

Holding loss on trading securities
Net unrealized gain on trading securities
Net unrealized loss on trading securities

$

8,000'
$

Bonds of B Company
Bonds of C Company
Stock of D Company
Aggregate amount

$

Carrying Value

$

Security

3,000
5,000

'This amount is included as a component of continuing operations for the year.

The balance sheet presentation at December 31, 19x1, would appear as follows:
Current Assets:
Trading securities, carrying value
Less: net holding loss
Trading securities at market value

$200,000
5,000
$195,000

Income before cumulative effect of accounting change
Cumulative effect of adopting SFAS 115 (net of tax effect of $1,200)

.12

$

Interest and dividend revenue
Net realized gains on trading securities
Net unrealized holding loss on trading securities

$

These amounts would be reported in the income statement as follows:
4,500
900
(8,000)
xxx
1,800
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HELD -TO-MATURITY
SECURITIES
uch of the controversy surrounding the accounting for
marketable securities has revolved around the financial reporting
practices of investment in debt instruments classified as noncurrent. Such
securities have been accounted for at
amortized cost regardless of the market value of the debt security. Thus,
the accounting for the investment in
debt securities has been consistent
with an expectation of holding the security to maturity—and the time to maturity (remaining life) has provided the
time period over which to amortize the
associated premium or discount on the
debt security.
Much has been made of the fact that
in recent years many entities have sold
securities from their portfolio of noncurrent debt securities and have reported only realized gains (thus, they
continue to hold the securities with unrealized losses). This practice, referred to as "gains trading" or "cherry picking the portfolio," has been
criticized widely by regulators such as
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
(FDIC) and others in the investing
community. SFAS 115 requires entities
to demonstrate that the securities will
be held to maturity in order to use an
amortized cost accounting method.
Those securities for which a positive
intent and ability is not demonstrated
are to be classified as available- for -sale
and reported at market value. That includes debt securities the entity intends to hold for an indefinite period,
yet not to maturity. Therefore, a debt
security should not be classified as
held - to-maturity if it would be sold for
any of several reasons including:
■ Changes in market interest rates
and related changes in the prepayment risk of the security;
■ Changes in the entity's needs for liquidity— factors creating this need
could include, but are not limited to,
withdrawal of deposits and increased demand for loans for financial institutions or surrender of insurance policies and payment of
insurance claims by insurance entities;
■ Changes in the availability of
and /or the yield on investment alternatives;
■ Changes in funding sources and
terms;
■ Changes in foreign currency risk
and exposure.
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Possibly some debt securities could
be classified as held - to-maturity while
others are classified as available -forsale. A critical question an entity will
need to ask is: If we sell a debt security
from our held - to-maturity portfolio,
does that call into question the positive
intent and ability criteria and result in
a reclassification of the remaining debt
securities?
The answer depends on why the security was sold. If the entity can demonstrate that the sale either was so
near maturity that the interest rate risk
is insignificant or that the sale was in
response to changing circumstances
(beyond those identified above) the entity could not anticipate, then it may
still be able to classify the remaining
securities as held - to-maturity. Table 2
identifies factors that may justify continuing to classify the remaining securities as held - to-maturity when a debt
security previously classified as held-

to-maturity is sold.
Whether or not the sale from the
held- to-maturity category results in a
reclassification of the remaining securities, the entity still must disclose all
sales and transfers of held - to-maturity
securities. The disclosure should include amortized cost amount of security sold or transferred, realized or unrealized gain or loss, and
circumstances leading to the decision
to sell or transfer the security.

AVAILABLE-FOR -SALE
SECURITIES
11 securities not classified as either trading securities or held to-maturity securities are classified as available -for -sale securities.
Thus this portfolio would include both
debt and equity securities not held for
sale in the near term but also (for the
debt securities) for which the entity

2 JUMPY= SALE OF
Changing Circumstances.
1. Evidence of a significant deterioration in the issuer's creditworthiness —a
substantial change in the credit risk associated with the debt instrument:
2. Change in tax law resulting in an elimination of or serious reduction in the
tax - exempt status of interest on a debt security (different from a change in
tax law that changes the marginal tax rate applicable to interest income;
such a change would not meet the changing conditions test);
3. Business combination or a significant disposition that causes the entity to
sell or transfer held -to- maturity securities to maintain the entity's existing
interest rate risk position or credit risk policy for the nearly combined or
restructured entity:
4. Change in statutory or regulatory requirements that results in significant
modifications of what constitutes a permissible investment or the maximum
level of investments in certain kinds of securities resulting in the need to
dispose of a held -to- maturity security;
5. Significant increase by the regulator in the industry's capital requirements,
resulting in the entity downsizing by selling held -to- maturity securities;
6. Significant increase in the risk weights of debt securities used for regulatory,
risk -based capital purposes.
Sales Considered to Be Maturities:
1. Sale of a security near enough to its maturity date or call date if exercise is
probable such that interest rate risk is substantially eliminated as a pricing
factor. Consistent with the FASB's conclusions in SFAS 95, "Statement of
Cash Flows," as to what constitutes a cash equivalent, a sale within three
months of maturity is deemed to meet this condition;
Sale of a security after the entity has collected a substantial portion (defined
in SFAS 115 as at least 85 %) of the principal outstanding at the acquisition
date due either to prepayments on the debt security or to scheduled payments on the debt security payable in equal installments, which includes
both a principal and an interest element (for variable -rate securities, the
scheduled payments need not be equal because the payments could adjust
to changes in interest rates).

does not have a positive intent and ability to hold to maturity. SFAS 115 specifies that the portfolio of available -forsale securities is to be reported on the
balance sheet at market value.
Unlike with the trading securities,
however, the holding gains and losses
are not included in income. They are
to be included as a separate component of equity (an addition to equity for
net holding gains and a reduction from
equity for net holding losses) until realization occurs. Furthermore, this
component of equity could constitute a
temporary difference in accordance
with SFAS 109, "Accounting for Income Taxes." As such, the related tax
effects recorded in accordance with
SFAS 109 would be included in equity
as well.
TRANSFERS BETWEEN

PORTFOLIOS
s you can see, there is a significant difference on both the income statement and the balance sheet (notably the equity section)
for the different classifications of the
investments in marketable securities.
As such, the FASB found it necessary
to establish specific guidelines for the
accounting for transfers among the
three portfolios (similar guidance was
included in SFAS 12). As a fundamental principle, the FASB specified that
transfers from one category to another
are to be accounted for at fair value at
the date of the transfer. For a debt security transferred into the held -to-maturity category , th is tran saction may

create a premium or discount that
should be amortized as an adjustment

Information about
debt and equity
securities
investments has
not portrayed
companies' risk
adequately.
to yield in accordance with SFAS 91,
"Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees
and Costs Associated with Originating
or Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct
Costs of Leases."
The treatment of the unrealized
gain or loss associated with the security at the date of the transfer depends
on the category from which the security is being transferred as well as the
category to which it is being transferred. Table 3 depicts the treatment of
the unrealized gain or loss on a security that is reclassified. As you can see,
the unrealized gain or loss on any security that is transferred to the trading
security category is to be recognized in
income immediately. The reasoning
for this treatment is that changes in the
net unrealized gain or loss on the trading securities are to be included in income (see Table 1), so transfers into
and out of the portfolio also should result in immediate income recognition.
Conversely, for a security transferred
From the trading security category, the
holding gain or loss will have been recognized, and the amount previously

LE3/TREAT
OFUNREJ
IFICAt10H y RlilEtABLE;SECURITIES
Trading
Trading

Availablefor -sale

Held -tomaturity

N/A

OIYII

Available- for -Sale

Held -to- Maturity

At market value,
previously recognized holding gain/
loss is not reversed.

At market value,
previously recognized holding gain/
loss is not reversed.

At market value,
N/A
recognize holding
gain /loss immediately.

At market value,
At market value,
recognize holding
holding gain /loss is
gain /loss immediately. included in equity.

At market value.
holding gain /loss
continues to be
included in equity,
but now it is subject
to amortization as
an adjustment to
yield on the security.
N/A

recognized is not to be reversed.
The unrealized gain or loss for securities transferred between the available- for -sale and held- to-maturity categories (note that it can involve debt
securities only because the held -to-maturity category includes only investment in debt securities for which the
entity has a positive intent and ability
to hold to maturity) is included in equity-- consistent with the treatment of
the unrealized gain or loss on the available- for -sale portfolio. On those securities transferred into the held- to -maturity category from the available- for -sale
category, however, the component included in equity becomes a part of the
amortization basis of the security.
Thus, this component is subject to amortization consistent with the amortization of any premium or discount on the
security, which will reduce the effect
on interest income of the amortization
of the premium or discount.
SFAS 115 notes appropriately that
due to the definitions that have been
developed for the three categories,
transfers among the categories should
be rare.

IMPAIRMENT OF SECURITIES
onsistent with the requirements of SFAS 12, the FASB
employs a notion of "other than
temporary" in determining whether an
impairment in value exists on the investments. Thus, for individual securities classified as either available -forsale or as held - to-maturity, if the
decline in market value is deemed to
be other than temporary, the im pair-

ment loss is to be recognized in income. Furthermore, subsequent recoveries of market value are not
recognized. The Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) previously
addressed this issue in relation to
SFAS 12 in Staff Accounting Bulletin
(SAB) No. 59, "Accounting for Noncurrent Marketable Equity Securities."
The SEC concluded that other than
temporary does not mean perm anent.
Thus, recognition should take place

when it is probable that the investor
will be unable to fully recover the recorded amount of the investment. It
would seem that these conclusions
would extend to SFAS 115.

PRESENTATION AND
DISCLOSURE
or entities that prepare classified
balance sheets, the trading securities would be classified as curMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/MARCH 1994

• Aggregate fair value (for financial
institutions, the disclosure also
should be based on at least four maturity groupings: (a) within one
year, (b) one to five years, (c) after
five years through 10 years, and (d)
beyond 10 years);
• Gross unrealized holding gains;
• Gross unrealized holding losses;
• Amortized cost basis by major security type for each balance sheet date
(for financial institutions, the disclosure also should be based on at least
four maturity groupings: (a) within
one year, (b) one to five years, (c)
after five years through 10 years,
and (d) beyond 10 years);
• Contractual maturities as of the
most recent balance sheet date.
All enterprises must disclose the followingfor each income statement presented.
• Proceeds from sales of available -forsale securities and gross realized
gains and gross realized losses on
the sales;
• Basis on which cost was determined (specific identification, average cost, or some other method);
• Gross gains and gross losses recognized from transfers of securities
from the available- for -sale category
to the trading category;
• Change in net unrealized holding
gain or loss on available- for -sale seMANAGEMENTACCOU"NG /MARCH 1994

types of securities including.
■ Equity securities;
■ Debt securities issued by the
U.S. Treasury and other U.S. government corporations and agencies;
■ Debt securities issued by states of
the United States and political subdivisions of the states;
■ Debt securities issued by foreign
governments;
■ Corporate debt securities;
■ Mortgage - backed securities;
■ Other debt securities.

Paul Munter, Ph.D., is KPMG Peat
Marwick Professor, department of accounting, at the UniversityofMiami in
Coral Gables, Fla. He is a memberofthe
Miami Chapter, through which this article was submitted. He can be reached
at (305) 284 -5492.
Tommy Moores is associate professor
ofaccounting at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

Thomas A. Ratcliffe is professor ofaccoun.ting, Troy State University, Troy,
Ala.
'Entities subject to specialized accounting practices
(such as brokers and dealers in securities, defined
benefit pension plans, and investment companies)
are exempted from the provisions of SFAS 115 because they already are required to use market value
for investment in debt and equity securities with the
changes in value being recognized in income or in
the change in net assets.

WHAT WILL BE THE
REACTIONS TO THE NEW
RULES?
he provisions of SFAS 115 are effective for periods beginning after December 15, 1993. Companies are required to reclassify their
investments in debt and equity securities into the trading, available- for -sale,
and held - to-maturity categories the
first time they apply the provisions.
Furthermore, the effects of adopting
these new provisions are to be reported as a cumulative -effect change in accordance with Accounting Principles
Board (APB) Opinion No. 20, "Accounting Changes." The cumulative effect adjustment would include the reversal of amounts previously included
in income under SFAS 12 that would be
excluded from income under SFAS 115
as well as vice- versa. In addition, the
unrealized holding gain or loss associated with the available- for -sale securities is to be reflected in equity on a net of -tax basis when companies apply this
standard initially.
What are companies saying about
the new Statement? Some members of
the banking and insurance industries
are expressing concern that the new
rules will introduce capital volatility
and distort the picture of their operations. But information that previously
has been provided to financial statement readers about debt and equity securities investments has not resulted
in an adequate portrayal of the risk
companies faced. That situation has
changed with SFAS 115. Now we just
have to wait and see what will happen
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Financial institutions disclose major

as a result of these new accounting
rules.
■

n

All entities provide separate disclosure
foravailable -for- -sale and held- to-maturi-

curities, which is included as a separate component of equity during
the period;
■ Change in net unrealized holding
gain or loss on trading securities included in income for the period.

o

rent assets. SFAS 115 provides that the
available- for -sale and held - to-maturity
securities would be classified as current or noncurrent in accordance with
the company's normal classification
procedures.
Cash flows that result from purchases, sales, and maturities of available- for -sale and held - to-maturity securities would be reported in the
statement of cash flows as investing activities. Cash flows from purchases,
sales, and maturities of trading securities, however, must be reported as operating activities in the statement of
cash flows. The cash flows from dividends and interest received on all marketable securities would be included in
the statement of cash flows as operating activities.
In addition to the disclosures about
transfers or sales of securities from the
held- to-maturity category discussed
earlier, SFAS 115 requires additional
disclosures as shown below.

Circle No. 37
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ACASEFORFAIR
VALUEACCOUNTING
FORDEBTSECURITIES
Its biggest advantage is that it would emphasize economic reality.
BYBRUCE M.WAMPLER,CPA,
ANDTHOMAS J.PHILLIPS,JR.,CPA
ntil recently, accounting for
investments in debt securities dictated amortized historical cost as the carrying basis. The only concession to current
value was a provision requiring a writedown if the fair value of the investment

was significantly below book value and
this decline in value was "other than
temporary." Otherwise, fair values
were ignored.
In response to the concerns of regulators and others about the recognition and measurement of investments
in debt securities, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued
Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards 115, "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity
Securities." This Statement expands
the use of fair value accounting for investments in debt s ecuri ties. The
FASB chose to say fair value (rather
than market value) "...intending the
term to be applicable whether the market for an item is active or inactive, primary or secondary" (par. 109).
SFAS 115 applies only to debt and
equity securities held as investments
and classifies debt securities into three
catego ries:

as securities held to maturity. Reported at fair value, with unrealized
gains and losses excluded from
earnings and reported as a separate
component of shareholders' equity.
Becau se SFAS 115 applies only to

investmentsin debt securities, accounting for bonds issued by a company continues to be based on historical values
adjusted for the amortization of any
discounts or premiums. No adjustments are made to reflect the fair value
of bonds payable unless the debt is extinguished prior to maturity (by actual

reacquisition or by in- substance defeasance).
We're going to discuss accounting
for debt securities using a fair -value ap-

proach, emphasizing economic substance over form. First we'll contrast
the historical cost and fair value accounting approaches. Then we'll address some implementation issues relating to measurement and reporting of
debt securities under a fair -value approach. Our hypothetical example ilLai
F.�14;11.1.�� '1'fiF;f
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1. Trading Securities. Th o se h eld fo r

current resale. Reported at fair value, with unrealized gains and losses
included in earnings.
2. Held- to-Maturity.Those that the entity has the positive intent and ability to hold to maturity. Reported at
amortized cost (identical to the
manner in which debt securities
were reported prior to Statement
115).
3. Available-for-Sale. Those not classified as either trading securities or
46

lustrates possible solutions to these
problems.
Our discussion does not parallel the
categories outlined by SFAS 115. We
avoid the implementation problems
created by having to classify debt securities into one of the three categories. Because fair value accounting
provides more relevant information,
we s uggest a more co nsi stent approach that recognizes the fair value of
all nonconvertible debt securities, including those issued by an entity (i.e.,
liabilities).
While the debate between historical
cost and fair value accounting is not
new, in recent years there has been a
resurgence of interest in fair value accounting for financial instruments.
What are the advantages and disadvantages of each method in regard to income statement effects, balance sheet
effects, relevance, and reliability? Our
analysis is framed in the context of accounting for debt securities although
much of the discussion also applies to
accounting for other assets and liabilities.

Which is better for investments: historical
cost accounting or current value accounting?

INCOMESTATEMENTEFFECTS
frequent criticism of fair value
accounting is that its application
would increase the variability of
reported earnings, not because of any
factors related to operations but simply
because of changes in market interest
rates. It may be true for periods in
which no bonds are liquidated prior to
maturity, but fair value accounting actually reduces income volatility related
to debt securities for periods in which
bonds are liquidated before maturity
because fair value accounting recognizes gains or losses as they occur
rather than deferring recognition until
the securities are liquidated.
Management's ability to manipulate
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /MARCH 1994

reported income through selective
selling of debt securities is a major
shortcoming of historical cost accounting. A company having a bad year can
boost income by selling bonds that result in gains while continuing to hold
those whose sale would trigger losses.
The converse is that a company expecting higher than normal earnings might
seize the opportunity to unload some
poor investments at a time when earnings are sufficient to absorb the losses.
Thus, management may use its control
over the timing of income and loss recognition to conceal volatility in earnings resulting from operations.
This ability to manage income is not
limited to firms with investments in
debt securities. Companies that have
issued long -term debt may choose to
extinguish that debt prior to maturity,
in which case the difference between
the reacquisition price and the carrying value of the debt must be reported
as an extraordinary gain or loss in the
current period.
SFAS 115 does not cure the income
manipulation problem, and, in some
ways, it even may enhance a company's ability to manage income. For example, the reclassification of a security
into the "trading" category requires
the recognition in earnings of any unrecognized gains or losses. While previous standards required the actual
sale of the security to manipulate earnings, the new standard creates the potential for income management based
only on a change in the stated intentto
sell.
The underlying issue to be addressed is which method reflects the
current condition of the enterprise
more accurately. Accounting's role
should not be to smooth earnings. If
the investment and financing strategy
of the firm is particularly sensitive to
changes in interest rates, its financial
statements should represent the outcome of that strategy faithfully, even if
it results in greater earnings volatility.
Fair value accounting accomplishes
this objective by recognizing gains and
losses when they occur rather than
when management decides to recognize them.

may give an incomplete and distorted
picture of the current position of the
enterprise. For example, consider a
company whose assets consist primarily of property, plant, and equipment,
financed to a large degree through
long -term debt. Under fair value accounting, a significant rise in interest
rates would decrease the recorded value of this debt, thereby increasing equity. Yet most assets would continue to
be reported on the basis of historical
cost. If the fair value of these assets also declined as a result of the rise in
rates, then equity would be overstated.
This argument implies that fair value
accounting should not be used unless
it can be applied —in a cost - effective
manner —to the entire balance sheet. If
such counterbalancing errors exist,
historical cost accounting could result
in a more accurate figure for equity
than would selective application of fair
value accounting.
The problem with this argument is
that it assumes that somehow the fair
value of all assets and liabilities (and
therefore equity) can be estimated. If
these values-could be estimated, then
they should be incorporated in the financial statements anyway. The fact
that not all the shortcomings of the balance sheet can be remedied simultaneously is no reason to refrain from
correcting those problems that can be
corrected. Although selective use of
market values would result in a distorted balance sheet, there is no reason to
believe that a balance sheet based entirely on historical cost will be any less
distorted. Incorporating fair values into the balance sheet where feasible
should make the balance sheet less
misleading.
If a balance sheet is based entirely
on historical cost, users must attempt
to adjust the reported figures to reflect
current values so they can get a more
accurate representation of the enterprise's financial position. Although the
user still will find it necessary to make
some adjustments, plugging in market
values where available will reduce the
number of these adjustments and increase the usefulness and credibility of
financial reporting.

BALANCESHEETEFFECTS

INFORMATIONRELEVANCE

potential problem arises if fair
value accounting is used to measure only certain assets and liabilities while others continue to be
measured on the basis of historical
cost. Applying fair value accounting to
selective portions of the balance sheet

easurement based on fair value clearly provides more relevant information if a company
were to be forced to liquidate in the
near future. Under the going - concern
assumption in accounting, however,
the choice of the best valuation method
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is not so clear. Assume a company purchases bonds as an investment and intends to hold them until maturity. Unless changes in market value reflect a
change in default risk, market changes
do not affect future cash flows and may
have little relevance to users. Thus, a
possible advantage of historical cost
accounting is that it does not reflect the
effects of external events that are expected to have no influence on future
cash flows.
On the other hand, fair value accounting provides a more accurate picture of the results of past management
decisions in light of current circumstances and is more consistent with the
revenue recognition concepts included
in Statement of Financial Accounting
Concepts 5 (SFAC 5). This Statement
says revenue should be recognized
when it is realized or realizable and
earned. When readily marketable debt
securities held as an investment increase in value because of declining interest rates, it is clear that the revenue
is realizable and therefore earned. Deferring recognition of this revenue by
using historical cost accounting conflicts with the principles outlined in
SFAC 5. This logic also is applicable to
the case in which losses have been incurred because of rising interest rates.
Suppose bonds held or issued by a
company can't be liquidated entirely at
fair value. For example, a large portion
of a particular bond issue might be
held by pension plans intending to
keep the bonds until maturity. If rates
have risen since the bonds were issued, should the issuing company consider the gain on the entire bond issue
to be realizable even if all of the bonds
cannot be repurchased? To do so
would involve recognition of an opportunity gain. By issuing its debt when
rates were lower, the company has
benefited by avoiding the higher current interest rates. At present, opportunity gains and losses are not recognized in accounting practice, but the
argument could be made that the benefits or losses due to changes in interest
rates have been realized even if the position is not or cannot be liquidated.
The key point is that the present vaIue of future cash flows is more relevant
than simple (undiscounted) cash
flows. Historical cost accounting is deficient because it does not recognize
changes in present value subsequent
to the date the bonds were first purchased or sold. An additional benefit of
fair value accounting is the enhanced
comparability of financial statements
of different entities.
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INFORMATION RELIABILITY
tatement of Financial Accounting
Concepts 2 identifies three characteristics accounting information must possess to be reliable: verifiability, representational faithfulness,
and neutrality. Historical cost measurements generally are more verifiable than current values —a primary
reason why the accounting profession
has been reluctant to abandon historical costs. A major problem with fair value accounting is the subjectivity involved in estimating current values for
many assets and liabilities. According
to SFAS 115, however, the FASB believes that reasonable estimates of fair
value can be made for all debt securities, even if they are not marketable, by
using methods such as discounted cash -flow analysis. While the new standard requires such estimates only for
the investment side of the balance
sheet, there is no reason why the fair
value of debt securities issued could
not be estimated by the same methods,
resulting in a more consistent balance
sheet.
Representational
faithfulness
means agreement between the accounting numbers and the resources
or events that these numbers purport
to represent. Both fair value and historical cost measurements are representationally faithful, but they purport
to represent two very different things
(current value vs. amortized historical
cost), The question of which should be
reported in financial statements is a
question of relevance. Finally, both
measurements should be equal with
regard to neutrality.
WNW ARE SOME
IMPLEMENTATIONISSUES?
n a recent Discussion Memorandum, "Recognition and Measurement of Financial Instruments,"
the FASB suggested that all financial
instruments can be decomposed into
various combinations of a few fundamental financial instruments. By determining the proper accounting treatment for the fundamental instruments
and by accounting for more complex
instruments based on the treatment of
their components, consistent solutions
may be reached for the accounting issues raised by existing and just- developed financial instruments. This approach emphasizes accounting for the
economic substance of an instrument
irrespective of its form. In other words,
combining several fundamental finan48

cial instruments into a single complex
instrument should not change the accounting treatment.
A traditional bond that pays interest
periodically along with a final payment
for the face value actually is a compound financial instrument consisting
of a series of zero- coupon bonds (the
fundamental instrument). For example, assume a corporation issues a
bond with a $1,000 face value on
1/1/93and it matures in three years on
12/31/95. Interest is paid annually
(each December 31)at the stated rate
of 8%. The timing of the cash flows associated with this bond is illustrated
below:
Inflow

-$80

-$80

•$1,090

111193

12J31193

12131/94

1221195

The issuer is obligated to repay $80
at the end of each of the first two years,
followed by a final payment of $1,080.
In essence, three zero - coupon bonds
have been issued, although the form of
the transaction is only a single bond.
In pricing the bond, investors will consider (perhaps implicitly) the timing of
the cash flows and the required rate of
return on each component. For example, assuming a normal (rising) yield
curve, investors would accept a lower
rate of return on the first scheduled
payment than they would on the later
payments. The only observable rate,
however, is the effective yield on the
single compound bond that will reflect
a weighted average of the required
rates of return on the individual components.
DETERMINING INCOME AND
EXPENSE
f debt securities are accounted for
using fair values, the income or expense for the period may be measured as the difference between the
bond's value at the beginning and the
end of the period (or date of liquidation, if the security is liquidated during
the period) adjusted for any cash payments or receipts. At the end of each
period, the balance sheet account is adjusted to market value, with the offsetting entry to an appropriate income or
expense account. The total income or
expense will reflect the effects of variation in general interest rates, changes
in company - specific rates due to
changes in the risk characteristics of
the issuing firm, and any cash flows
during the period.
When financial instruments are analyzed on the basis of their fundamen-

tal components, the termsinterest and
principal become less important. In
the straight bond example, the first $80
payment (adjusted for any premium or
discount amortization, if applicable)
traditionally would be identified as interest. If the three -year bond is analyzed in terms of its individual components, then the $80 payment
represents liquidation of a one -year zero- coupon bond of which only a small
portion is interest. The interest accrued on the payments due on
12/31/94 and 12/31/95 is paid only
when these component obligations are
liquidated.
Dividing the income or expense
during a period into interest and holding gains /losses would be a somewhat
arbitrary allocation that provides few
benefits. For example, from the issuer's perspective, the change in fair value plus any cash paid during the period
represents the total financing expense.
Although interest could be calculated
using methods similar to those now
used in historical cost accounting, the
proper interest rate to use is not clear.
Choices include the rate at issuance,
the rate at the beginning or end of the
period, or some average rate. Use of
the term interest to describe this total
expense, however, might mislead users familiar with the term as it is applied now. For this reason, a different
term, such as bond financing expense,
should be used.
In the illustrations that follow, we
used a single account to record the income or expense related to debt securities. We also used a single balance
sheet account to reflect the total asset
or liability, including any interest receivable or payable. We did not use discount and premium accounts because
they offer no benefit with fair value accounting.
ANILLUSTRATIONOF FAIRVALUE
ACCOUNTING
et's use our example of the three year bond to illustrate fair value
accounting for debt securities. Recall that the bond has a face value of
$1,000 and pays interest annually at 8%.
Now assume that the current term
structure indicates that this company
could issue one -year debt at 6%, two year debt at 7%, and three -year debt at
8%. As the coupon rate is equal to the
market rate of 8%, the bond would be
issued at par on 1/1/93.The issuer
would show a liability for $1,000, and
the purchaser would show an asset.
When the first cash payment is due,
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the issuer reports an expense of $80,
while the purchaser reports income.
At the balance sheet date
(12/31/93), the fair value of the bond
must be determined. A quoted market
price would be used if available; otherwise, fair value must be estimated. For
illustration, we assume that the term
structure is unchanged and that the required rate of return is now 7% (because the bond is now a two-year instrument). The price of the bond at
12/31/93 is:

income (expense) by treating the yield
curve as if it were flat, which is not the
case. Although the total income or expense over the life of the bond is equal
for both methods, fair value is preferred because it depicts the true timing of the income or expense more accurately and gives a more realistic
asset or liability valuation.

CURRENTVS.LONG-TERM
CLASSIFICATION

Price= 80 + 1.080 = $1,018.08
1.07 (1.Mp

At this point, the balance sheet account would be adjusted to fair value
with an equal adjustment to an income
statement account. The issuer (investor) would report $98.08 in financing
expense (income) after the annual $80
payment. The liability (asset) would be
$1,018.08 at year-end.
At 12/31/94, the price of the bond
is:
Price = " 08 = $1,018.87
1.06

After year-end adjustments, the total expense (or income) for the period
is $80.79, and the carrying value of the
bond is $1,018.87.
Finally, at 12/31/95, the bond is due
to be liquidated, and its market value
is the $1,000 face value plus the additional payment of $80, for a total of
$1,080. The debt is extinguished, and
expense (income) of $61.13 is shown.
An annual comparison of the income statement and balance sheet effects for each of the two methods is
shown in Table 1. Fair value reflects
the rising yield curve by recognizing
higher expense (income) in 1993 when
a large amount of the higher -rate
three -year debt is outstanding. On the
other hand, historical cost smoothes

f a classified balance sheet is presented, the use of fundamental financial instruments and fair value
accounting could result in a significant
change in the manner in which debt securities are reported. For example, assume a classified balance sheet is to be
presented for the issuer of our three year bond as of 12/31/93. As there is
no accrued interest payable and no
principal payments due within one
year, current standards require reporting the entire $1,000 liability for the
bond as noncurrent. Yet it is clear that
a payment of $80 must be made within
the next year. Because it is expected
that this payment will require the use
of resources classified as current assets, the $80 (actually its present value) should be classified as a current liability. The unnecessary distinction
between interest and principal causes
the liability to be reported in a manner
inconsistent with the definition of current and long -term liabilities.
Under fair value accounting, the
present value of the cash flows that
would occur within the following year
(or operating cycle, if longer) would be
classified as current. Technically
speaking, the discount rate should reflect the term structure of interest
rates, which would require a company
to estimate the rate applicable to the

Income or Expense
1993

1994

1995

Total

Fair Value

$98.08

$80.79

$61.13

$240.00

Historical Cost

$80.00

$80.00

$80.00

$240.00

Carrying Values (Year -end)

$1,018.08

$1,018.87

Historical Cost

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

.tior.t2_u. uiclalion, the total as se t or
ods.
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Fair Value

1995'
-0-

ABETTERECONOMICPICTURE
any accountants might agree
that a fair value balance sheet
is the most useful approach in
terms of relevance but that the lack of
reliable fair values erects serious barriers. We don't advocate abandoning
historical cost for all assets and liabilities, nor do we assume that fair value
information is unreliable in every situation. Each case must be examined individually.
We believe that use of fair value accounting for all debt securities not only
would be more consistent but would
simplify accounting for debt securities
by eliminating many complexities that
remain under SFAS 115 (for example,
assessing management intent or deciding when a decline in value is "other
than temporary"). Although some additional accounting problems will be
created, the advantages of fair value accounting for debt securities—particularly in terms of greater information
relevance— outweigh its disadvantages. While SFAS 115 is a step in the
right direction, complete adoption of a
fair value approach for debt securities
would result in financial statements
that reflect the economic reality of the
reporting firm's financial position more
accurately.
■
Bruce M. Wampler, CPA, DBA, is an assistant professor of accounting at the
University ofAlabama in Huntsville. He
holds a doctorate in accounting from
Louisiana Tech University, and he has
audit experience with two of the Big 6
public accountingfirms.
71omasf Phillips, Jr., CPA, Pk D., is
an associate professor in the school of
professional accountancy at Louisiana
Tech University. He is a member of the
Shreveport Chapter, through which this
article was submitted.

-

1994

$

1993

cash flows that would occur within one
year. Assuming a rising term structure, use of the effective rate on the
overall bond would result in understatement of the current portion of the
liability. Because of the short discounting period, however, use of this rate
should not materially misstate the balance s heet. Fair value accounting
would result in a current liability at
12/31/93 of $74.77 ($80 = 1.07) with
the balance of $943.31 reported as noncurrent.

liability (including accrued interest) would be
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Education
As the primary purpose of IMA, education has been in the
forefront of its activities. As Major Nicholson stated in
1919, "It is hoped that at an early date the organization
will be able to establish a monthly journal devoted exclusively to cost a ccou nting, a nd it is a lso hoped tha t
Chapters of the organization will be established in the
principal cities of this country where monthly discussion
and lectures on cost accou nting may be arranged." In
rapid order, both of these forums were inaugurated and
have proved dramatically successful throughout the years.
The thrust of educational activities has been twofold: to develop an individual's (1) technical skills and (2) leadership skills. The various courses, seminars, conferences, chapter meetings, and the like develop technical skills, and the volunteer organization provides the
opportunity to develop leadership skills. These opportunities are changing constantly to
meet the current conditions and requirements, yet the objectives remain clear and unchanging. For example, the publication in 1986 of The Common Body ofKnowledge for Management
Accountants is the foundation for a new, structured educational program that will "meet
members' needs for continued development throughout their entire career."
As regional councils began to originate and conduct educational programs on their own, it became apparent to Institute leaders that while
some were eminently qualified to do so, others might not object to a
helping hand from the IMA office. In addition, continuing education
delivery in the United States was changing and becoming more competitive. The need to make quality programs more accessible at the local
level was clear. As a result, REAP (Regional Educational Assistance Program) was established in July 1991. Its purpose was simple: not to replace the many successful professional development programs then in place but rather to add to that number a series of high quality one- and two -day seminars and hot -topic conferences provided by a network of
highly respected firms. The national office, working with the regional manager, assists the
regions with the program selection, promotion, registration, and administration.
In its first year, 19 of 24 councils participated in REAP. The next phase of
this program will provide one -day courses developed through the structured education effort and fully supported by the IMA office. REAP
points up again the basic u nderlying edu cational philosophy of the
Institute— wherever an educational need exists, provide for it.*
*Excerpt from Proud ofthe Past, the history of the Institute of Management Accountants,
1919 -1994.IMA celebrates its Diamond Jubilee Conference in New York City, June 12 -15,
1994,and every Conference attendee will be presented a copy of this memorial history.

STOCK OPTIONS:

ACCOUNTING,VALUATION,
ANDMANAGEMENTISSUES
FASB proposal could result in significant reductions in net income
for emerging companies.
BYMURRAYS.AKRESH,
CPA, ANDJANET
FUERSICH
n June 30, 1993,
the Financial Accounting Standard s
Board
(FASB) issued an exposure draft (ED), "Accounting for Stock -Based Compensation ," th at would
require a compensation
expense for all stock options and stock -based programs. The extent of this
charge will vary by company depending on the type
of stock -based program
and the extent of grants
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greater impact on results
than the choice of option pricing models. The key
assumptions used in valuing stock options —stock
price volatility and expected option exercise term —
are subject to considerable
judgment and affect option
values significantly. While
there are no rules of
thumb to help select assumptions or predict option values, the study evidenced that the impact is
greater on emerging companies than on mature
companies. In addition, it
was apparent th at most
companies lacked the data
to review historical information to select assumptions properly.

worked with many companies, both emerging and
mature, to analyze and
OVERALLIMPACT
model the impact of the
FASB proposal on their
he FASB believes
stock option programs.
that emp loyees reThe results of these analyceive stock -based
ses for 27 companies in
awards in exchange for
various industries and
A blue chip stock option plan is integrated with the overall company
service rend ered to the
strategy and employee recruitment and retention goals.
stages of maturity have
company and that the valbeen summarized in a
ue of stock options issued
study recently published by Coopers &
aspect of the study. Accordingly, some
to them should be considered compenLybrand.
companies will need to spend considsation and recognized in the income
For analytical purposes, companies
erable time and effort obtaining data
statement. The exposure draft would
in the study are categorized as mature
for the stock option pricing models.
require recognition of compensation
or emerging based on whether their
Some may need to consider and impleexpense in income statements for
stock has been publicly traded for
ment changes in their systems and proawards granted after December 31,
more or fewer than 10 years. Of the 27
cedures.
1996, and increased disclosure starting
companies, 17 were classified as maBased on our work with these comin 1994, including the pro forma effect
ture and 10 as emerging. For many
panies, we found that valuation of stock
on net income and earnings per share
companies, because information on
options and the financial statement im(EPS) of options granted in 1994, 1995,
historical exercise patterns, forfeitures
pact varies widely from company to
and 1996.
before vesting, and stock price history
company. The assumptions used in the
If the FASB adopts the approach
was unavailable or incomplete, the daoption pricing models are the critical
proposed in the exposure draft, finanta collection and analysis phase was
factors in determining option value. In
cial statements of all employers with
the most difficult and time- consuming
fact, the assumptions generally have a
stock -based plans —both public and
OF ,y/NE�Q O C� RS�l f9/EACHO p
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private companies—could be affected
significantly.
Higher Expense and Reduced Net In-

come. For companies with traditional
stock option programs, compensation
expense would increase based on the
estimated value of the options at date
of grant amortized over the vesting period. The increased expense would
vary from company to company, depending on the extent of the program,
specific plan terms, and assumptions
used to determine the option's fair value. The higher expense would reduce
net income and generally would reduce EPS. For mature companies that
participated in this study, net income
would be reduced by an average 1% in
the initial year of adopting the new
rules. For emerging companies that often rely heavily on stock -based programs, the impact would be much
greater, with the initial reductions in
net income averaging 12%.
Under the proposed accounting
rules, compensation expense would increase each year as new options are
granted and would stabilize after the
first vesting cycle. After this "phase -in
period," mature companies in the
study were estimated to have an average reduction of 4% in annual net income, while the estimated average net
income reduction for emerging companies was 31 %. In addition, the study
showed that the impact on net income
would vary considerably from company to company (see Table 1).

Increased Stockholders' Equity. Under the proposed rules, a prepaid asset
would be recorded on the balance
sheet for the fair value of options granted, with an offsetting increase in stockholders' equity (net of deferred taxes).
For both mature and emerging companies, the initial increase in equity was
very small, averaging less than 2 %.
Therefore, the FASB proposal may not
have a negative impact on a company's
debt /equity ratio or other balance
sheet - related covenants in debt agreements.
Valuation Results.The FASB would
require options to be valued using an
option pricing model that considers
certain variables or assumptions.
There are several option pricing models available, and companies should exercise considerable judgment in selecting the variables necessary to apply the
FASB proposal.
To analyze the potential impact of
the exposure draft on participating
companies, the Coopers & Lybrand
team computed option values for over
700 individual stock option grants covering over 272 million shares. As
shown in Figure 1, option values as a
percentage of the company's stock
price at grant date varied considerably,
ranging from under 10% to over 40% of
stock price for recent grants. Option
values for emerging companies averaged 34% of stock price and for mature
companies 23% of stock price. An important finding of the study is that op-

AFTERPNASEdNPERIOD*
Reduction in Net Income (%b)
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tion value as a percent of stock price
cannot be predicted easily because of
the interaction of assumptions.

SENSITIVITIESTOCNAN61NG
ASSUMPTIONS
tock option values and related expense under the proposed rules
can vary significantly depending
on the assumptions used in the option
pricing model. The two most significant variables are expected stock price
volatility and expected exercise term.
The higher the expected volatility, the
higher the option value and expense.
Similarly, higher option values result
from longer expected terms.
Expected Volatility. Volatility reflects the expected variability of the
stock's market prices. A low volatility
stock has a smaller expected range of
price fluctuation and lower expected
upside potential than high volatility
stock. If all other assumptions remain
constant, option pricing models generate lower values as volatility is reduced. Volatility assumptions for the
participating companies ranged from
15% to 56%, with an average volatility of
22.5% for mature companies and 38.3%
for emerging companies.
Because of its importance in determining option value, the study included extensive analysis of volatility calculations. Key findings include:
• Option values are extremely sensitive to changing volatility assumptions. For mature companies in the
study, a one - percentage -point increase in expected volatility produced an average 4% increase in option value; for emerging companies,
an average 2% increase in option value. A five - percentage -point increase
in volatility increased option value
an average of 18.5% for mature companies and an average of 10.3% for
emerging companies.
• The computation of stock price volatility and the frequency of data
used in the computations can have
a significant impact on the volatility
assumption. For example, the average difference between volatility
based on closing stock prices and
volatility based on high /low stock
prices was five percentage points.
• The time period used in the volatility calculations also was important.
Volatility based on five years of historical data was different significantly from volatility based on 10 years
of data. In addition, volatility measured using daily stock prices can
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /MARCH 1994

terest rates. Mature companies in the
study had expected exercise terms of
two to eight years, with an average of
five years. Emerging companies had
expected exercise terms of two to five
years, with an average of four years.
The impact of changing expected
terms can be considerable. A one-year
increase in expected term generally increased option value by 6% to 17% for
the participating companies. Increasing the company's expected term to 10
years, as would be required if the option grant expired unexercised, resulted in an increase in option value of 34%
to 98% for the participating companies.

RECOMMENDEDACTIONS
differ significantly from volatility
based on weekly, monthly, or quarterly stock prices.
Erpected Term. The FASB concluded that the options' expected term, later adjusted to actual term, rather than
its maximum term, should be used to

reflect the nontransferability of an employee stock option. In selecting an expected term, a company should consider historical exercise patterns, vesting
provisions, and dividend policy as well
as future expectations. The shorter the
expected term, the lower the option
value because of the lower risk -free in-

TABLET/
Step One: Data Collection
• Identify stock -based plans that would be affected by the new proposal.
• Collect specific information for the past five to 10 years, including actual
history of grants, vesting and forfeitures, exercise term, stock prices, and
dividends.
• Evaluate the quality and extent of information on stock -based programs.
Measurement
• Select several alternative option pricing models.
• Evaluate alternative valuation assumptions (e.g., volatility, expected exerci
term, forfeitures, future dividends, interest rates),
• Estimate value of stock options under each alternative.
Step Three: Analysis
• Compute estimated expense under each alternative, along with related .
deferred taxes, and impact on net income and earnings per share.
• Assess sensitivity to changes in assumptions.
• Consider computations under alternative recognition and transition
approaches (e.g., restatement) not proposed by FASB,
Step Four: Review Alternate Plan Designs
• Identify and evaluate possible changes in the design of stock -based pla
• Compute estimated impact under the FASB proposal.
• Consider possible effects on executive and employee motivation and
retention, and monitor shareholder reaction.
Five: Comment and Monitor
• Discuss issues of concern with other companies. You can have an impact
on the standard - setting process if you communicate your views and the
supporting rationale to the FASB.
• Monitor ongoing FASB deliberations and issuance of final standard.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /MARCH 1994

f adopted as proposed, the new accounting rules will have a substantial impact on company financial
statements. Companies should weigh
the consequences of the FASB proposal and consider the action plan outlined
in Table 2.
Companies should review their
stock -based plans to ensure that they
are integrated with overall company
strategy and employee recruitment
and retention goals. Plan design
changes should link compensation,
company performance, and shareholder return. We suggest management accountants take a team approach to analyzing this complex issue with
financial, human resource, tax, and
compensation committee involvement.

WHAT'SAHEAD
omments on the exposure draft
were due by December 31, 1993,
and the FASB received hundreds
of letters opposing its proposal. Public
hearings will be held this month, and
the FASB plans to issue a final standard in the fourth quarter of 1994. All
interested parties need to understand
what the proposal will mean to their
companies and take part in the debate
with the FASB.
■
Murray S. Akresh, CPA, is a director in
Coopers & Lybrand's Human Resource
Advisory Group in New York. Janet
Fuersich is a partner in Coopers & Lybrand's Human Resource Advisory

Group in New York and the firm's national compensation consulting practice
leader. They coauthored Coopers & Lybrand's recent study on stock options.
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Team Building
in an Accounting
Department
To succeed, begin with a foundation oftrust.
BY STACY AYOTTE, CMA
ou may have read all the literature on team building and
thought, "The theory is great,
but how do I put it into practice?" My staff recently solved two
problems I believe show how teams
can work best.
First, we designed and implemented a departmental policy on flexible
work schedules that became a corporate resource. Second, as part of converting our account structure, we created documentation for all facets of our
general ledger system. While these
tasks could have been completed by
one person, the solutions may not have
received the same degree of support.
One note of caution: Team building
may not work with a new department
or management. Before I introduced
team building, I spent four years winning the trust of my department.

PROBLEM 1: FLEXIBLE WORK
SCHEDULES
ecently Blue Cross Blue Shield
of Maine produced guidelines
for administering "alternative
work schedules" or AWS. These guidelines explained the company's benefits, holidays, and overtime policy for
part -time employees, four -day work
weeks, and work -at -home options. The
guidelines did not explain how to offer
these alternatives or which departments were eligible.
I did not see any benefits to be
gained in our area. We all had unique
responsibilities that required us to be
present during normal working hours.
I explained this to my staff and told
them I was not going to try to determine how to implement the policy in
our department.
Two months later, I received two re54

quests for an alternative schedule. Because of my concern with the impact
of an individual request on the department as a whole, I asked that anyone
with a request be prepared to present
it at the next staff meeting. I felt my
staff could determine if these requests
were reasonable and workable.
When the meeting began, my staff
made it clear that they did not want to
judge their colleagues' situations. I did
a quick backpedal and explained my
rationale for the meeting. One criterion for good management: Never be
afraid to admit you made a mistake as
long as you rectify it.
Rather than discussing individual
requests, we started talking about alternative work schedules in general. I
asked for pros and cons of implementing any different work schedule. The
staff noted that varied work schedules
would ease the demands on the personal computers we shared and would
encourage cross - training because the
department would need a backup person for each job. Finally, flexible
scheduling would increase morale.
The negative aspects would be the
effect on departmental productivity
and the procedure with which a staff
person would have to comply when developing a specific request. Also, there
would have to be assurances that employees could provide backup for all
daily production functions. Tolerance
to longer hours —if a full -time employee wanted to work a four -day week —also was a concern expressed during the
meeting. Everyone would have to be
flexible, it was agreed, to be able to attend an unexpected staff meeting or
handle a crisis.
All the suggestions were made by
my staff. I was there just to write everything down and ask open- ended,
thought - provoking questions. I asked,
"what happens it?" or "how do we de-

termine that ?"
Please note, however, that teamwork does not mean that the manager
can't address his or her concerns. For
example, my payroll senior accountant
mentioned that her area did not lend
itself to alternative work schedules because only she and one other staff
member handled the function. There
was little flexibility possible. I then
asked the team how they would feel in
a similar situation.
I took the concerns we had discussed and put them in the form of
questions. Anyone requesting an alternative work schedule had to respond
to these questions. Finally I asked if we
needed some administrative guidelines. For example, should there be a
trial period before officially changing a
work schedule or a set time that a
schedule should remain in place before an employee could request another change? Again, I offered no opinion.
The team agreed on a six -week trial period because that time frame would
take us through a full month's cycle of
production.
From my meeting notes, I drafted a
form that listed why our department
wanted alternative work schedules and
asked questions that would determine
the feasibility of a particular work request. Because my staff had developed
the questions as a team, they fit any individual's circumstance. I distributed
the draft and held a meeting one week
later.
Based on my staff's reaction and
support, it was clear that a good, practical policy had been developed. I received two requests for a four -and -ahalf -day work week. The requests
were well thought out and addressed
all possible problems.
Our guidelines for flexible work
schedules have worked well. Consequently I presented the form to my director and the other manager in the department. My director distributed it to
the organizations. Finally it reached
our human resources department and
it was then given to the corporate management team as another resource for
their use.

PROBLEM 2: LACK OF
DEPARTMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
hen I became the manager of
financial systems in the accounting department four
years ago, there was very little departmental documentation. We attempted
to develop a procedures manual for
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payroll and documentation for standard journal entries. Unfortunately,
these were just individual efforts useful
only to the individuals who designed
them.
There had to be a better way, but I
didn't see it until we began what we refer to fondly as "88.14." This was a corporate- supported project that involved
restructuring our chart of accounts
and developing product - specific reporting and costing, among other
things.
One benefit of my efforts to build
trust within the department was that
my employees cared about their work
and wanted to be involved as much as
possible in this project. As with the previous documentation effort, I found
that assigning tasks on an individual
basis didn't give everyone the same
sense of participation in the department's successful operation. I also
found it difficult to design tasks that
were appropriate to everyone because
of the technical nature of the project.
Once again, solutions were found as
my staff discussed their concerns. We
realized that the project offered a perfect opportunity to document all procedures. The first step was to list each area that needed some type of procedure
manual. These areas included adding
new account numbers, writing reports,
processing journal entries, and maintaining cost allocations.
I knew I couldn't be the team leader
on this task —I was swamped with the
project's technical duties, and documentation is not my strong point. Besides, we needed manuals that were

The! team a pproa ch ca n make the manage me nt a c c ountant more productive,
says Stacy Ayotte.
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useful to persons doing the work.
Shouldn't the users be the ones to define what documentation is needed?
A team was created for each area to
be documented, and the staff members
who performed the particular function
were assigned to the appropriate team.
Because there were only nine people
in my department who would be working on this project, I was able to assign
everyone —from the senior accountants to the accounting clerk —to at
least one team. Most people were on
more than one team. I also asked employees from the finance departments— including the budget depart ment—to serve on a team.
I set up the first team meetings. We
decided that the teams would not meet
simultaneously. Rather, meetings
were scheduled according to the prole
ect's time frame for deadlines.
The project's conversion team was
responsible for defining and documenting exactly what steps were necessary to convert from our old accounts to the new ones. The forms
team was asked to review all existing
forms to determine any necessary revisions and draft any new forms they
felt were necessary. The report team
was assigned the task of defining standards for report writing. The chart
team was asked to document the new
chart of accounts and the allocation
team to document cost allocations and
determine procedures for changing
them and making manual corrections.
The first task of each team was to
designate someone to be a "secretary"
and take some form of minutes (informal notes), distribute them, and set up
the next meeting. Because people
were on more than one team, I made
sure that no one had to be secretary to
two teams at once. I encouraged some
of the least involved employees to be
secretary so as to increase their interaction in the project and not overburden those who were working with it on
a daily basis.
The next task was to define the
team's goal. My role, as in the past, was
to encourage discussion and follow the
flow of the group's decisions. The
chart team decided they needed to be
more familiar with the software we
were using before they could define
documentation needs. We set up the
next two meetings as training sessions.
The allocation team started to define
all the pieces of documentation that
would be helpful. Team members
found this overwhelming and decided
to list the most important pieces according to their priority.

The report team was eager to start.
One team member had already drafted
a layout document, and others were in
the process of writing reports for the
new chart. They came out of the first
meeting with standards in hand.
As the meetings progressed, I deliberately lessened my participation as facilitator. For example, when I was unable to attend a forms meeting, I asked
one of the senior accountants on the
team to fill in for me. The meeting went
well so I started to limit my participation on teams that did not need my experience with the system.
The project continued to run
smoothly because the team set the
goals, defined the individual tasks, and
put the results together. My staff was
self - motivated and excited about the
process. They became truly empowered and learned new skills about running effective meetings, designing
documentation, and understanding the
general ledger system.
We will be revisiting the documentation project later this year. Recently
I reorganized the department. Although the current documentation was
helpful, my staff has expressed a need
to expand upon it. They discovered
that we had produced information best
used by experienced employees. We
also need detailed documentation on
all processes to use for backup and
training. I hope to evolve the team
approach to allow even more participation and ownership. My staff is
ready to use and practice the skills introduced in the earlier stages of the
project.
A CUP OF COFFEE
key part of my success in team
building is that I attend all team
meetings with only a cup of coffee. This forces me to ask someone to
take the "minutes" and helps me to
leave my opinions in my office.
My experience has convinced me
that the team approach can make a
management accountant's job more
productive and less stressful and employees more responsible and more
supportive.
■
Stacy Ayotte, CMA, is the manager of financial systems at Blue Cross Blue

Shield of Maine. She is a member of
Southern Maine Chapter and can be
reached at (207) 822 -7000,eat. 6232.
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THEOUTSOURCING
DECISION
Seize the opportunity tofocuson activities that give your company
the competitive edge.

Outsourcing nonessential services, such as fleet maintenance, enables companies to
concentrate on critical core activities.

BYRALPHE.DRTINA
ach business day the number of
management accountants affected by massive restructurings and layoffs increases. In
their efforts to streamline operations,
56

managers are dismantling bureaucracies and questioning the benefits of
vertical integration.
One alternative is a strategy that focuses internal operations on a small set
of critical core activities. Nonessential
services are then outsourced to exter-

nal vendors, who can offer advantages
such as cost, flexibility, and access to
the latest technology.
Firms in high - technology industries, such as computers and biotechnology, have been pioneers in developing partnered relationships and
focused strategies. Consider, for example, the case of Sun Microsystems,
a leading maker of computer workstations. Sun concentrates on hardware
and software design, where it distinguished itself from competitors, and
outsources almost everything else in
its value chain. It relies so heavily on
external manufacturers and distributors that its own employees never
touch one of its top selling products.
After a vendor assembles the machine,
another contract supplier delivers it to
the customer.
Firms like Sun have been referred
to as "intellectual holding companies."
Numerous other companies — Apple,
Honda, and Gallo Winery—also bank
their success on a limited number of
specific core technologies, although
perhaps not to the outsourcing extreme exhibited by Sun Microsystems.
Management accountants can play
an important role in deciding which activities should be performed within the
firm and which should be bought externally.' But what is the correct methodology for helping managers make
such strategic make -buy decisions?
Accounting educators, for example,
normally frame the make -buy discussion within a manufacturing context.
These decisions are presented as short
term in duration and seek to increase
corporate earnings by finding ways to
reduce costs.
Management strategists, who initiate outsourcing policy, are more concerned with creating shareholder value. Their policies often zero in on
eliminating nonmanufacturing service
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overhead.

ACTIVITIESTOOUTSOURCE
he first step in preparing an outsourcing study is understanding
your firm's value chain and the relationships among its service activities.
Figure 1 is an example of typical services in a value chain.
Value is added at each stage beginning with product concept and ending
with after -sales service. Corporate staff
services —such as legal and accounting— provide the secondary support
necessary to maintain the organization
and its primary value chain activities.
Both services provided by corporate
staff and in the value chain can qualify
for outsourcing.
Each stage of service delivery can
be broken down further into its requisite subcomponent activities. Distribution, for example, is subdivided into
four specific service activities. Fleet
maintenance, an indirect activity that
supports the distribution service, is
identified in Figure 1 as being a candidate for external outsourcing.
Some activities are eliminated immediately as candidates for outsourcing, either because the service cannot
be contracted outside or because the

firm must control the activity to maintain its competitive position. For example, a high - technology research facility
would not be able to outsource its typing or photocopying due to the highly
classified nature of work. Similarly,
Hewlett- Packard carefully controls the
software for a laser printer it copra
duces with Canon Inc. of Japan, thereby preventing its partner from replicating the laserjet technology for its own
benefit.
For those activities eligible for outsourcing, the key strategic question to
ask is whether the firm can perform a
service activity on a level comparable
with the best organizations in the
world. Productivity measurements
should be compiled to capture these
critical success factors for the activity:
availability, timeliness, flexibility, quality, and cost reduction. Measures are
then benchmarked against the results
of firms that offer these same services
in the marketplace.
Thus, we might find that a firm evaluating its fleet maintenance activity
compares performance measures like
those listed in Table 1. If the firm's performance does not stand up to the external measures, a determination must
be made whether the firm can achieve
a world -class level of delivery. If it is not

CORPORATE
STAFF
SERVICES
ACTIVITIES
WITHIN ONE
STAFF AREA

SERVICES
IN THE
VALUE
CHAIN

possible to accomplish benchmarked
standards of performance, the activity
should be outsourced. To reiterate, the
firm should concentrate only on those
core activities that enhance its unique
marketplace advantages.

OUTSOURCINGFLEET
MAINTENANCE
he service activity in question
must pass several hurdles:
• Is it possible to purchase the service
externally?
• Does the firm need to control the
service activity—as would be the
case with secret documents or a
critical technology?
• Most important, is the firm capable
of delivering the service at a world class standard of performance?
If the service survives these preliminary cutoffs, the next step is to decide
if the service to be outsourced is central to the firm's core strategic activities. Cost analysis plays an important
part in the decision to "make" the service activity internally or to "buy" from
external sources.
Refer once again to the benchmarks
for the fleet maintenance activity in Ta-
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Focusing on the nuts and bolts of its business. Home Depot leaves the transportation worries
to Ryder.

ble 1. Information about the present
level of maintenance performance is in
Table 2.
Assume that the accountants conducted a benchmarking comparison
that revealed performance measures
for fleet maintenance fell slightly short
in several areas. After careful study,
however, the accountants expect that
maintenance can be brought up to a
world -class standard by spending an
average of $20 more per year for supplies and parts per vehicle and by investing an additional $6,000 per year in
training. Hence, to achieve the bench marked performance standard, supplies and parts will cost $470 per vehicle, and the combined cost of payroll
and training is increased to $102,000
for the year.
The top panel of Table 2 presents
the "make" option of servicing vehicles
internally. Total costs to attain best -inthe -world maintenance performance
are projected for each of the next five
years.
Management has chosen a five -year
planning horizon to allow for a longterm partnering arrangement with the
supplying vendor. Also built into the
cost schedule is a projection for the expected number of vehicles the firm expects to maintain. The firm's strategic
plan calls for an annual increase of 25
fleet vehicles. No adjustments have
been made to cost estimates for inflation. That is, all reported numbers are
measured in constant year 1 dollars.
The only fixed costs expected to
change with increased volume are payroll and training, which are adjusted
for an addition of a one -half position in
year 3 and another one -half position in
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year 5. Total costs for in -house fleet
maintenance are reduced by 34%, the
firm's marginal tax rate. Total net-of
tax costs per year and average costs
per vehicle per year are reported at the
bottom of the panel. Costs per vehicle
range from a high of $472 in year 1 to
a low of $462 in year 4.

TABLE 1/ BENCHMARKING
FLEET MAINTENANCE ACTIM
Measures
Availability

Downtime
Unscheduled repair
Vehicle breakdowns

Timeliness

Time needed
for repair
On -time vehicle
delivery

Flexibility

Turnaround time
for unscheduled
repairs

Quality

Rework
Fuel efficiency
Internal customer
satisfaction
Frequency of
unscheduled
repairs

Cost
reduction

Cost per service
operation
Demonstrated
process
improvements

Accuracy

Historical
record keeping

The second panel of Table 2
presents information for the outsourcing "buy" option. Based on preliminary
negotiations, the firm expects to contract out its fleet maintenance service
at a cost of $870 per vehicle per year.
While the contract calls for annual inflation adjustments to this fee, all costs
in the analysis are expected to be affected equally by inflation and thus are
ignored.
If the firm chooses to outsource
maintenance, it will downsize by eliminating all its current department employees. The only cost it will continue
to incur is annual depreciation of
$30,000 on the maintenance facility
that will be rented for $135,000 per
year. Rental revenues represent the opportunity costs of the idled facility and
are a deduction to the cost of outsourcing. The tenants will assume all utilities
and maintenance fees on the facility as
part of the leasing agreement. After adjusting for tax effects, the average annual cost per vehicle ranges from a
high of $475 in year 5 to a low of $459
in year 1.
The bottom panel of Table 2 reports
the differential cost of servicing inhouse versus outsourcing. While there
is a cost advantage to outsource of
$7,920 in year 1, the total cost effect for
the five -year period is ($3,960) .
In other words, the firm would show
a cumulative decrease to net income of
$3,960 if the outsourcing option is chosen. Thus, a conventional make -buy
analysis that focuses on income effects
for one year would favor the buy option. But a cumulative five -year income
analysis supports in -house servicing.
Unfortunately, neither of these approaches addresses the time value of
invested capital.
The analysis presented in Table 2
concludes with those costs that will
change if the firm outsources its fleet
maintenance activity as opposed to servicing in- house. Included in the calculation is the opportunity cost of facilities idled by a decision to buy outside.
This format follows the approach
normally recommended by accounting
educators, who stress the importance
of differential costs and opportunity
costs in a make -buy calculation. It differs, however, in that it makes explicit
the long -term cost effects of a decision
to buy outside.
As seen in virtually all cost and management accounting textbooks, the
make -buy decision is limited to differential income effects in the current operating time period alone. Typically a caveat follows the numeric calculation.
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TABLE 2/OUTSOURCEFLEETMAINTENANCE
DIFFERENTIAL COST ANALYSIS
Panel 1. Make option: Service vehicles in -house
Planning Horizon
Year 1
Vehicles per year

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

600

625

650

675

700

$470

$470

$470

$470

$470

$282,000

$293,750

$305,500

$317,250

$329,000

102,000

102,000

110,500

110.500

119.000

Facilities - utilities, maintenance

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

Facilities- depreciation (cost = 5900,000.30 yr. life)

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

147,000

147,000

155,500

155,500

164,000

429,000

440,750

461,000

472,750

493.000

145,860

149,855

156.740

160,735

167,620

$283,140

$290,895

$304,260

$312,015

$325,380

$472

$465

$468

$462

$465

Variable cost/vehicle supplies, parts

Total

Fixed costs /per year
Payroll and training

Total costs
34%

@

Less tax effect

Net cost of servicing vehicles in -house
Average cost per vehicle

$1,515,690

Panel 2. Buy option: Outsource vehicle service
Year 1
Vehicles per year

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

600

625

650

675

700

$870

$870

$870

$870

$870

$522,000

$543,750

$565,500

$587,250

$609,000

Facilities-depreciation

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

Total operating costs

552,000

573.750

595,500

617,250

639,000

Less opportunity cost: rental revenuet

135,000

135,000

135,000

135,000

135.000

Total costs

417,000

438,750

460,500

482,250

504,000

141,780

149,175

156,570

163,965

171,360

$275,220

$289.575

$303,930

$318,285

$332,640

$459

$463

$468

$472

$475

Service cost per vehicle

Less tax effect

®

Total contractual costs

34%

Net cost of outsourcing vehicle maintenance
Average cost per vehicle

Year 1
$7,920

$1,320

Year 3
$330

Year 4

Year 5

($6,270)

($7,260)

$1,519,650

:($
3,9

$

.

Panel 3. Differential cost to outsource$

Year 2

Total

This model is based on a 5 -year planning horizon, which represents managements' time frame of outsourcing commitment at this stage of strategy
formulation.
j' In order to focus the illustration on the outsourcing decision process, it is assumed that the maintenance facility will be retained regardless of the
decision oucome. If a decision to outsource is accompanied by plant disposal, additional complications arise concerning the amount and timing of
disposal proceeds and differences between the planning horizon and the economic life of the facility.
Differential costs increase in years 4 and 5 as the in -house service option enjoys scale efficiencies due to increases in the volume of vehicles
serviced.

The analyst is encouraged to consider
qualitative factors -such as quality of
parts, possibility for supply interruptions, and technological innovaMANAGEMENTACCOUNi'ING /MARCH 1994

tion -but no examples are given
where long -term effects actually become part of the calculation.
Two implicit assumptions seem to

explain the short-term emphasis in the
accountant's conventional approach to
make -buy analysis. First, the underlying decision objective is focused on
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maximizing the use of available capacity.,
This is stated explicitly by authors
of two texts: by Horngren and Foster
and by Moscove and Wright. This perspective emphasizes alternative ways
to use idled facilities, yet it implies that
changes in facility use are easily reversible and without cost.
Second, discussions on make-buy
are concerned almost exclusively with
purchasing parts or subassemblies,
with infrequent attention given to decisions on buying services. The modeling implication is that a firm has no
particular loyalties to any one vendor,
and, as with idled facilities, changes between vendors are accomplished easily in the short term.
Both these short-term assumptions
can be challenged in today's global
business environment. Efficient use of
facilities is an important factor in build-

ing market advantage, but use of facilities should be part of an integrated
firm -wide plan on the development of
its core competencies.
Similarly, moving from vendor to
vendor can minimize short-term costs,
but long -term advantages can be surrendered as a result. One of the advantages of outsourcing is that firms have
the opportunity to develop alliances
with established repeat vendors,
whose success becomes tied to that of
its customers. Both parties can gain
from established linkages.
Consider, for example, a medical
supplies vendor who receives information directly from a hospital's information system on daily supplies needs for
scheduled surgeries. By shifting inventory control responsibilities to its vendor, the hospital saves inventory carrying costs, and the vendor has
guaranteed sales. Conversely, firms

The Case of Seagate Technology
eagate "Technology is the world's
largest producer of computer
hard disk drives and commands
about 25% of the world's market. Over
the past several years, however, it has
found itself battling as a "sluggardly giant" in an industry composed of fastgrowing, innovative competitors such
as Conner Peripherals, Quantum, and
Maxtor.
Seagate initially built its market
strength by delivering low -cost products that were designed and manufactured internally, while it outsourced its
deliveries. Seagate's approach to owning and operating its own plants differs
from that of its competitors, who mainly rely on outside suppliers. Quantum,
for example, outsources virtually every
piece of its disk drives while building
its market position on the strength of
its software and design.
Seagate has found its position
threatened, some say, due to its overreliance on in -house technologies. The
firm's vertically integrated operation,
which resulted in cost savings previously, has hampered innovation and
the development of new products. Its
competitors have been more flexible
and have taken advantage of technological advances made in combination
with external suppliers. Conner and
Quantum, for example, signed rich
contracts with computer makers, such
as Apple and Compaq, because of their
ability to switch faster from 51/4 -inch
60

to 31/2 -inch drives.
Seagate also has been hampered
during the recent recession by its massive overhead. Its profits fell more than
those of its competitors as a result of
its high facility fixed costs. The other
disk producers proved to be more agile. When demand fell off, they were
able to cut costs quickly by simply reducing orders from contractors.
Under the direction of its new CEO,
Seagate is making changes. For one, it
concedes it may have stuck too long
with in -house technologies. It now relies on external vendors to supply 40%
of its disks —about twice the percentage of two years ago. The firm also will
forego some of its focus on low cost.
Current plans are to reduce the time
from design to production, even if it
means using more expensive materials
or a more costly design.
The company still defends its penchant for vertical integration, saying it
keeps cost down. Analysts, who do not
seem convinced, say the company's
long -term outlook depends on its ability to fend off competitors in the high
end of the drive market.
Adapted From Ken Yamada, "Once-Battered Seagate Gains in Computer Price
War," Wall Street journal, June 1, 1992,
p. B3; and G. Pascal Zachary, "HighTech Firms Find It's Good to Line Up
Outside Contractors," Wall StreetJournal, July 29,1992, pp. Al and A5.

that insulate themselves through vertical integration run the risk of being
bypassed by technological advancements from vendors. (See sidebar.)

CREATINGSHAREHOLDERWEALTH
ittle will be gained in the long
term if management seizes shortterm cost savings while losing its
broader strategic focus. Unlike assumptions about decision reversibility
that underlie conventional make -buy
analysis, outsourcing analysis must
take into account long -term effects.
As with any long -term investment
decision, the criterion for acceptance
shifts from an income perspective to
one that seeks to optimize shareholder
wealth. Thus, the foundation for strategic outsourcing analysis is the use of
discounted cash flow to measure
changes to a firm's value.
One impediment is the difficulty of
identifying, estimating, and measuring
the effects of partnered relationships.
Following my suggested decision path,
however, avoids the need to measure
these uncertain potential benefits because of the benchmarking process.
Management is convinced that the service activity in question will be performed at a world -class standard if it is
performed in- house. By establishing
that equal benefit will be gained regardless of whether an activity is performed internal or external to the firm,
management can ignore differences in
value creation —at least for the first
round of investigation. Consequently,
the outsourcing analysis can focus on
a differential cost comparison similar
to the one presented earlier for fleet
maintenance service.
To illustrate this point, Table 2 also
considers the time -value effects of the
outsourcing investment decision. The
net costs for servicing vehicles inhouse and for outsourcing are converted to cash flows by adding back depreciation, a noncash expense.
The difference between the cash
outflow to service internally and the
cash requirement to outsource is
shown on the table as the annual cash
difference if outsourced. These annual
amounts are the same as the differential costs to outsource. The net cash
stream is discounted at an uninflated
after -tax rate, assumed as 16%, which
is in keeping with the use of uninflated
dollars in the illustration.
The result of this analysis —a positive net present value of $1,101 —suggests the firm will increase shareholder value if the fleet maintenance
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service is outsourced. This conclusion
conflicts with the five -year cumulative
effect to income, ($3,960), which
would have supported the in -house
service option.

There'sonefinancial
placementfirmwhosetemps
areanodds-onfavorite...

STRATEGICCONCERNS
afore making a final decision,
however, management must
consider the less tangible, more
uncertain benefits and costs that can
accrue from global outsourcing.3
These qualitative factors may prove
significant and may take precedence
over results favored in the discounted cash -flow analysis. The following are
among the most important strategic
considerations.
Technical supremacy. By outsourcing noncritical activities, a firm can
gain by sharing in the vendor's expertise and economies of scale. A world class service provider would be expected to employ the latest innovations and
service delivery systems available. The
cost of these state-of-the-art processes
then can be shared, thus providing customers with technology they otherwise may not have been able to afford.
Flexibility. Firms that outsource services have the advantage of not being
tied to past investments. Particularly in
fast- changing industries, a firm's survival may depend on its achieving the
best in components and service neces-

accountantsoncallbynearly6to1'

anr
accountants
on call'

Our accountants oncall

� ..

/.

customers rated the quality of accountants on call's temporary
employees best by nearly 6 to 1 over the next leading national

specialist. Infact, 51% ofthosepolleduseaoc exclusively. Soif
you'relookingfortheonespecialist that canmeet yourtemporary
accounting and bookkeepingneeds, call your local aoc office
or1-800.327-1117today.Chancesare,you'l hitthejackpottoo.

'Recent Independent survey of temporary accounting placement services customers conducted by Opinion Research Corporation, Princeton, NJ

Circle No. 4
sary to compete. If a vendor fails to

I maintain its position of service suprem-

XCOST
Year 1
Net cost of outsourcing vehicle maintenance' ($275,220)
Add back depreciation

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

($289,575)

($303,930)

($318,285)

30,000

30,000

Net cash outflow to outsource

(245,220)

Less net cost of servicing vehicles in- houset
Add back depreciation
Net cost to service in -house

($332,640)

30,000

30,000

(259,575)

(273,930)

(288,285)

(302,640)

(283,140)

(290,895)

(304,260)

(312,015)

(325,380)

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

253,140)_

(260,895)

(274,260)

(282,015)

(295,380)

(6,270)

(7,260)

30,000

30,000

Annual cash differential if outsourced

7,920

1,320

Discount factor

0.862

0.743

0.641

0.552

0.476

$981

$211

($3,463)

($3,457)

Discounted cash flows

$6,828

Net Present Value$

$1,101

330

From Table 2. panel 2.
t From Table 2, panel 1.
# Net present value (NPV) should be recalculated to find its sensitivity to changes in the discount rate. Interestingly, in this case a higher discount rate results
in a higher NPV advantage for outsourc ing. For example, the NPV at 12% is $254 and at 20 %. $1,766. Higher rates reduc e the negative d ifferential cash
effects i(tlf lW Y MM.—
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coalitions with external partners is the
potential for the emergence of innovative opportunities. For example, a vendor may find ways to improve the very
nature of the activity or its delivery
mechanism. In addition, dealings with
a specialized vendor may create new
market opportunities or partnered ventures.
It is unlikely the analyst can place a
reliable dollar number on any of these
potential benefits, but their effects
should not be overlooked. Bromich
and Bhimani suggested a format for
scoring intangible benefits related to
investments in advanced manufacturing technology.' At a minimum, making these benefits explicit, even if not
quantified, draws attention to their existence.
Additional intangible costs also
might be introduced by outsourcing.
One of the greatest potential costs is
the damage incurred by a firm that be-

Selected for their expertise and
knowledge of concepts covered on the
CMA exam, twelve specialists have
written a self - contained review in
four volumes (one for each part of
the exam) of all the information needed to pass the examination. Each
volume consists of text that discusses
the concepts often illustrated by
previous CMA questions with step by -step instructions on how to answer
the questions, and other CMA problems and solutions that relate to the
concepts discussed. Also available are
audio cassettes (over 60 hours of instruction) recorded by a professional
reader.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE

Malibu Publishing Company
31312 Via Colinas, Suite 101
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 889 -1495 • Fax (8 18) 889 -5107

Circle No. 33
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FORMINGALLIANCES
aving completed the computational analysis and considered
the qualitative factors, the analyst has laid the foundation for deciding whether to outsource. One critical
determination remains: Is this service
activity part of the firm's core strategy?
Answering this question will require a strategic analysis on the part of
top management —an assignment that
calls for a different set of skills than accountants are trained to offer. Understanding the value -added cost impact
due to an outsourcing arrangement is,
however, a necessary first step toward
making these strategic decisions.
Managers embracing a core competency philosophy look to the firm's value chain to discover where outsourcing coalitions will offer greatest
benefit. Ideally, the firm will capitalize
on its own special skills and strengths
while forming alliances with other
firms to tap into their unique competencies.
This may mean looking outside the
firm for such fundamental activities as
product design, warehousing, market
research, distribution, or after -sale repair and service. The desired result is
a leveraging effect in which the firm essentially commands a network of activities that extends its own core competencies into a more sustainable market
advantage.
■
Author's Note: I would like to thank
James Targay III, Serge Matulick, and
Ted Veit for their helpful comments during my preparation ofthis article.
Ralph E. Drtina, Ph.D., is professor of
accounting and management at the
Crummer Graduate School of Business,

DECISION

Examine value chain
1
Identify activities

Is service available externally?

Yes
in

Opportunities to coproduce innovation. One of the benefits of developing

comes overly dependent on its outsourcing partner. Taken to the extreme, a firm could become so dependent on vendor services that it loses its
competitive advantage if the vendor
withdraws its service or decides to
compete in the same market.
Managers can manage their dependency on vendors by retaining alternative outsourcing options. Further, if a
firm's sustainable competitive advantage is threatened by overreliance on
the vendor, the service would seem to
be an important core activity in the
firm's value chain. Thus, it may be preferable to perform the service in -house
(see Figure 2).

b,
service .
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Is absolute control necessary?

Z ^`

No

Yes,
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in -house

Benchmark:
Best in world capability?

ME
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i

acy, the buyer has the option to look
for a competing source.

Cost analysis and
qualitative considerations
Part of core strategy?
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Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla. He is
a member ofthe Mid - Florida Chapter
and can be reached at (407) 646 -2344.
[This article builds on strategy concepts from two articles by James Brian Quinn, Thomas l_ Doorley, and
Penny C. Pacquette: "Beyond Products: ServicesBased Strategy," Harvard Business Review,MarchApril 1990, pp. 58 -67;'technology in Services: Rethinking Strategic Focus," Sloan Management
Review,winter 1990, pp. 79-87.
Mis is stated explicitly in the writings of Charles
Horngren and George Foster and of Stephen A.
Moscove and Arnold Wright.
3For more information, see Mark I.. Fagan, "A Guide
to Global Sourcing," Ike journal ofBusixess Strate&,
March /April 1991, pp. 21 -25.
4Michael Bromwich and A] Bhimani, "Strategic InvestmentAppraisal," MANAGEMENTAccoUNTINGO.
March 1991, pp. 4548.
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TRENDS

IN MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

RESEARCH
JULIAN M.FREEDMAN,CPA

LIMARESEARCH&TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE
.Late last year formal cooperation between the IMA 's Committee on Research
and the Research & Technical Committee ofthe U.K -based Chartered Institute
of Management Accountants (CIMA)
was agreed. This cooperation will have
benefits such as shared research findings
and access to publications. Andrea Jeffries, CIMA's director of research, gives
an overview of the Committee's work.
he Chartered Institute of Management Accountants is one of
the six accountancy bodies incorporated by Royal Charter in the United
Kingdom and is recognized internationally as such. All parts of the Institute aim to combine the standards and
strengths of a professional body with
an openness to new ideas.
CIMA was established in 1919 and
is the only European professional accountancy body focused on the actual
needs of industry, commerce, and the
public sector in the formulation of
strategy and the running of the day-today affairs of financial managers.
Membership of the Research &
Technical Committee, along with all its
working parties and subcommittees,
comprises half practitioner and half academic. The chairman is Paul Plowman, who is managing director of
Glynwed International, Staffordshire,
U.K., and a member of CIMA's Council. Last year the Committee was honored when Professor George Foster of
Stanford University agreed to sit on its
academic subcommittee, the Research
Board.
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The Institute's objective in regard to
research is set out in its Royal Charter:
"To promote and develop the science of management accountancy and
to foster and maintain investigations
and research into the best means and
methods of developing and applying
such science and to encourage, increase, disseminate and promote
knowledge, education and training and
exchange of information and ideas in
respect of all questions relating thereto
or connected therewith."
The Research & Technical Committee of CIMA is concerned with developing the techniques of management
accounting and with identifying the
role that management accounting
plays in the economic system. To this
end the Research Plan was developed
in 1990. Since then, major research in
many of the areas identified has resulted in projects being commissioned and
later published as CIMA research reports. Findings from several pieces of
CIMA - sponsored research have been
disseminated through various media
including newspapers, television, journals, and conferences.
In 1993 a revised five-year plan was
launched. It details six areas for priority research:
• Management accounting in manufacturing,
• Management accounting in service
businesses,
• Financial management,
• New techniques,
• Impact of market forces,
• Leading -edge issues.
As mentioned above, the Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants
was founded in 1919, the same year as
the IMA, so 1994 is the 75th anniversary of both Institutes. To celebrate CIMA's anniversary, a critique of international management accounting
thinking and practices is to be published on March 8, 1994, the day the
Institute first opened its doors. Written
by CIMA Professor Michael Bromwich and Dr. A] Bhimani of the London
School of Economics, this report, Pathways to Progress, focuses on the opportunities and challenges facing the management accountant, some of which
may be new to accountants. In an accessible fashion it details a comprehensive range of recently suggested accounting techniques.
For further information please contact Andrea Jeffries, director of research, CIMA Research Foundation,
63, Portland Place, London W1N 4AB;

telephone: 44 (0) 71 637 2311; fax: 44
(0)71436 1582.

NEWBOOKONFIXEDASSETS
new book by a long -time IMA
member, Raymond H. Peterson,
has just been published Accountingfor Fixed Assets [John Wiley&
Sons, New York, 19941. Peterson describes the book below.
Accountants and managers who are
familiar with the concepts and practical
application of total quality management (MM), zero defects, and other
procedures that provide continuous
improvement now may be ready to address the same concepts in managing
their organization's property, plant,
and equipment. This book is designed
for them. In 13 chapters it covers most
of the subjects that must be addressed
in establishing an accounting process
for property, plant, and equipment.
The author represented the IMA
Subcommittee on SMA Promulgation
for IMA's research project that produced Reporting, Control, and Analysis
of Property, Plant, and Equipment
[1990]. He then was project representative for the Subcommittee's creation
of two Statements on Management Accounting. He became convinced during this work that a larger publication
on accounting for property, plant, and
equipment was appropriate.
Accounting for Fixed Assets discusses in one place the accounting
principles and processes related to
fixed assets. It covers a number of subject areas in property, plant, and equipment accounting that have not been
dealt with in depth in the accounting literature.
The Accounting Principles Board
(APB) and Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) have been silent
on the subject of accounting standards
for fixed assets. Without a primary
source for accounting standards, it is
necessary to look to secondary sources. This book has as complete a bibliography as exists on this subject.
Chapter by chapter, it provides information on the accounting definition
and classifications for asset transactions. It spells out the important function of determining base units when
defining property, plant, and equipment.
The author presents a strong case
for having an asset accountant and documented asset accounting policies for
each company. The job may be less
than full -time in many companies, but
B3

if this responsibility is not identified
and defined, it is questionable that a
company can apply the techniques of
continuous improvement successfully
to the use of its production assets.
The book reviews existing off -theshelf asset management software and
gives a checklist for assessing existing
asset management packages or designing your own. Criteria are given for
a good property record system, including control extending from the purchase order throughout the life of the
asset to proper disposition when it is
no longer viable.
Other chapters discuss accounting
for assets within regulated utilities,
government, and not-for-profit organizations. Government and nonprofit organizations largely have ignored property, plant, and equipment. They
typically are funded by bonds or separate fund- raising events, so there has
been no need to maintain on -book
records of the assets; no accounting
reason existed for measuring the usefulness or exhaustion of the asset over
time. Unlike businesses, these organizations didn't and don't depreciate
their assets to offset income for taxes
or to measure how well they have
done. The current trend, however, is
for government and not - for -profit fund
accounting and off-book asset records
to move in the direction of business requirements for adequate records and
the establishment of asset custodians.
The concepts in this book will benefit managers and accountants in government and nonprofit organizations
as well as in business. Those who
have embraced the continuous improvement (by whatever name) and
have made the changes to gain the
quick benefits will find in this book
principles, systems, and approaches
to accounting for property, plant, and
equipment that will help them to continue reaping the benefit of their
changes.
This book can be purchased for $55
from IMA's Special Order Dept. (800)
638 -4427, #4.

UNDERSTANDING
DERIVATIVES
otional amounts of derivative
contracts held by banks and
trust companies as of June 30,
1993, totaled more than $10 trillion, according to Futures magazine for December 1993. IMA members seeking a
better understanding of derivatives
can learn from a practitioner in the
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field, Howard Friedman, who provided
the following comments:
What do insurance companies,
banks, pension funds, mutual funds,
corporations, mortgage bankers,
hedge funds, brokerage firms, investment advisers, commodity trading advisers, and commodity pool operators
have in common?
They all deal in derivatives.
Derivatives are futures, forwards,
options, swaps, and hybrids. They deal
with fixed income securities, equities,
currencies, commodities, options, and
indices. Derivatives are used to create
or increase investment exposure, remove or reduce investment exposure,
hedge separate components of an investment, or separate market return
from residual return. Derivatives can
be classified in most cases as "notional" contracts through which the risk of
changes in values is transferred without a transfer or exchange of the notional amount.
Confused? You're not alone. "For
the first time in history, you can't assume that by looking at a firm's balance sheet you can adequately understand their business," says SEC
Commissioner J. Carter Beese, Jr.
Managers, outside practitioners, and
end -users of financial statements of entities that use derivatives will have to
deal with accounting issues having to
do with derivatives as they become a
necessary and sometimes required
part of running an efficient operation.
Moreover, a new accounting rule for
securities investments, SFAS 115 (see
pp. 41 -49) gives financial institutions
new reasons to use derivatives to
hedge and to invest.
Under SFAS 115, all companies required to publish financial reports
must divide their debt and equity securities portfolios into three categories:
• Securities "held to maturity" must
be purchased with the intent and
ability to hold to maturity and must
be reported on an amortized cost
basis.
• Securities "available for sale" must
be marked to market as a separate
component of equity, with unrealized gains and losses reported as an
adjustment. These securities previously were accounted for at the lower of cost or market.
• Securities "held for trading" must
be carried at fair value, and unrealized gains and losses would be included in income.
To avoid large swings in capital due

to unrealized gains and losses on securities "available for sale," more and
more investment managers will look to
a derivative called a swap. Swaps act
Eke their security counterparts (such
as bonds or mortgage securities) but
require little capital to acquire and, unlike a security, need not be marked to
market under SFAS 115.
Generally, for derivatives other
than swaps that do not qualify as a
hedge, the assumption of GAAP is that
these contracts are carried at their current market value with changes in value charged to income. These transactions are addressed in SFAS 52, which
covers foreign currency hedge activity,
and SFAS 80, which covers the use of
futures contracts as hedges. Other authoritative guides are the SEC, AICPA
Draft Issue Paper Accounting for Options, and various FASB Emerging Issues Task Force Discussions.
Generally, for derivatives that do
qualify as a hedge (which have several
criteria), the results of the transaction
are treated as a basis adjustment of the
hedged item. That is, the accrual of periodic payments is treated as an adjustment of interest income or expense of
the hedged item, and gains or losses
from the termination of positions are
deferred as adjustments of the carrying amounts of hedged items and amortized as an adjustment of interest income or expense related to the hedged
item.
Currently, derivatives commonly
are referred to as off - balance -sheet
items because the full value of the underlying asset or liability that they represent is not disclosed on the balance
sheet. In December 1993, the Financial
Accounting Standards Board voted to
consider requiring banks and corporations using derivatives to disclose
more information. Disclosure could
take the form of footnotes listing what
kinds of derivatives the firm uses or
the firm's potential risk under different
economic scenarios.
Howard Friedman, CPA, is associated
with a firm in Redlands, California, that
has a Commodity Futures and Derivatives Group.
There is additional discussion on Derivatives
in the President's Perspectives on page 6. The
SMA 4M "Understanding Financial Instruments" and SMA 4Q "Use and Control of Financial Instruments in Multinational Companies" can be obtained from IMA by calling
(800) 638. 4427, #4. Derivatives. Practices and
Principles (3 volumes) was published by'1'he

Group of Thirty, 1990 M St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 331 -2472.
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
LOUIS BISGAY, CPA

FASBUPDATE
ollowing are comments about the
status of major FASB projects:
Stock Compensation Plans —Evi-

dently one of the most controversial
proposals the Board ever has made,
the Exposure Draft calls for compensation cost to be measured as the fair value of the option or other stock -based
award at the date it is granted using an
option- pricing model that takes into account the exercise price and expected
term of the option, the current price of
the underlying stock, its expected volatility, expected dividends on the
stock, and the expected risk -free rate
of return during the term of the option.
The Board's proposed Statement has
elicited a significant amount of opposition, including that of the IMA. Speaking on behalf of the IMA, its Management Accounting Practices Committee
cited several possible problems in its
letter, but the major problem, according to MAP, is measurement.
The MAP Committee believes no
credible measurement process exists
that addresses the unique attributes of
stock option grants adequately. Companies represented on the MAP Committee that are participating in the
Board's field test indicate that adoption
of the standard would result in immaterial charges for many companies,
and, therefore, the presumption that financial statements based on APB
Opinion 25 concepts are misleading is
not supportable. The Board has scheduled public hearings during this month
in Connecticut and in California, plans
to meet in April with investment bankers and others, expects to schedule a
task force meeting in second quarter
1994, and plans to issue a final Statement in the final quarter of 1994.
Financial Instruments and Off-Balance Sheet Financing Issues —Initial at-

tention focused on improving disclosure of information about financial instruments, resulting in publication of
Statements Nos. 105 and 107. The
most recent attention has been on improving disclosures about derivative financial instruments, such as forwards,
swaps, and option contracts. In response to widely expressed concerns,
the Board decided to redirect some of
its efforts on financial instruments toward disclosures regarding derivaMANAGEMENTACCOU"NG /MARCH 1994

tives. Aside from disclosure, the Board
has been considering a multitude of issues relating to recognition and measurement and currently has active projects on hedge accounting and
securitization.
Consolidations and Related Matters

The disaggregated disclosures part
of the project reconsiders the reporting requirements under current generally accepted accounting principles.
The FASB and the Accounting Standards Board of the Canadian Institute
of Chartered Accountants jointly issued an Invitation to Comment on disaggregated disclosures, which is part
of a project intended to develop common standards on disaggregated disclosures. In this regard, an FASB /CICA Advisory Group on Disaggregated
Disclosures has been formed; the
MAP Committee's Hal Rogero is a
member of that group. An Exposure
Draft in the fourth quarter is planned.
Impairment of Long -Lived Assets

—In November 1993, an Exposure
Draft, "Accounting for the Impairment
of Long -Lived Assets," was issued. The
ED would call for a review of impairment of long -lived assets and identifiable intangibles whenever events or
changes in circumstances indicate that
the carrying amount of the assets may
not be recoverable. A public hearing
on the Exposure Draft is scheduled for
May 16 and 17, with a final Statement
planned for the fourth quarter 1994.

MAPCOMMENTSONCASB
PENSIONPROPOSAL
tie Cost Accounting Standards
Board proposed a revision of the
Cost Accounting Standards relating to accounting for pension costs under negotiated government contracts.
Proposed changes address the issue of
pension cost recognition under qualified pension plans subject to the "full
funding limits" of the Federal Tax
Code and problems associated with
pension plans that are not qualified under the Code.
The MAP Committee pointed out
that the proposal does not clearly identify the connection between the fully
funded criteria and the functions of
cost accounting standards (identifying, measuring, and allocating
costs) —which connection MAP believes is critical. Subject to that and other clarifications, MAP concurs with the
proposed accounting for excess funding. The Committee observed that the
proposed accounting for nonqualified

plans continues to associate cost allocation with federal income tax rates.
While recognizing the practical nature
of the provision, MAP believes that income tax rates should not be a determining factor in measuring current period pension costs. Finally, the IMA
letter questions the assertion in the
proposal that the economic impact of
the proposal on contractors and subcontractors is expected to be minor.

RECENTPUBLICATIONS
he AICPA issued Statement of Position 93-7, "Reporting on Advertising Costs." It may be obtained
by calling the Order Department at
800 -TO AICPA.
The Institute of Internal Auditors issued an exposure draft of a new Statement on Internal Auditing Standards
on guideline 430.08 of the Standards
for the Professional Practice of Internal
Auditing. For information about this
proposal regarding reporting on internal control, call Julie Tarpley at (407)
830.7600, ext. 227.

FMACTODEVELOP
FRAMEWORKAND
RECOGNITIONPROGRAM
he Financial and Management
Accounting Committee of the International Federation of Accountants has established a Framework, a
categorization of activities that recognizes the major facets of the management process from strategy formulation through operation, control, and
monitoring of performance. In this
connection a database specifically designed for FMAC will be assembled.
The Framework will enable FMAC and
interested member bodies to plan projects and balance activity within each
of the classifications.
Realizing that the goals of FMAC
are common to the goals of the member bodies that conduct programs in
support of management, FMAC will
embark on a program of recognizing
excellence in journal articles or studies
published by member bodies. Comments or questions related to FMAC
should be directed to Ms. Vittoria For tunato, secretary to FMAC, International Federation of Accountants, 114
West 47th Street, Suite 2410, New
York, NY 10036.
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Manage mentAccounting Practices.
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HARDWARE /SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIREBARTH.EDITOR

DYNAMICS
raphical accounting systems
have been in the news for the
past year and a half. Now it is
time to consider the benefits that a
graphical user interface (GUI, pronounced gooey) can offer accountants
by evaluating one of the first middle market graphical accounting systems,
Dynamics.
Dynamics is a graphical -based modular accounting system from Great
Plains Software, intended for Windows, Macintosh, and UNIX platforms.
The system was designed from the beginning to use the Windows operating
environment and to allow Macintosh
and Windows PCs to share information
seamlessly. It was first released early
in 1993. By the end of this quarter the
second version of core modules will
have been released.
Dynamics modules are grouped into a number of solution series: Foundation, Financial, Sales, Inventory,
Purchasing, Payroll, Project Accounting, and Tools. In each solution series,
one module is a core module, with optional add-on modules providing advanced or specialized features.
WHAT WE LIKED
The following paragraphs summarize
only the features that distinguish Dynamics from other microcomputer based accounting systems. Dynamics
is a full- featured system. To describe
every feature is beyond the scope of
this article.
Dynamics is organized by business
task rather than by module. The Cards
menu item allows you to modify accounts, vendors, customers, and so
forth. The Transactions menu item allows you to enter transactions for any
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application. In all modules, the zoom
feature allows you to see the transactions that compose the balance and the
source documents for each transaction, regardless of the transaction's origin. All reports can be printed to a
range of printers, to file, and /or to the
screen, simultaneously if desired.
A useful feature is "classes." In every module, initial master file records
can be updated quickly by grouping
customers, items, employees, or vendors that share common traits into
classes. Information they share is entered once into the class; Dynamics
rolls down this information into the individual records.
With the System Manager Dynamics
goes one step further than most popular systems by erasing the boundaries
between modules. If you are in the general ledger account inquiry screen, for
example, looking at activity in the cash
account, you can quickly drill down to
the source document of a transaction
regardless of where the transaction
originated. This feature alone will save
controllers hours of time.
A unique feature in the System
Manager is the ability to add master
records for any of the Dynamics series.
For example, inventory items can be
created without purchasing the inventory module. This feature is useful for
companies that sell services, where
quantities do not need to be tracked, or
for companies planning to add the inventory module later.
The System Manager includes a report writer and currently is available in
limited (single user, one company) and
standard (four users, four companies)
versions. Additional company license
packs can be purchased. For CPA
firms performing client write -up services, a special 100-company license
pack is available for $100.
The report writer allows you to cus-

tomize reports and link multiple data
files in a single report. You may create
calculations and restrictions for reports and sort on any report field.
Graphics such as your company logo
can be inserted into documents by using the Windows clipboard or by retrieving metafile or bitmap graphics
files. Throughout the system, you can
create and save report sorting options.
You can customize a Routine button
to include checklists of tasks you want
your staff to complete at month-end,
for example, or on payday. When users
click on a specific task, they will be taken directly to the proper screen. A
record is created showing the user's
name and the date the task was
performed.
In the Financial Series,general ledger transactions can be entered as single use, clearing, reversing, or recurring journal entries. A user specifies
the date entries are to be reversed and
how often recurring batches are to appear before the system should erase
them (i.e., 52 times for weekly batches,
12 for monthly, four for quarterly).
How many times have you decided to
change account numbers in mid -year?
Dynamics lets you create a clearing entry whereby you enter the old account
number, the new account number, and
whether you want to clear the period
or the year - to-date balance. When you
post the entry, the balances are transferred automatically.
Posting accounts can be up to 20
characters long and may have as many
as five user - defined segments up to
nine digits in length. The user specifies
the length of the account number, if
and where to segment it, and the character used to separate account segments. Unit accounts, or nonposting
accounts used in financial reporting or
to make allocating entries, can be created for items such as square footage,
number of employees per department,
and so on. Variable allocation accounts
also can be created to post expenses into departments based on each department's sales dollars or employee head
count.
A quick journal feature allows you
to set up template journal entries for
entries that always use the same accounts but have varying amounts each
month. Posting can be done in four
ways: real -time, for the impatient CFO,
and transaction -level batch, series -level batch, and system -level batch for
more cautious data entry clerks.
The core general ledger module
maintains two budgets, one prior year
historical information, and basic finanMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1994

cial statements setup using the quick
financial setup. A variety of reports can
be customized and grouped into print
queues.
Most controllers and CFOs would
demand the Advanced Financial Analysis (AFA) add-on module. This module provides an unlimited number of
budgets and multiple years' history. Financial statements can be customized,
and other reports that draw from general ledger financial information also
can be created. Dynamics General
Ledger Release 2, scheduled for the
end of this quarter, will include the features of AFA.
The Sales Series consists of receivables management. Invoicing, sales order processing, and installment receivables will be added throughout 1994.
Customer classes allow you to group
customers according to any similarities they may have and assign information to these groups, such as trade discounts, statement cycles, and credit
limits. While this feature is common in
many systems, Dynamics goes one
step further by allowing you to update
information quickly for any class of
customers. Dynamics also helps you
manage nonsufficient fund (NSF) customer checks by allowing you to mark
customers' checks as NSF and assess
a finance charge to that customer automatically.
Customer information input includes two completely customizable
fields. Advanced credit limit restrictions define the total dollar credit limit
that the customer's balance should not
exceed and also a dollar amount by age
outstanding. Sales history can be displayed for current or prior calendar
years and /or fiscal years. Bill -to and
statement -to addresses can be specified for each customer as well as unlimited ship -to addresses.
In the Inventory Series, item classes
facilitate setting up items. You can assign the same information to many
items at once by entering the changes
and rolling them down to the items assigned to the class. Valuation methods
may be assigned by item, which could
be useful for companies with distinct
product lines. Transfers of items from
one quantity type to another, such as
on -hand to damaged, also is easy. Different units of measure can be defined
for purchasing and receiving. The multisize inventory add-on option allows
you to easily move, sell, and track
items at different locations.
The Purchasing Series allows you to
prioritize vendors to facilitate the payment selection process. Regardless of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNMG/MARCH 1994

the discount or the payment date, you
can opt to take all discounts when you
select vouchers for payment. Payments and vouchers can be voided,
which also creates a reversing general
ledger journal entry. Transactions and
vendors can be placed on hold. A primary, purchase, and remit-to address
can be specified for each vendor.
Again, you may define the names of
two fields on the vendor maintenance
screen to track additional vendor information. You may make a list of credit
card vendors that creates a payable for
your credit card vendor when you pay
an invoice using a credit card.
The Payroll System is very flexible
and easy to use. An unlimited number
of user - defined pay codes can be created as can advance checks. The system can track days worked or weeks
worked for salaried employees and includes other workers' compensation
reporting and tracking features. Transaction edit and entry can exclude pay
rates. Business expenses for accountable and nonaccountable plans are recorded properly. Advances to salaried
and commissioned personnel are deducted automatically from the next
paycheck. The system provides full
control over which pay types accrue vacation and sick time.
Multitiered deductions, prioritized
deductions, tax- sheltered annuities,
and noncash fringe benefits can be established. Setting up new employees is
very quick by using employee classes.
Manual payroll checks, reversing
checks, and adjustment entries can be
made. U.S. payroll has been released,
but no date has been set for Canadian
payroll or for the magnetic media option. Advanced payroll, not yet released, will allow for tipped and union
employees.
WHAT WE DID NOT LIKE
We evaluated Release 1 of the Dynamics software in which posting and report printing are very slow. Release 2
will reduce posting and report processing times drastically, according to
Great Plains. As for most Windows applications, 8MB of RAM and an 80486
processor are recommended. The software requires 65MB of disk space if
the help and the tutorial features are installed. Keeping history records for accounts, transactions, and distributions
takes a significant amount of disk
space. The report writer is not yet as
sophisticated as other third -party report writing tools.
Keep in mind that most new person-

al computer software applications are
being written for Windows. If your
company wants to take advantage of
technology developments, then a Windows migration path should be in
place. Replacing old personal computers gradually with 80486 machines capable of running Windows is a wise
strategy.
A GUI accounting system such as
Dynamics is designed from the ground
up to take advantage of today's powerful and flexible hardware and operating systems. Such systems provide the
ability to customize screens, forms, reports, or to-do lists without changing
the source code so businesses can
make the software fit their requirements at a fraction of the cost of buying
true custom software.
Prices for the system vary depending on the configuration. For more information, contact Great Plains Software, 1701 SW 38th St., Fargo, ND
58103; (800) 456.0025 or (701) 2810550.
Annette West
Annette West Consulting
Raleigh, North Carolina

Planninga State-of-theArt
FinancialInformation
System
A one -day Brief ng for every
business planning a new Financial
Information System (FIS).

The Briefing provides objective
information on the latest technology
and a strategic perspective on the FIS
development process, including:
• update on client/server
• re- engineering for tangible
business improvements
• how to select the "best"
financial software
Since 1987 thousands of financial
professionals have attended this
Briefing and rated it excellent.
The Briefing is scheduled in major
cities throughout the United States
and Canada. Also available on an
in -house basis.
For more information call today:

(404) 509 -0391
►xazwentic

THING

Enzweiler Consulting Group
1870 The Exchange
Atlanta. GA 30339 -2021
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be installed on any LAN with a file server that has directories available to all
clients. It does not require NetBIOS or
any network - specific transport protocol.
Circle No. 61

Comshare's Commander'"" Budget

Comshare has introduced Command erT"' Budget, a client /server application that automates all aspects of enterprise -wide distributed budgeting.
Commander Budget operates entirely
on networked Windows and DOS based personal computers. Its architecture features a multiuser relational
database; built -in distributed budgeting processes; end -user setup and
maintenance; open connections to several data entry, spreadsheet, reporting,
and analysis capabilities; and a built -in
multidimensional modeller, Commander Prism.
Circle No. 60
TEAMWorksTechnologies, Inc. has
brought out its new network print server software. The Print Server can print
images or other files from any Microsoft Windows program and also supports almost any local area network or
printer. With Print Server the PC sends
the server a list of the images to print,
not the actual images themselves. This
print -by- reference capability enables
the printing of files without first copying them over the LAN to the requesting client. The user's PC is immediately available to perform the next task,
while the print server accesses and
prints the images. The Print Server can
gg

Armor Systems, Inc. has released
two new products. Report Generator
Report Pack III is an add-on package
of eight customized report formats that
integrate with the Billing, Order Entry,
Time Billing, and Purchase Orders of
Armor Premier Accounting Software.
Retail /wholesale users can create a
picking ticket from Order Entry that
automatically prints information from
alternative warehouses if the quantity
on hand is insufficient. Service -based
companies will be able to include a detailed list of the outstanding activity for
a Time Billing project with each invoice. The second product, Report
Generator W -2 Form Format, is useful
for companies that incorporate advance EIC payments, have employees
in several states, or have special W -2
printing needs. It requires the use of
the Premier Report Generator and Payroll modules. Users can print W -2s for
only one employee or for a specific
range of employees. The format handles deferred compensation, such as
401(k) plans, for all state and /or localities in which users pay employees.
Circle No. 62
Nomadic Systems has introduced
SmartSync, file synchronization and
data - sharing software for Windows. Its
technology sends only the changes
made to files, rather than the whole
file. If a transmission is interrupted, the
software's auto-recovery feature automatically reestablishes the connection,
and the synchronization continues
from the point where the session was

interrupted. The software's RemoteCopy" feature enables people to remotely browse and copy files from one
computer to another. TeamSync''14 is a
multiuser feature that allows users to
synchronize and share data among coworkers. SmartSync supports all standard connection media, including standard or cellular modems for wide area
connectivity and serial or parallel connections for local operations. Users ab
so can synchronize using floppy disks.
Circle No. 63
Software Solutions, Inc. has begun
shipping version 6.2 of its FACTS software for distributors. The new version
includes FACTS Eider menus, an improved electronic data interchange
module, a new synch feature, a 4GL data dictionary, new forms options, a pop up calendar, and new platforms for
Faxl ink, the fax module for FACTS.
Version 6.2 now comes bundled with a
30-day trial version of FacetTerm, a
session and window manager for terminals under UNIX systems.
Circle No. 64
Create -A- Check, Inc.has made available Create -A -Check Corporate, version 4.1. Developed for large organizations with multiple bank accounts and
extensive check-printing needs, the
software provides a single -step check processing solution and enhanced security features and flexibility. It saves
time by automating check printing, including the layout of the check and
form, digitized logos and signatures,
check information, and bank magnetic
ink character recognition (MICR) encoding on blank security check stock.
It requires an IBM or compatible computer and a laser printer. The complete
check processing system interfaces
with an organization's existing network minicomputer or mainframe accounts payable or payroll system.
Circle No. 65
LEAD Technologies, Inc. has
shipped LEADVIEW 3.0 for Windows,
a comprehensive image management
application for end -users and imaging
professionals. Among its features are
LEAD CMP or JPEG compression at
ratios exceeding 200 to 1, "lossless"
compression at ratios averaging 7 to 1,
a photo album that builds a thumbnail
directory of images from different file
formats, a communications utility, and
conversion among more than 100 different file formats. Still more features
include image enhancement with a full
set of editing tools, a full - featured paint
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program, a screen grab /slide show,
and support for OLE 2.0, DDE, and
TWAIN for scanners and other peripherals. All features are integrated into
one easy -to-use interface.
Circle No. 66
W Software has introduced a Japanese version of its Express'/EIS 4.5
software. The software's multidimensionality allows users to see data according to their needs. Instead of viewing data as records, users are provided
with a logical view of data to include dimensions such as product, market,
and distribution channels. This feature
greatly increases end -user data access
and analytical productivity for corporate business intelligence applications.
The Japan ese version supp orts the

Kanji character set running under Windows 3.1.
Circle No. 67

EQUIPMENT
Panasonic has added two new models
to its line of 80-Series copiers. The FP1680, intended for users with low -volume copying requirements, produces
16 copies per minute. It has a zoom reduction and enlargement system ranging from 50% to 200%. The unit has a
single 250 -sheet paper cassette adapt-

able for invoice to ledger -sized paper
and a single -sheet bypass as well. The
FP -2080 produces 20 copies per minute and has 30 departmental access
codes that enable an organization to
maintain control for up to 30 separate
individual users or departments. The
FP-2080 has automatic paper supply
switching, zoom reduction and enlargement ranging from 50% to 200% in
1% increments, and programmable job
memory. The unit has a maximum paper capacity of 2,800 sheets.
Circle No. 68
Calculated Industries, Inc. is introducing the Real Estate Master III® Investor Plus' calculator, the only calculator designed expressly for real estate
professionals, trust deed investors, investment advisors, mortgage brokers,
or anyone who works with financial investment analysis. Clearly labeled
keys solve for present and future value,
total amount of payments, yield from
an entered price, and price from an entered yield without having to re -enter
the original loan amount or interest. Investor Plus allows users to enter up to
99 occurrences of 20 different cash
flows and then calculate net present
values, net future values, internal rates
of return, and modified internal rates
of return. It automatically computes
the initial investment as a negative
value.
Circle No. 69
TAB Products Co. is offering privacy
screens that attach directly to TAB's
modular furniture. The fabric - covered
screens provide the design industry's
standard of 48 inches of seated privacy. The fabrics are available in two
grades, five patterns, and more than
60 colors.
Circle No. 70

PUBLICATION

Real Estate Master In® Investor PIusT"TM

Commerce Clearing House, Inc. is
launching a monthly newsletter, the
CCH LLCAdvisor, Tax and Business
Planningfor Limited Liability Companies.The CCH LLCAdvisor will focus
on up-to -date news of federal and state
law developments and provide the latest thinking in tax and business planning for LLCs. It will carry handy planning checklists, interviews with
practitioners, comparative analyses of
state laws, litigation updates, and Internal Revenue Service LLC policy statements.
Circle No. 71

...doesn't
materbecauseE.F.
Haskell's FixedAssetAccounting
Softwarehasthetaxlawsbuilt-in.With
helpscreens,warningsandfully
automatedFederal; ACEandAMTbooks
oursoftwarewil guideyouthroughthe
complicatedtaxlaws.
Andproledionsareinstantlypossible.
Aseachassetisenteredtheentirelife
historyforeachbookiscalculatedand
visibleonthescreen.
Wefeature29standardmanagement
andtaxreports,allcustomizable.Youcan
print reportsandscheduleseasilyfor
past, presentandfutureyears.Andours
istheonlysystem that offersanSQL
Custom Report Writer.
E.F. Haskell'sFixedAsset
Accounting Softwareissoeasytouse
andsowel documented,mostofour
customersrarelycall forsupport. But if
youdohavequestionsourtechnical
expertsandCPAsarereadytohelp.
30DAY FREE TRIAL

-800-732-3688
FORPENSION
aA��ul
I ADMINISTRATION
i �
Thebestwayto
administer401(k)Plans, Profit

SharingPlans,andAgeWeightedPlans.
PermitteddisparityandADPtests
included. Col forafreedemodisk.

ANINDUSTRYLEADERSINCE1978
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Circle No. 24

SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE

HELP
WANTED

ADDEDVALUE
FOR YOUR CLIENTS

FINANCE PACKAGE

We are a leading authority in the
placement of Manufacturing
Management Accounting professionals. We currently have CFO,
VP Finance and Controller search
assignm ents in the $40,000$150,000 range nationwide.
Please call us to discuss these career opportunities at 803 -7888877. You may fax your resume to
us at 803- 788 -1509 or mail it to:

SOFTfind industry
specific software FAST.
Thousands of specialized PC programs by disk or modem ... demos /testimonials, money -back
guarantees /telephone support/
manuals /all price levels. Not
shareware.
SOFTFIND $25.
FREE DEVELOPER LISTINGS
DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE .. COMPUTER MASTERS
BBS 407 -547 -8759
FAX 407 -547 -1703
CALL 407- 585 -7354
FOR NEAREST BSS.

Loan and mortgage analysis, capital budgeting, other time value
calculations. Variable rates and
periods. $24.95
Morrison Software, Inc.
Aston, PA 19014
(610) 358-4797.

ACIYVTIY BASED
COSTING SOFTWARE
Activity Analyzer for DOS and
Windows. Create activities, cost
drivers, bills of activities, and attributes for multi- dimensional activity analysis. Single -level and
multi-level product costing with
full bill of material roll -up.
Lead Software, Inc.
158 Greenfield Drive
Bloomingdale, IL 60108
(708) 351 -5155

Start making money for YOURSELF with the company, Success Magazinecalls the 'Number One Accounting Franchise
in America!" (March, 1991) Build
your own highly successful accounting practice with Padgett's:
• intensive 4-week training
• Client marketing systems
• Yearly tax eaminerSlsuppDrt
• Streamlined accounting
system
• On -going field support
• Owner manuals & much
more. CALL

1- 800-323 -7292
FOR FULL DETAILSI

Your success is our success.

yp

HELP
WANTED
ACCOUNTING FACULTY
Startin g August 1994. Teach
CMA courses and engage in
scholarship and service. Prefer
accounting doctorate. Minimum,
masters in accounting and certification. Deadline: 4/15/94.
James Haine
Business/Economics—
Accounting position
University of Wisconsin
Stevens Point, WI 54481
Phone: 715- 346.2728
AA/EO Employer

F-O-R-T-U-N -E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies
pay our fees.

SENIOR EDP AUDITOR
Perform a variety of operational
information systems audits and
application system audits within a
networked MVS mainframe,
mini, LAN, WAN, and microcomputer environment. Identify audit
and control related risks for each
area under examination and evaluate and render opinions on the
adequacy and completeness of
identified controls, system security, operational procedures, and
back -up and disaster recovery
plans. Report to and advise senior
mgmt on all significant findings
and concerns. Interface with external auditors and govt agencies
in the completion of audits and
other reviews. Participate in a
consulting role in new systems
development projects and provide advice in the areas of processing controls, financial functions, and system security. Provide supervision to assigned staff
for special projects and reviews as
the need arises. Position requires
a B.S. degree in Accounting.
Must be a C.PA and Certified Information Systems Auditor (or

have passed CISA examination).
Must have demonstrated knowledge of (1) risks and controls as
they relate to MVS mainframe environment, mini, and local area
(LAIC and wide area (WAN) networked microcomputer environment, and (2) PC based tools including word processing, flowcharting, spreadsheets and
database software. One yr. prior
experience as an EDP Auditor or
Senior EDP Auditor required including performance of computer
assisted audit techniques
(CAAT) using SAS and FOCUS
software. 40 hrs /wk; 8 a.m. - 5
p.m.; $34,600 /yr. Send resume
with SSN to:
Indiana Dept
of Workforce Dev.
10 N. Senate Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Attn: Gene R. Replogle
Include I.D. #3288661
with response.
Candidates must be eligible for
permanent employment in the
United States.

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING®

readers will
budget more than
$10.5 billion next
year for product
lines advertised in
this magazine.
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ADVERTISERS'INDEX
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ABC Technologies
Accountants On Call
Comshare
CMA Program
Cost Technology, Inc.
CTS
Dun & Bradstreet
ECG
E.F. Haskell
Fast -Tax
FuziWare, Inc.
Gleim Publications, Inc.
Gleim Publications, Inc.
IBCFP
IMA Annul Conference
IMA Corporate Financial
Management Conference
IMA Education Conference
Malibu
Oracle
Northwestern Mutual Life
Padgett Business Services
Pillar Corporation
Rigos
Robert Half
Sapling
NetProphet II
Sapling
Activity Based Costing
Security Pacific
SunSystems
Willabee & Ward
A -2 Jacket
Willabee & Ward
Greatest Books
Willabee & Ward
Grundig Digital Radio

Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum. Advertising copy over 50 words is
charged at display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP codes, and phone numbers count as one word each. All classified advertising must be prepaid.
Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy
is 45 days preceding month of publication.
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► the only hands -on independent evaluation of the leading
PC /LA\ based systems by CPA software experts
A
W

► Identify your priorities and find out who performs
them best

WA
H

► not based on vendor claims or literature
► 250 pages of narrative and featurelftinction analysis

v

► rates the quality ofperformance of 1100 features for
each system
► identifies the strengths and weaknesses of each package
► includes a software program to quickly rank the
systems by needs met.
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Do you want to reach hundreds of
thousands of corporate accountants with
your product or service?
Call our advertising representatives:
Peter McGrath or Jim Hart
Management Accounting
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760
Tel: 1- 800 - 638 -4427;
FAX # (201) 573 -0639.

Copy: All advertising must be submitted
in typewritten, double- spaced form. No
telephone orders accepted. Copy may
be faxed to Alice Schulman at (201) 5730639.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the
right to accept or reject advertisements
for MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®
Classified.
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Payments: Payment in U.S, funds must
accompany each order. Mail copy to Al
ice Schulman, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Tel. (201)
573 -6280.
Display Classified: One - twelfth page
(one column x 2 3/8 ") is available at
$822.
71
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IN EDUCATION

RALPHL. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGERH. HERMANSON, EDITORS

SHOULD
PROFESSIONAL EX"
Q UESTIONS BE
PUBLISHED?
BYROBERTGRUBERAND
KENNETH M. MACUR
ost professional organizations
do not release copies of their
exams to the public. The questions and answers are secured (not released officially) by the examining
body before and after the exams have
been administered. The accounting
profession remains one of the few that
still publishes the questions and unofficial answers used on its respective
professional exams.
Should the Institute of Certified
Management Accountants (ICMA)
follow the example of the other professional groups, including the American Institute of CPAs (AICPA), and
consider securing its exam by discontinuing the publication of the questions and unofficial answers used on
the Certified Management Accountant (CMA) exam? Before this question is answered, several other issues
should be considered.
What are the purposes of professional exams? The three types of exams— accreditation, licensure, and
certification —have a different population, methodology, and purpose.
Accreditation is the process whereby a governmental agency or professional association grants public recognition to programs that meet certain
predetermined qualifications or standards. Accreditation usually is voluntary and intended to increase the
credibility of its programs. The accreditation process is not relevant for
the CMA program because programs,
not individuals, are professionally accredited.
The licensure process is mandatory
72

for individuals to remain employed in
their chosen occupations because the
primary purpose of the licensure process is to protect the public from incompetent practitioners. Because it
has a narrower scope than the certification process, the content on a certification exam should be broader and
more complex than the content on the
corresponding licensure exam. The
CMA exam, unlike the Certified Public
Accountant (CPA) exam, presently is
unrelated to any licensure process.
Certification recognizes the competency of individual practitioners. Like
accreditation, certification is voluntary,
although noncertification usually limits the types of activities that can be
performed by profession members.
Professional certification typically
is based on the assumption that the
general public cannot judge adequately the competency of individuals at the
time that they enter the profession.
Therefore, professional certification
reflects what the profession believes is
the basic competency level required to
enter the profession.
The certification process also involves promoting the professionalism
of its members, increasing the prestige
of the profession, avoiding governmental control via a strong self - regulatory
organization, protecting the public
from incompetent practitioners, improving academic programs, and distinguishing individual practitioners
among their colleagues.
Because the primary purpose of certification exams is to determine the entry-level competency of each candidate, they should be graded by comparing each candidate's performance
to a list of preestablished criteria. In
other words, certification exams
should use criterion - referenced grading rather than norm- referenced
grading.
The basic difference between a
norm - referenced exam and a criterion referenced exam is the procedure used
to determine the various levels of acceptable performance. On a norm -referenced exam, the average score and
its standard deviation are used to determine the different levels of acceptable performance. For example, exam
scores that are at least one standard deviation above the average score will receive an "A."
On a criterion- referenced exam,
performance standards are established before the exam is given. Any
exam score that meets the predetermined standard is acceptable, regardless of the group's overall perfor-

mance. Thus, the grading scale for
norm- referenced exams is based upon
actual results, whereas the grading
scale for criterion - referenced exams is
based upon expected results.
Norm- and criterion- referenced exams should be constructed and interpreted differently because they address different objectives. The purpose
of a norm- referenced exam is to rank
the candidates according to the characteristic (s) being tested. The purpose
of a criterion- referenced exam is to determine whether or not the candidates
are competent with, and /or possess
the characteristic(s) being tested.
Clearly, professional certification exams should be criterion- referenced.
One problem with criterion- referenced exams is determining the appropriate cut -off between competency and
incompetency. This problem is especially significant when new questions
are used on each administration of the
certification exam. A second problem
with criterion- referenced exams is that
their quality is more difficult to assess
than norm- referenced exams because
the distribution of the criterion- referenced test scores will not produce usable variance estimates unless the
questions have been used before.
In order to avoid the problems and
maximize the benefits associated with
criterion - referenced exams, the questions must be secure. The professional
organization needs to know that the
questions are vaild and reliable before
the exam is administered. Certification
exams cannot "curve" the results to
generate a prescribed number of passing scores without seriously eroding
the public's confidence in the professional organization. This factor, therefore, supports "securing" the exam
through nonpublication.
Next month we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using
secured professional exams and the effect an unsecured professional exam
has on the education process.
■
Robert Gruber, CMA, Ph.D., CPA, is associate professor, and Kenneth M Macur, CPA, Ph.D., is associate professorat
the University of Wisconsin- Whitewater,
Whitewater, Wis.
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is
the ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal of
Accounting Education Professor at
James Madison University.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & YoungAlumni professorand Regent's professor at Georgia State University.
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It's time for a better solution

CommanderT"kIBudget
Is your budget system a complex patchwork of spreadsheets, in -house programs and paper -based
reports? Do you spend all your time with the mechanics of the inevitable changes rather than
analyzing their impact on the business? Now there's a better solution: Commander Budget.
It's a complete, distributed budgeting application that combines the control of a database, the
ease -of -use of a spreadsheet, and the power of multidimensional analysis. Commander Budget

won't stop the request for "just one more change," but it will handle the mechanics so you can
focus on the business of budgeting.
For more information call Chris Kelly today at 1. 800. 9224979 or 313 - 994 -4800.
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IT'SFREE...
ANDIT'SRIGHT
ONTHEMONEY
When it comes to the overall picture of
professional employment, salary data is
important.

But as a manager, you also need to
consider the pressing issues of benefits,
training, turnover and managing costs
through strategic staffing.
a'11 appreciate the 1994 SALARY
JIDE from the Robert HalA and
countempr organization that offers a
mprehensive view of the nationwide
rrent salary levels in Accounting,
.nance, Banking and Information
ystems key positions. The Guide also
icludes useful information on
;vitalizing your staff after the
ecession, and pursuing innovative
offing methods.
To obtain this FREE SALARY
GUIDE, call your local Robert Half
and Accountemps office.

© 1994 Robert Half tnternutional Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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